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In the last tw:o decades, the deve1opment of New Zealand 
prehistory has seen a movement away from a strong emphasis on 
archaeology to a grow.ing concern with synthesis and theory. One aspect 
of this shift has been the p:nolonged discussion of the cultural status 
of the New Zealand Maori during the 'Class:ic Maori Phase'. In part this 
was stimulated by an increase in knowledge of the earlier Archaic 
period (Duff, 1956:73-82). It was also influene:ed by a widespread 
interest in the. records of early voyagers and travellers encouraged 
by the wealth of new editions available (for example, the Beaglehole 
editions: of the journals, of Cook and Banks). 
The inadequacies of the archaeological assemblages 
belonging to this: phase were acknowledged at the Second Annual 
Conferenc:e of the New Zealand Archaeological Association (Golson, 
1957: 279) ., Consequently, many prehistorians. began to regard these 
records as supplementary informatjjon. Observations made by Europeans,, as 
visitors or residents in New Zealand were compiled in order to delineate 
the differenc:es between the earlier and later phases of New Zealand 
prehistory (Golaon, 1957:279-280; Golson and Gathercole, 1962:271). 
The past seven years have seen a marked upsurge of 
interest in the precise details. of culture contact between European 




This period of initial contact waa named the 'protohistoric' period 
of Maori culture in line with the terminology adopted overseas 
(Golson and Gathercole, 1962:173). The French, who differentiated 
between the prehistoric period when writing was non-existent,, and 
the historic period when cultural developments c;ould be studied with 
the aid of written documents, introduced the term 'protohis.toric' to 
mark the early historic period when written documents were occasionally 
produced, but not on a. universal scale: (Hawkes, 1951:. 1, 3). The 
adjective, 'protohistoric' was acceptetd into British usage, although 
in a sJ.ightl.y modified form, to mark 
"••• an age, or stage, in which the first 
rudiments ••• of historical documentation are 
already present, not thousands of miles away, but 
in the denoted culture itself, where they will be 
follow.e.d, in the next stage after, by the fully-formed 
documents of History properfl. 
(Hawkes, 1951 :.3) 
In a;ddition, Hawkes postulate.d the "Cognitional System of Nomenclature 
for I?rehistorytt whereby prehistoric cultures could be related to a 
fully historic period 11according to the degree ••• in which our 
knowledge •••. stands indebted to historical material .. " (Hawkes, 1951:6,9). 
Hawkes, in company with other members of the Prehistoric Society, 
was c.onc:ar.ned about the. pr·oliferation of.· cultural labels acc.ompanying 
-3-
archaeol.ogical reports and reconstructions of prehistory. He offered 
his: cognitional system as a. suggestion for "some new and more 
appropriate general. terminol.o.gy ••• as a chronol.ogical framework for 
prehistory ••.• " (Hawkes, 1951:10). The reformers had established the 
prime requirements for the new terminology with the intention of easing 
the problems of communication between prehistorians and the general 
public:. They also wished to emphas.iz.e the variations in the quality 
and quantity of their information (Hawkes,. 1951 :10-12). The British 
prehistorians: were essentially interested in s.etting the prehistory 
of Britain and. Europe into order, and relating their areas of chief 
concern to the cultural. development of the Mediterranean and the 
Middle East. It therefore followed that prehistory c.ould be divided 
into;, primary and secondary uni ts: of study (Daniel., 1967 ::31). The 
prehistory o.f literate societies: was designated "primary'' or "text-
free" prehistory (Hawkes, 1954::156; Daniel, 1967::30-31). 
At some point in time, I.iterate peopl.e will impinge upon 
non-literate. groups,, and the documentary records: which result from 
this ccmtac.t may be freely consulted by archaeol.ogists. It has been 
the custom of archaeologists studying such groups to work within 
the chronol.ogical framework supplied by the history of literate 
societies. This: 11text-aided11 or "secondary" prehistor.y (Hawkes, 1954: 





"-Protohistory is the study of peoples: who were 
living after history began,, but who themselves 
did not have writing. 11 
(Hole and Heizer, 1965:5) 
This definit±on is acceptable in the United States where the arrival 
of literate Europeans: marks the beginning of the hist~ric period, 
but the boundary betw.een the prehistoric and protohistoric periods 
is; not. easily decided. The term protohisto!l'ic has been applied to 
Indian habitations: sites which show. evidence of trade relations 
with Europeans (Wedel, 1936::24, fn.33.), or, alternatively, sites 
which were known to be occupied foll.owing the arriwal of the 
Europeans;, regardless of the nature of the archaeological evidence 
(Heizer, 1941-42:99, fn.10). The former definition does not 
acknowledge the implication that the presence of European-made 
items: may indicate. Indian-Indian trade relations,, rather than Indian-
European trade.,. As. Wedel' s criterion for the prehistoric-protohistoric 
boundary rests upon the direct contact of Indians and Europeans, his 
definition is unworkable and unacceptableo Heizer has accepted the 
limitations impos,ed by archaeological evidence, and has outlined 
a framework of referenc.e which is correspondingly :flexible. The 
protohistoric: period is terminated once a site can be identified 
with a village visited by, or repor.te.d by European travellers and 
explorers, (Wedel, 1936:24, fn.33) .. This system of nomenclature 
reflec.ts, the comp1-exi ty of cultural. re.lationships between the Europeans· 
I 
. \ 
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and the American Indians following the arrival of the former in the 
sixteenth century (We.del, 1936 :.24-25) •. Evidence of protohistoric: 
changes made it imperative that the cultural history o.f areas which 
were well. documented during the historic period be studied in depth 
in order to assess the direct and indirect effects of Indian-
European contact (Heizer, 1941-42:101). The methodological approach 
was to work from the information known fox· the historic period, and 
extend the cultural sequence backwards through time :iinto the unknown 
protohistoric- and prehistoric periods:. This method, the direct 
historic approach,, a:s defined by Steward (Steward., 194.1-1942:337), 
is directly related to the more recent methodological approach, 
ethnohis,tory (Fenton, 1966:71; Sturtevant,, 1966:9). The reconstruction 
of a culture sequence by the direct his.torical approach depends 
largely upon the quality and quantity of the evidence produced by 
archaeologists, ethnohistorians,. and ethnologists working together 
(Wright, 1968:.96-97) • 
Since the direct historical approach was introduced, ethno-
history has been defined in various ways (Fenton, 1866: 71 ;, Sturtevant, 
1966:6). The most comprehensive (but not perhaps the most useful) 
definition is that 
11 ••• ethnohistory is (the study of) the history 
of the peoples normall.y studie.d by anthropologists .• 11 
(Sturtevant, 1966:.6) 
Fenton differentiates between the prac.tice of ethnohistory by 
I . 
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ethnol.ogis.ts: and by historians,1 and discusses the contribution which 
both dis.ciplines can make;. in addition he believes that ethnohistory 
shoul-d be field-orient.ad (Fenton, 1966:72-75). This. view is upheld 
by Sturtevant, although he feels that fieldwork nee.d not be obligatory. 
He believes, that the greater sophistication of fieldwork which 
prompted the awareness o:f ethnoc:entric:. bias mi ti gates the critic isms 
that ethnohistory is: a. 11return t.o the prefieldwork style of armchair 
ethnol.ogy11 , and that the techniq·ues evolved for the critical analysis 
of historical sources are a positive and valuable contribution made 
by this.new discipline (Sturtevant, 1966:13). 
He outlines the principal interests of ethnohistory a:s 
being "historical. ethnograplf" and the "historiography of nonli terate 
culturesll (Sturte:vant, 1966,:7). 
The latter has been broken dow.n into two parts, which 
parall.el the distinctions made between phonetic and phonemic analyses 
by linguists. When the method which is applied is: related to "a 
criterion of s.elec:tion, which is not necessarily indigenous to the 
pe.ople or areas," being studied (Munz·, 1971 :2), the history is 
regarded as 11 eticlf (Hudson, 1966.:,54). 11Emic" history is the view of 
the past whieh is held by the group or society under study (Hudson, 
1966:54). Th:lis princ.:iple has also been applied to the study of such 
traits as: kinship terms, or items fOrmingtypological. assemblages 




ethnohistony in its purest form (Fenton, 1:966:74) •. Its sources are 
to be found among the traditions, geneal.ogies and legends of non-
li terate. people, and there are numerous examples of the contrast 
between the criteria accepted as important in emic and etic accounts 
of history (Hudson, 1966:55-61; Munz, 1971:14). Sophisticated 
methods of analysis have ensured that oral accounts:, and written 
records of oral acc.ounts. can impart valuable informatio.n 
(Sturtevant, 1966:.9-10, 26-30). 
The aim of the second interest, historical ethnography, 
is; the re.construction 
11 • •• of a synchronic, ethnographic. description 
of a past stage of a culture, especially a 
des.cription bas.ed on written documents 
contemporary with that stage..... The aim is to 
produce a description paralleling as cl.osely as 
possdble what would' be possible in fieJLd 
ethnography, even thermgh the evidence is . •·•· 
others:, nonanthropol.ogists, have l.earned and 
written down. 11 
(Sturtevant, 1:966:7) 
In short, the two main branches of ethnohistory are 
what 
w:rd ting 0-thnographic description using documents and w.r.i ting the 
historiography of non-J.i terate cultures; •. The ethnohistorical method 
relies on written sources· for the first interest; folk history, 
oral tradition, trait comparison, linguistics and archaeology provide 





interest. Both interests are relevant in New Zealand. Initial conta'.ct 
was not sufficient forbuil.ding up a. synchronic ethnographic 
des.cription, although this does become possible at a later period. 
The methods of ethnohistory vary accordingly, w:ith archaeol.ogy, 
linguistics, and oral tradition assuming the dominant position in 
the early period, and wnitten sources becoming more important after 
1840. 
The application of this method in New Zealand was promoted 
by Groube in his Master's., thesis when he drew upon ethnographic 
data to throw light upon his study of prehistoric settJLement 
patterns; (Groube, 1964). A definitio.n,. which Dening includes in his 
c.ri tique of the value of ethnohistory in Polynesia, ia directly 
applicable to Groube's: s:tudy of settlement patterns: 
n ••• ethnohistory' s prime. concern ••• is with 
the des.cript:ion of illiterate societies by 
literate observers at the time when contact 
between the two had not changed or destroyed 
the illiterate society." 
(Dening, 1966:25) 
Groube was dire.ctl.y involved with the chrono1ogical 
problems associated with the definition of the prehistoric-his.toric 
boundary. To be strictly accurate, the appearance of Abel 
Tasman I s. ex..pedi tion off the New Zealand coast between 13th December· 
1642 and 6th January 1643 shoul.d mark the beginning of New Zealand's 





Dutch expedition was, however, minimal and restricted to a very 
limited area (A.s. N.Z.Ency. 3:.363-3.64). The islands. then returned to a 
state of isolation which remaine:d unbroken for approximately one 
hundred and thirty years,, until the arrival of the English 
navigator·, James Cook,; in 1769 •. During the following decades New 
Zealand was p1aece.d upon European navigatien charts, and the New 
Zealand Maori was expos.ed to Europeans such as sealers, whalers, 
and traders wh.o were. bent on commercial. gain, to European explorers 
such as de Surville: and du Fresne, and to European missionaFies. 
Cook's expeditions wera responsible; for very full 'ethnographicJ 
re1;>orts OOl the Maoris living along extens0ive areas of New Zealand's 
coastline, and it is these reports, together with th0se of de 
Surville and du Fre:sne,_ which are of value for· reconstructions of 
prehistoric Maori culture. (Groube., 1965::2} .. These reports span the 
period between 1769 and 1777. Groube's researchr into the ethnographic 
re.cords following 1777 has shown that the variation in their quality 
and quantity reflec,ts the "uneven rate of penetra.tion of the 
li te:rate European •• •·" (Groube, 1964:6) °' If the American definition 
of a historic site: was applied in New Zealand, some parts of. the 
country woul.d not become historic until the middle, of the nineteenth 
century (Groube, 1964:6) •. The signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 
1840 marks the entry of' New: Zealand,_ as a colony, into the Empire of 
Great Britain. It is customary to accept 1769 as the beginning of 
the historic period, al though,, in ac;tual. fact, written records were 




begins (Kennedy, 1969:.4). Groube accepte.d Hawkes' definition of the 
protohistoric period as an "incompletely historic time" (Hawkes, 
1954:.159) and appl.ie:dit to the period extending from 1769 to 1:840. 
Because: of the is.parse. and intermittent nature of the 
documentary record much of the reconstruction of the protohistoric 
period must r.es.t with the archaeologist. Where ethnographic 
information is availabl.e,, ethnohistorical methods may be employed •. 
It is necessary, however, to classify textual information into etic 
and emic categories, for traditional. or· oral information given by 
the Maoris; is an important s.ourc:e for ethnohistorical analys,is. 
A number o.f articies which have appeared in the past five 
years,. dealing with aspects. of the protohistoric period, have used 
ethnohistor.ical me.thods to some extent. In contrast to the 
rec.onstructions. of Maori life put forward by Buck and Firth ( Groube, 
1964:.29) and often regarded as auth0ritative statements upon 
prehistoric Maori l.ife, the present day studies, as a rule, have 
strictly defined iimits. Groube's thesis was a forerunner of these 
studies. He emphasized the importance of the changes in Maori 
culture following co:ntact with the Europeans, and argued that the 
cultural efflorescenc:e of' the Classic Maori Period could have 
occurred in response to European agents of change (Groube, 1964:15-17; 
20-21). Some of his evidence was based up.on the impressions he had 
gained. from a wide reading of early ethnographic aceounts (Groube, 
1964:.15), but it was beyond the scope of his: thesis. to. study any one 
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area in depth. 
Subsequent studies (for instance, Shaw.cross, 1967;, Coutts, 
1969a; 1969b; Kennedy, 1969; Leach, 1969) have reported upon specific 
areas and have isolated problems which can be answered by reference 
to the documentary and archaeological evidence known for that area. 
Thus K.Shawcross put forward a well. documented argument which removes 
fern root from the famine food list (Shaw.cross, W.,, 1970:281) and 
readjus.ts the scale of the relative importance of agricultural and 
gathered foods, principally for the Bay of Islands (Shaw.cross, K.1967). 
The presence of a French expedition in the Bay of Islands during the 
winter of 1772 made it possible for·Kennedy to study the degree of 
correlation between the settlement pattern which was recorded in 
1772, and the c.ontemporary archaeol.ogical field evidenc.e (Kennedy, 
1969). H.Leach examined a number· of theoretical issues. which are of 
direct relevance to:- the ethnohistorical approach in New Zealand. By 
. the judicdous: selection of archaeol.ogical and textual material she 
reconstructed the subsistence potential. and ass:ociated exploitation 
patterns f.or tw:o, coastal districts in the South Island. Her 
intention was not to study each area in depth and review all the 
pertinent evidence, but to> demonstrate the relevance of textual 
material to the New Zealand prehistorian •. It is obvious however, that 
her infoFmants w:ere speaking of Maori subsi.stence patterns which had 
already changed in response to contact with Europeans (Leach, 1969: 
42; Coutts, 1969b). This is· a problem which is. relevant in many 
areas in New Zealand. Where it is possible to fill out details of the 






automatic reconstruction of the prehistoric period. This is an 
attitude reminiscent of the nineteenth and early twentieth century 
attempts to show 'the Maori as. he was' (Groube, 1964:27-32) • 
The ultimate aim behind the use of the ethnohistorical 
method in New Zealand should be both the gathering of primary source 
material (Munz,, 1971 ~ 12-13) into readily accessible referenc:e 
c.:ollections for· each region and subregion, and to aid the archaeologis.t 
and the prehistorian. This will. permit a reassessment of the value of 
e.thno.gra:phic syntheses ( for instance,. Vayda' s ( 1960) authoritative 
review of the general patt.erns of Maori warfare) for the purposes 
of drawing ethnographic analogy. 1 The unparalleled contribution made 
by Best2 to the ethno.graphic record shoul.d not remain unmentioned. 
His publications c.ontain items of first-hand information not available 
elsewhere •. Bes.t 's records have been a fruitful source for prehistorians 
employing the ethnographic: analogy, but the c:irc.umstances, surrounding 
his fieldwork (Groube, 1964:26) serve as a reminder that ethnographic 
literature is not a 'neutral' source material (Munz, 1971:12). 
The ethnohistorical approach has been applied,with some 
success., to recent excavation reports (for example, Bellwood, 1969) 
but there is; a danger that New Zealand prehistoric reconstructions 
could become entangled with tribal his,tories and tribal movements. 
1se.e H.Leach's dis.cussion of ethnogra:hic analogies (Leach, H.1:969:.Ch •.. 1). 







These must be used with caution until the entire content of New 
Zealand tribal. history has been critically evaluated.
1 
The distinction between emic and etic history is important 
for any study of the protohistoric period for the very reason that the 
definition of this: period is based upon its relationship to European 
history. In or-der to study the emic nature. of the interact±on between 
Maor.i and European by ethnohis,torical. techniques, it is apparent that 
research must continue beyond the formal. boundary of European history •. 
This is es.peciall.y important for inland districts where, the 
establishment of direc.t Maori-Euro.pean cCi>ntact w:as late., 2 When 
considering such areas it is necessary to remember the implications 
of Hawkes:' model. of diffus.ion spheres (Hawkes,, 1954:160) •. There is a 
certain merit. in re.taining both flexible:: and rigid definitions of 
the boundaries between prehistory,, protohistory and history •. On a 
New Zealand wide level.. the definition of the boundaries may be rigidly 
controlle,d, but for the purposes of. areal. dis,cussion of sites or site 
c.omple.xes it could be useful. to take a more flexible approach. 
The Wairarapa Valley is., an exampl.e of an extensive block of 
land which was retained under Maori ow.nership until the 1850' s: 
(Map 1 ). • Following the sale of land to the Government, a European 
pattern of land use was s,uperimposed over the Maori pattern •. This 
thesis w.ill examine documentary info:J?mat:ii.on pertinent to the 
1 Thia has. already been done for some areas. See Roberton, 1956;: 
1957; 1962r 1968. 









Map 1: Details of Land Boundaries and Land 
Purchases in the Lower Wairarapa Valley 
KEY 
Blocks of land bought by Government 
l • • • • • • • • Owhanga 
2 • • • • • • • Turakirae 
3 • • • • • • Turanganui 
4 • • • • • • • Taheke or Pua ta 
5 • • • • • • • Kumenga 
6 • • • • • • • Kahutara 
6a • • • • ••Ferry Reserve 

















11·-·-·-Native Land (Te Iringa, Okawa, Potakakuratawhiti Te Awaawaroa, Ohaeretahi) 
12·-·-·-Native Land 
13·-·-·- Okoura 
14 • -·- ·-Tauanui 
15 ...... • -·-Turanganui 
16 ·-·-·-Pirinoa 
17 ·-·-·-Whakatomotomo 
(Wakahemate, Te Tipua, Otaupuaroaro, 
Mapunatea, Ikaarua) 
18 •-.. -·-Ranier a I s Reserve 
19 ·-·-·-Hinaki taka 
Ullltlll!IIUHIIIIJUl!llll!I Flood line 










Wairarapa. dis.trict, with special emphasis upon the Maori history of 
occupation within the Wairarapa Valley itself. 
When the 'Tory', under the command of Captain Chaffers, 
arrived in Port Nichol.son on 20th September 1839, it was carrying 
the advance guard of the New Zealand Company as its passengers. 
Te Wharepouri and Te Puni ,, the Maori chiefs who welcomed the 
European visitors w.ere themseJ. ves c.omparati ve newcomers to the 
district. These two chie.fs- and their pe0pl.e had migrated to this; 
area fr0m Taranaki, and together with other northern tribes,. had 
ousted the former owners 0f the Wel1ington and Wairarapa areas •. They 
w,ere. however, numerically weak and subjected to raids from their 
enemies •. What experience they had ha:d with the Europeans, had 
heightened their awareness of the advantages; a:.c.cru:iing from the 
presence of white settlers. 
Despite the counselling of one fars;ighted chief, Puakawa, 
who ha.a had the forethought to co.ntemp:tate a future without tribal 
ownership of land, the, Europeans were offered: a stretch of land 
extending north between boundaries marked on the east by the Rimutaka 
range, from Cape Turakira:.e to the beginning of the Tararuas°' The 
western boundary extended north from Rimurapa (Sinclair Head) to 
join up with a line drawn from the northern-most point of the ea:stern 
boundary to the Paekakariki hills. 
Wakefield comments in a dispatch dated 20th September 1839: 





the whole district of Port Nicholson ...... 
have the same right to this place as Raupero 
has to Entry Island•••• This right is that 
of poss.ession; sanctified in this case, in the 
opinion of the natives of all these parts,, by 
formal cession of the land by the natives who 
abandoned it ..... 11 
(Wakefield, 1840:3.) 
The natives who 'abandoned' the area w:ere presumably the 
members of the Ngatimutanga under the leadership of Wiremu Piti 
Pomare. (B.J •. F., N.Z.Ency.:. 2:.819), and those members of the Nga ti tama, 
Kekerew:ai andNgatihaumia tribes who commandeered the 'Rodney' in 
late 1835, and sail.ea. for the Chatham Islands (Shand, 1892:155-·158). 
They in their turn had ouated the former occupants, the Ngati Ira and 
Ngati Kahungunu tribes:, from their settlements. War parties, especially 
of the latter tribe,) took what opportunities they could to harass the 
invaders. 
In the fac;e of the Europeans' advance: into the Cook Strait 
area the warr.ing factions agreed to forget their differences and 
accept a truce.. Te Whare;pouri w:as a leading chief in the compilation 
of the terms of. truce. between the tribes from Taranaki and the Ngati 
Kahungunu. The Rimutaka and Tararua ranges were, establishad as the 
boundary between their respective ter.ri torie:a; · the tribes from1 
Taranaki being ce;de;d. the land to the west of these ranges;, and the 




The formal cession of the I.and did not occur unt±11840 
howe.ver, and this accounts for the reservation that Te. Wharepouri 
was able to place upon the Wairarapa region for the New Zealand 
Company., On the 1st October 1839 Wakefield wrote.: 
''The nativ;es contemplate an almost immediate 
journey to Wainerap or Palliser Bay, which 
they posse.ss ••• Today Warepori tabooed that 
plac.e for me, and swore by his head that no 
one showl.d have any o:£ it till I had time to 
go and see, it. It is a, J.arge bay to the eastward 
o,f this port,, and. c.entains: a river and a large 
district of flat and fertile land ••• On my 
return to the Strait, however, I shall. see 
whether this: taboo:ed place is1 worth paying for. u 
(Wakefield, N.Z.,Co::3/1 !11.4-115; 
1840:5} 
The year 1840 therefore marks an important turning point 
of, Maori history in this area. Major pol.itical decisions w:ere made 
by the Maoris on a local and a New Zealand-wide scale. It is'. beyond 
the scope of this thesis to assess the impl.ications of the Treaty 
of Waitangi for the. local. Maoris, but it is important to understand 
the signific:ance of the p.eace treaty made between the Nga.ti Kahungunu 
and the tribes; from Taranaki. Their treaty marked the formal. 
acknowledgement of a. change of ownership of· tribal land on the 
w.estern side of the Rimutaka and Tararua. Ranges, and a reaffirmation of 
Ngati Kahungunu land rights to the eastern side of the mountainso 
1840 also saw the arrival of large. numbers: of Euro:pean settiers at 
,,, 
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the invitat:ii.on of the Wellington Maoris. 1' Their arrival. set in 
motion changes which had far reaching consequences fonthe Ma:oris. 
Not least of these was, a further change of ownership which, in 
effect, marked the end of a long history of tribal movements and 
changes in land owner-shi.p· in this southern re.gion of the North 
Island. 1840 marks the beginning of the historic period for New 
Zealand(~ page 9), and, by eoincidence, it also marks the 
beginning of formal settlement by Euro.peans and the historic period 
for the Ma0oris living at Port Nic:holson. The Waira.rapa Valley, 
although geographically c.lose to Port.Nicholson cannot be regarded 
as historic at this time. The documents concerning the Wairarapa 
re.present only intermittent visits and are variable in quality. 
In the main they are descri.pti ve and do not resembl.e the formal 
records which accompany local administrat:ii.on in the historic period. 
In fact the Wairarapa was not visited with a view to European settlement 
until 1841: when shortage of land in Wellington made it imperativ:,·e that 
open and ac:cessible land be found close to the port. Squatters 
settled in the Wairarapa Valley from 1844 onwards, but formal. 
settlement, as. a Government approved scheme, did not make its 
appearance until 1853 (Bagnall, 19711: 2 (23):. 6119-622). 
It is, argued that the pr.otohistoric period for the Wairarapa 
did not finish at 1840 but continued on until 1853 •. After 1853 
11 For convenience, those tribes who migrated to Wellington from 
Taranaki and who were living around the harbour and along the 





contact with the Europeans intensifie.d and the changes which 
occurred in all. spheres of Maori life are. not relevant to; this 
argument. It is the intention of this thesis to examine the 
doe.umentation of the prehistoric-protohistoric-historic periods 
for the Wairara.pa;• to this end the foll.owing format has been 
adopted •. 
Chapter Tvio will. brief.ly outline. the physical. habitat of 
the Waira.rapa Maoris, with es!)ecial emphasis: upon the Wairarapa Valley. 
In the d.escripti.on of the culture history of the Wairarapa Valley, 
1840 has been taken as, the division between two major sections. The 
first sec,tion c.oncer.ns tbe nature of the pre:historic settl.ement 
patterns. known from documented Maori traditions. This approach has 
been designated "secondary prokohistory,0 (Gro.ube, 1964::7) •. The 
"primary pro.tohis.tory'' (Grou:be., 1964:7) which is derived from 
European records bel.onging to the period between 1?69 and 1840, is 
alao included in the :first section •. T.he information for the pr.o.to-
hisitoric period p:irior to 1840 can be contras.ted with the second. 
sectio.n in which the nature of the changes in Maori life fallowing 
1840 are traced .. In this sec.tion, and in the concluding chapter to 
follow, an attempt will. be made to assess the interplay of new 
emphas:e:s upon Mao:tti life in the area,, and will demonstrate the unique 
nature of the pr..otohistory of this area, whil.e pointing out the 
dangers o-f extrapolation on the basis of this information for other 








The Physical Setting 
The axial range.s of the North Island form the western 
boundary of Eastland, that section of the East Coast whieh stretches 
from Cook Strait. to East Cape ( Cumberland and Fox, 1963: 1':34). The 
Wairarapa reg:ii.on which forms the southern section of. Eastland is: 
bounded on three sides by clearly delineated physi.ographic features, 
but there. is no official. definition of its northern boundary. Its 
eastern and s:outhern boundarie;s. are defined by the Pacific Ocean 
and Cook Strait respectively, whil.e its western boundary foll..ows 
the crests. of the Rimutaka and Tararua Range:s •. The northern 
boundary used in this thesis is an arbitrary one. It ex.tends from 
the Tararua Range. across the Upper Ruamahanga Valley to Mount 
Bruce, and from there across the coastal uplands. to the sea near 
Castle.point (Map 2·). 
The Wairara:pa. region has been divided into three main 
distric:ts characterised by differences; in structure.,, topography, 
climate and soils (Gibbs., 1964::1). These are the eastern hill. country, 
the western ranges;,, and the alluvial vall.ey between them. 
The coas.tal strip· and the hills to the east of Wairarapa 
Valley are mainly cClllllposed of marine sediments; laid down in the 
Cretaceous and Tertiary periods over a greywacke. basement (Fantin, 










and tilting. The resultant hill. country is finely dissected by 
numerous streams and rivers. There are several short ranges which 
stre-tch from Cape Pall.iser northwards towards Cape Turnagain., The 
Aorangi Range1 extends from Cape Palliser to Mount Ross and averages 
from 2,800 feet to 3,200 feet in altitude. To the north of the 
Aorangi Range the Maungarak.i and Puketoi Ranges are the continuation 
of coastal. cha.iin (Heron, 1929:.2)., Upil.ift in recent geological. times 
has: caus,ed frequent rejuvenation of the rivers and their' tributaries, 
preventing the formation of extensive, valley flats, (Gibbs, 1964::1). 
The eastern hills are subject to uneven rainfall_ and summer droughts. 
The annual rainfall. ranges from 40 to 50 inches over l.arge areas, 
but these figures are higher :iin the higher altitudes of the ranges 
(Spite., 1961 :57; Gibbs:, 1964:1 ) .. Falls of snow: are also confined to 
the ranges (Spa. te:,. 1961: 57). Where the fores-t cover has been removed 
the dominant type: of' s.oil is; ona of· low natural fertil.ity. The l.ow: 
rainfali al1.0WEit shrinkage and c,ompaction of the subs:oil.s; which 
impedes w,inter drainage. This area corresponds: to, Gibbs' 11 dry zone." 
(Gibbs .. , 1964:5), chara(tterisad by greyish brown fine sandy loams or silt 
l.oams as topsoils. 
The steep greywackec ranges: farming the wes,tern boundary 
were raised along the West Wairarapa Fault •. The Rimutak.a Range 
extends from Cape Turak.irae, Cook Strait,, to the Kaitoke: basin west 
of Featherston, where it is: divided by a saddle from the Tararua 
Range. The general southwest-northeast trend is continued by the 
1 






Ta:rarua Range which extends to the Manawatu Gorge:. The Rimutaka 
Range attains; a height of 3000 feet at-Mt.Matthews, but the Tararua 
Range attains a., maximum elevation of more than 5000 ft. The western 
ranges lie in the path of the prevail.ing westerly winds (Peacock, 
1945:5-6)., The precipitation is especially heavy in the winter 
months, ranging from 100 to 150 inches in the Rimutaka Range, and 
reaching as much as 200 inc.hes in the Tararua. Range (Dept. Ind .. & Com.,, 
1'968:40). The Tararua Range c,0ntains the catchment areas of the 
Ruamahanga River and its east-flowing tributaries .. Flooding Fivers 
cause. serious problems in the Wairarapa Valley when westerly to 
northerl.y winds bring heavy rain to the Tararuas. The soils of the 
western ranges. are skeJ.Letal in character, and easily er-oded once 
the forest cover has been removed. They are, predominantly yellowish-
brown silt loams derived fro_m the greywacke and adequately support 
native bush and tuss:ock, but require ma·nage:ment tc:> retain any other 
cover suce:e.ssi'ull__y (Gibbs:,, 1964:2) •. 
The third district provide-<i the main habitat of the 
Wairarapa Maoris. This:.isthe longitudinal. lowland trough of the 
Wairarapa. Valley which is joined by a nairrow e::orridor to the Pa:hiatua 
basin. It is believed that these: two basins w:ere: separated by the 
lateral movement of the West Wairarapa. Fault (Heine, 1964:.185). 
This 1.owland area; stre::tc.heis, continuously, apart from a l.ow range. of 
hills at the northern end of the Wairarapa Valley, from Cook Strait 
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glacial periods, and the landscape was later modified by the action 
of the Ruamahanga River and its tributary rivers and streams. (Gibbs, 
1964:1). The lower s.ection of the Wairarapa Valley1 is dominated by 
the. Pihautea. Ridge., together with a s.eries of sandhill.s,, coastal 
terraces,, and extensive lakes, la,goo.ns and swamps ... Lake Wairarapa 
and its. subsidiary, Lake 0.noke., were formed after the last 
glaciation when an arm of the sea was subjected to uplift and 
alluviati.on across its southern margins (T.L .. G-T. N.Z.Ency. 3:516). 
The lake margins. are indefinite., with many swamps. and lagoons which 
carry the overfl.ow, of. fl.cod waters built up by the closure of the 
outlet to the sea, through the eastern end of the sandbar on the 
seaward margin of Lake Onoke. The Pihautea Ridge: is centrall.y 
si tuate.d s.:outh of. Feathersto-n and trends approximatel.y north-east. 
It separates the. we.s,tern side of the Lower Vall.ey from the fl.ood 
plain of the Ruamahanga River·. To the north of Featherston, the 
landscape. is. dominate.d by braided river valleys:,, high river· terraces, 
and' fans o.f shingle carried from the Tarar.ua catchment areas 
(Sage, 1954:7). 
Although early reports were optimistic: about the fertility 
of the soils:.,. they have not been borne out upon c·I.os:er examination. 
The quality of the Val:tey soils is by no means uniform: they vary 
according to the. patterns. of drainage within the Valley., Mason has 
1For purposes. of dis.cussion throughout the thesis,, reference is. made 
to the northern or upper se:e:tion o,f the Wairarapa Valley, and the 
southern or I.ow.er section •. For the sake of convenience these sections 




subdivided the so.ils into a number of categories based upon these 
criteria. The alluvial soils of the river flats which are high in 
natural fertility can be contrasted with other areas where free 
drainage through the underlying stones and boulder debris causes 
leaching and a propensity to drought during the summer months., Other 
soils have been formed under conditions where impeded subsurface 
drainage. has resulte,d. in a permanently high water table (Mason, 
1956:.265} •. Alluvial soils which rec:eive increment during floods 
remain highly productive, but shallow soils or swift draining soils 
need careful management~, for example those soils to be found on 
terraces. lying above f.l.ood level (Gibbs., 1964:2-3)., The soils formed 
in areas,with a well defined dry season and an annual rainfall of 
less than 45 inches over. fewer than 150 rain days are the yellow-
grey sod.ls and their· intergrades (Gibbs, et al, 1968:.57-58). These 
have been derived mainly from alluvial, marine or wind-bl.awn 
sediments and are. to be found along the easter.n alluvial terraces 
and low rolling hills,. They are sui te:d to cr01_Pping but have a tendency 
to dry out •. The intergrades are; less prone to drought but their soils 
are. more leached •. The northern end of the Val1.ey is dominated by 
ye11ow-brown l<i>ams., whic:h are dev:eloped under· fore.st in areas where 
the annual rainfall. excee.ds 45 inc.hes .. Most o.f these. soiJ.s have a 
low na.tural fe~tility, and break down rapidly under cul.tivation 
(Gibbs at al, 1968:.58). These, are the soils of the western and 
eastern ranges:. They are free draining and friable with their nutrient 




This is clearly demonstrated where greywacke. underlies the soil, 
for an increase; in precipitation is associate:d with a decrease 
from moderate to low nutrient content (Gibbs et al, 1968:59). 
The Wairarapa Vall.ey lies within the rainshadow of the 
Tararua and Rimutaka. Ranges,. Annual rainfall ranges between 30 to 
40 inches:, with the l.owest value being found near Martinborough. 
Increased distance fro.m thes.e ranges in westerl.y conditions 
c.orres;ponds w:i th a decrease. in pre:cipi tat ion (Dept. Ind. & Com., 
1968 :40) •. As a general. rule the highest rainfall. occurs during the 
winter, and less. than a. quarter of the total fa.11.s during the summer. 
Where l.ow rainfall is associated with increased evaporation levels 
du:r:dng the warmer months. of the year drought can become a problem 
(Dept.Ind.& Com .. ,. 1968:41). Rain also accompanie:s the southerly 
winds which are characteristic. of the winter mcmths. Flooding has 
always been a re.current problem and can be especially severe when 
deep depressions c:entre.d. off the east coa.st cause torrential rain-
storms 0ver the eastern hill country., Vihere these rains are 
foll.ow.ad by a shift o.f wind to the north-wes,t and heavy rain ±n the 
Tararuas, and then a further shift to the south, flooding becomes 
extensive. through0ut the Valley (Too,good, 1932) ,.. The fl.coding of 
the Valley rivers has. been res:ponsible for c;onsiderable modification 
G.f the landscape. The rivers draining the western ranges carry 
shingle, but the rivers which fl.ow from the east carry shingle and 
waste from mudstones,, sandstones,. and l.imestones (McKenzie, 1950},. 
\ 
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As well as its own load of debris the Ruamaha:nga rec.ei ves; those of 
its tributaries. The shingle is, dropped along the upper steeper 
reaches of these rivers,, leaving only the coars:er to fine sediments 
which in their turn are: unloa.ded along the lower reaches. 
The landscape is· patterned with former river cou:nses, 
river terraces, and fans of shingle which gradually slope towards 
the hills. These pa.tterns: have remained bas:ically unchanged by 
European sattlement. Modificat:iio.n of the landscape. by the rivers has 
c.ontinued and. earthquakes have further modified the Valley topography. 
For instance, the 1855 earthquake raised sections of the lower valley 
and modifie.d the coastal route between Wellington and Wairarapa. The 
lakes especially were affected. Strips of. land around their margins 
were raised above the normal. water level. (Mackay:, 1:891.:4, 1i3, 17-18, 
20, 27) •- The lakes have been further modified by the offl.oa.d:iing of 
immense quantities o,f river sediments during fl.cods .•. These sediments 
have gradually filled the lakes t:o their present shallow depth and 
will allow the reclamation of extensiv:e areas of land under· the 
present de.velopment schemes (Pattison, 1967) •· 
The sharpness of the transitio,n between the Valley and the 
w.e.stern ranges, especially in the Lower Vall.ey, contras:ts with the 
indentations, of re-e.ntrant vall.ey plains among the outliers of' the 
eastern hill.s (Sage,. 1,954:7). These three major dis,tricts wiere noted 






11The valley of the Wairarapa is bounded by two 
parall.el ranges of lofty hills, that on the north-
west side is called Remutaka, the other on the 
south-east side the Haorangi ,) they both continue 
to the sea terminating in the Capes which>. form the 
ex.treme points of Palliser Bay. 11 
(Stokes,, 1842:184) 
The Wairarapa Valley could also be further subdivided: 
11 The district may be divided into three parts, 
each possessing its dist.inct and peculiar 
characters; the l.owest part, or that nearest 
the sea, and the western side of the lakes, is 
mostly swampy, and is covered during the winter 
months with water; the eastern side ••• consists 
chiefly of grass J.and; the lower ground near the 
river, consists, of • •••· woodlland •••. Beyond these, 
in what may be termed the valley of the Upper 
Wairarapa (by far the larger division of the 
district), there are magnificent grassy plains 
inters.ected by belts of' wood,, and watered by 
numerous streams, the s.oil. of whic;h is. of the 
richest description.}' 
(Stokes, 1846:39) 
This: then was. the physical habitat of the occupants of 







Aspects: of the culture history of the Wairara:pa Maoris; before 1840. 
Part I. Introduction 
There are diff.icul ties, in tracing the se:quence of tribal 
movement and history, especially for the prehistoric: period and 
during the early years. of contact between Maori and Pakeha., During 
the sec:ond half of the nineteenth century an upsurge ef interest 
in the cultural- heritage of the Maori led men such as Col.enso, 
Grey, Shortland-,, and. Woh1-ers t:o collect traditions, genealogies and 
reminisc:ences, which were usually converted. into accounts of tribal 
history (Groube, 1965:.2-3; Simmons,, 1969:14). The Native Land Courts 
which were first s:et up in 1865,, ke,pt written records of the evidence 
brought forward. to justify land ownership claims, and all.owed oral 
tribal history to be 11 froze.n" (Roberten, 1956:45; Groube, 1965:3). 
Genealogical tables: occ.upy an important pla.ce in tribal history 
and made a. dee.p impression upon the Europeans: who were closely 
involved with the Maori people. To take an exampJLe, Shortland wrote:. 
'"'With the New Zealander, genealogical questions 
are inseparable from investigation of cl.aims 
to land ..... It was not till I had compared 
the accounts given by different persons, who 
resided in distant parts: of the country, that 






of tradi tionary history. But I was then so 
struck with the remarkable manner in which 
they coincided with each other, often when 
least expected, that I felt satisfied that 
dependanc.e might be plac·e.d on their general. 
a.cc:uracy. 11 
(Shortland, 1851:92-93) 
Genealogies became an integral feature of all written tribal 
histories. They were compare.d. and c:rtoss checked, where possible, 
in order to determine intertribal re1ationships. The all important 
problem of the identity of the Maori and the question of how and 
when he had arrive.d in New, Zealand oc::cupied the attention of 
leading scholars; •. Genealogies were us:ed by these men as a method 
ef relative dating. Col.oneJ.. Gudgeon, for exampiLe, made an exhaustive 
study of the tribal. occupation of. the North Island district known 
as the East Coas.t .. 
"In this, as; in other'articles on the same 
subject, I have thought it advisable to give. 
many genealogies, in order t0 explain the 
referenc:es made, and above all, to enable 
tho;t,1e: intereste.d in such niatters to approximately 
fix the date o,f the events mentioned." 
(Gudgeon, 1895:17) 
When he wished to write. a brief. his,tory of southern Hawkes Bay, 
Seventy Mile Bush and southern Wairara])a ,, Smith consul.te.d the notes 




Included among these notes were genealogies which were described 
as: being of es.pecial value because they coincided with details of 
geneal.ogies c.ollee,te.d by Gudgeon fr0m other East Coast tribes .. 
Smith wrote.:: 
"••• we a.rec dependant entirel.y upon geneal.ogies 
for fixing approximate. da.tes in Maori History, 
and notwithstanding that the.y differ amongst 
themse.:Uves:, as: is; only natural, if the mean of 
a great number is; taken, and extending back to 
the well.,..known ancestors., the result cannot be 
far from the truth. In this way the dates; to 
foll.ow have been calculated back from the year 
1900,, by allowing four generations to a century.II 
(Smith, 1906:70-71) 
It is said that the selec~tion of the twenty-five year· 
unit was due to the c0ns.ensus of. opinion of certain scholars wh0 
were well. versed in Polynesian 1.ore:,, although it ,was emphasised that 
the date-s given on this: basis. were to be regarded as approximations 
(Gudge,on, 1895:17;. Roberton, 1956:46). 
After this period during which Smith, Best and other 
schola:r:r.s. published many volumes: of traditional histories, there was 
a considerable reaction against the use of traditi<mal. material in 
the reconstnuc:tion of the past .. This was. partl.y due to the campaign 
against the Maruiwi myth waged on the a:rrc.haeological .. front by 
Skinner (Skinner, 1923 ;. Skinner and Bau eke, 1928}, and on the 




prehistorians were loathe. tC:> us:e traditions or even acknowledge their 
potential role in prehistoric. reconstruction. 1 
In this work, how.ever, they are considered because it is 
believed that on the whole sources of. error lie not in the tradition 
itself but iin its: transmission via word of mouth and manuscript into 
the English language. The work o,f J .B.W.Roberton is: partly responsible 
for this change in attitude. 
During the past fifteen years, he has published the results 
of his enqui::nies into; the authenticity of traditional data •. In 1:956 
he demons,trate.d. the chronol.ogical. re.liabil.i ty of genealogies, giving 
due consideration to variables whie:h a,re difficult to isolate; for 
example the physiol.ogical limits to parenthood and the assessment of 
spacing between offspring (Roberton9) 1956). He. has als:o studied the 
factual and conceptual elements of tradit:iion and discriminates 
between genealogies associated with detailed narratives with their 
connotations of 'true' records, and the traditional c:oncepts. which 
are. portrayed in the interpre.tatio.n and narration of traditional. 
facts (Roberton, 1962;: 1966:.189-190, 202; 1969:. 252, 253). He has 
concluded that 
"There is no doubt that factual tradition has 
bee.n so overlaid with concepts and theories that 
it is possible only by careful study and 
comparative analysis to ascertain what is authentic: 
factual tradition and what is theory." 
(Roberton, 1962:308) 





He feels that the study of tradition would profit from using the 
recent past as a starting point, and working back towards the 
remote past. This is, in effect, the same principle employed in 
the direct historical approach. Roberton has been abl.e to confirm 
his belief in this approach through his study of selected tribal 
areas •. In this study he has shown that the traditions in these 
areas. are reliable. over a. span of three centuries. before the 
present, with an outer reliability limit of fiv:e centuries. 
(Roberton, 1969:257). Roberton's method of cross checking, using 
his co.11.ect±.on of geneal.ogies., leads: him to believe that genealogies 
do, in fac:t ,, demonstrate the consistency of tradi ti.on (Roberton,. 
1962:.293). It is at the outer 1.imit of reliability that the 
archaeolo,gists I labours must proceed independently o.f the 
traditionalists•' researches.: (Golson, 1960::380). Within the limits 
of e.:onfi.dence it is possib1.e: for the archaeologist to utilise 
traditional. material'.. to id..entify the tribal occupants of sites,, 
au.though the material culture may be in no way distinctive. Roberte:m 
believes: that the tribal distribution of the nineteenth century 
was the diree-t res.ul.t of tribal movements which 'began during the 
sixteenth century (Roberton,, 1962:.304). 
Another issue which has arisen out of Roberton's research 
was the :possibility of arranging large numbers of genealogies in 
compatible chronological form. This;,, Roberton feels, is; proof tha,t 





The earl.y collectors of tribal history were greatly 
impressed by the feats of memory demonstrated by learned Maoris,, 
and were quick to; point out when the occasion arose, how impossible 
it was for a people.who were dependent upon wJ?itten texts to 
appreciate the memolly training necessary when writing was an 
unknown art. 
Best gave as an instance of Maori memory the occasion on 
which he wrote. out traditions. and some eighty eight waiatas at the 
dictation of one of his Maori informants. In addition,, extra 
details such as genealogies of persons mentioned were also given 
(Best, 1901:108-109) •. Piddington has drawn attention to the fallacy 
"that becausie there was a systematised method of keeping reeords, 
records were always accurately kept.n (Piddington, 1956:201) .. 
Biggs confirmed that variations: do occ.ur ,, but he believes that the 
main themes remain unaltered (N.Z.,Ency. 2:454). 
Nor were the rec:ipients: of this tribal lore unc1i'i ti cal 
of the material. they collected., Where possible it was cross checked 
with infollmants o.f other tribes,, and with published information 
(Shand, 1892:.8.3; Smith, 1906:70, 71;. Best, 1918:. 3, 16; Wilson, 
1939:.1,9). Upon occasions where such c.orroboration was not forth-
coming, the information was published with a word of warning (Best, 
1918 :;60 ). 
Both past and pres.ent investigators of tribal history have 
.\ 
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had to face the inconsistencies of the information they have 
0-oll.ected •.. Ill.ustrations of the difficulties facing the selection 
of information are many •. Prentice refers; to 
and again, 
tttwo occasions: ••·• when works. of well known 
writers w.ere produced in the Native Land Court 
by litigants in support of their· claims, such 
works were refused to be taken in evidence 
by the Judge on account of the inaccuracies 
therein." 
urt is known that c.ertain battles fought and 
claimed by the tribes in this district as 
victories were,. by the other side,, claimed 
as. defea.ts. 11 
(Wilso.n, 1;939: 19-20) 
Even more recently, Roberton commented that it 
"•·•·• is becoming increasingly difficult to 
tell. what narratives. are genuinely authentic •. 11 
(Roberton,, 1956:;46) 
Even the popula,r conceptions ef tradition need not necessarily be 
the corre.ct interpretatio.n of the documentary tradition (Buck, 1926: 
188-189;. Roberto.n, 1956:46) .. 
Many of the elders who could have provided information are 
thought to have been among the victims of the musket warfare of the 
early years. of the nineteenth century. The arrival of European 
settlers with their own effect upon the traditional w.ay off Maori 1.ife 
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s.eems: to have caused a. disruption in the training of younger men 
as recipients. of the knowledge of the tohungas. It became 
increasingly diffic.u1t for investigators to: o.btain any degree of 
agreement among informants.., and trained. tohungas were difficult 
to trace (Roberton, 1956:46). 
Mitchell. found that meetings called for the purpose of 
gaining information often resulted in an uproar because of the 
disparity between accounts. of tribal history (Mitchell.,, 1944:8). 
Lambert wrote 
11 I have endeavoured. to select rel.iable sources 
of information on the Native side, finding 
much e,ontradiction as between the hill and 
coast tribes of Te Wairoa •. Nevertheless I 
take leave to claim that wher~ my account 
differs: it may still be the more correct 
• ti ver.sio.n ....... · 
(Lambert,; 1925:viii) 
Neither could the merits of the informants- themselves be ignored. 
Simmons had recommended that in any attempt to evaluate the 
authenticity of traditional material.. the points of view of both 
the informant and the ree:order should be considered. Numerous 
factors must be examined. Among. these, are personal traits such as 
intelligence, educational backgzround, reliability, understanding, 
character, bias, status and knowledge of Maori - although not 





example, was the information given willingly, or for a reward? 
Another factor to be considered waa: whether the information was 
given in a group, or perhaps in an individual interview (Groube, 
1964:-35-36; Simmons,, 1966: 178-179). 
As a rule, this: type. of information is not available for 
the texts consulted for the following section, but it has certainly 
proved its w.orth in modern studies, such as the review of the 
New Zealand Myth (Simmons, 1969), or in the reassessment of 
traditions and genealogies (Roberton, 1956; 1957; 1962; 1969). 
There. are only a few critiques of the sources consulted by 
the compilers of Maori History, s0 it is not always possible to 
distinguish who the informants were.. Anony.mity is frequently 
preserved (Smith, 1900:109;) Best, 1,918:2). The gathering of material 
for the history of the Taranaki Coast took fifteen years of research. 
Among the notes, collecte:d was information written up from native 
accounts: s.ome fifty years previously. In many instances, eyewitness 
or participant accounts were. given on the unders.tanding that the 
informants; w.ere to remain anonymous, lest re,taliation or revenge 
be wrought by wronged tribes. The account of the visit of the 
Ngapuhi-Ngati-Toa war.party in 1820 is an instance which can be 
given (Smith, 1899:216). 
This account was collecte,d for the "Ancient History of the 









have been evaluated by Gudge.on. White sent manuscript books around 
the tribes, with a reques.t that all traditional knowledge be written 
down. Gudgeon writes that the. recorders were usually the younger men 
of the tribes, who, in many instances, had less. background or 
training in tribal lore than the older learned men, and who did not 
have authority to override the older- Maoris.' mistrust o,f the written 
word (Gudge.o.n, 1896~3-4) .. He recommended that where White himself 
had collected or checked material,. the information could be trus.ted. 
An informant who was frequently consul.ted by Best and 
Smith was Ta Matorohanga, a Wairarapa tohunga whose knowledge was 
re.corded by J .A.Jury, otherwise known as Te. Whatahor@. The 
knowledge, of the tohunga was specialised,, and, either unknown, or 
little known, by their own tribes (Gudgeon, 1895:17; Roberton, 
1956:46) •. The tapu attached to the tohunga and his learning w.as 
ano.ther obstacle to be surmounted by investigators, but in time 
ra,pport was established between the European investigators and 
their informants:., One investigator was moved to write 
"••• it has come to pass that trustworthy 
Europeans more readi:ty obtain informat:Lon 
from Tohunga.s. than do the Ma.oris themselves., 
for in the former cas:e the priest knows that 
his-' information will. not be used to the 
injury of others, whereas, on the other hand, 
his experience teaches him that the modern 







the detriment of others, or, in other words, 
that has not a money value." 
(Gudgeon, 1.895: 17) 
The essence of this statement still heJ.d true fifty years later when 
Mitchell was gathering information for his history of the Nga.ti 
Kahungunu tribe. (Mitchell.,. 1,944: 8). 
The mystique of the tohunga was shaken when cl.oser studies 
were made of the information given by Te Ma.torohanga. Sir Peter Buck 
examined the Ta.kitimu Canoe tradition, and revealed a number of 
discrepanc;ies. which included an imaginative use of European 
knowledge., and an elaboration of detail.. which was not present in 
other canoe tradi ti.ens •. Buck has discussed the inventions and errors 
in grea.t detail (Buck, 1966: 7-8,, 111, 14,, 16-117, 22, 24, 29-31, 43, 
48, 59, 83, 200-201, 443-444, 526, 532, 535). 
Te Matoro:haJnga.' s reputation was vindicated by Simmons when 
he made an exhaustive study of the extant trans:cripts and manuscript 
copies,, and copies o:f c,o.pies ". belonging to the published account of 
11The Lore of the Whare-Wanap.ga"(Simmons,, 1969:19). Simmons concluded 
that Te. Whatahoro had provided a theory and chronology to fill the 
hiatus created by the archaeological evidence of the time. Man and 
moa were proven to be contemporaneous in New Zealand's prehistory, 
and the enigma of the 'Moa hunter' c;ulture needed an explanation, 
which Te Whatahoro provided., Until such time as a full reassessment 
has been done of the tribal histories produced by men such as Smith 
'\ 
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and Gudgeon, the authenticity of their information and their use 
of it should be accepted with reservations (Roberton, 1957:249). 
Golson has criticised the attempts made by Adkin and 
Keyes to integrate tradition and prehistory~ He points out the 
impracticality of distinguishing cultural differences between 
tribes on the basis of traditional history, but it is possible 
that archaeologists may be able to confirm or reject certain 
elements of traditional material from the evidence of artefactual 
assemblages (Adkin, 1960; Keyes, 1960; Golson, 1960:380-381). 
Within the context of this thesis, no attempt has been made to 
extract any information from traditional accounts which is not 
relevant to the discussion of patterns of tribal ~ovement to 
and through the Wairarapa Valley. The traditional material may 
be readily divided into two main sections, each of which can be 
more easily dealt with if kept as a separate section. There is 
a certain amount of overlap which should become apparent throughout 
the main body of the thesis as it is impossible to completely 
isolate oral and traditional information in the following two 
sections. These are~ 
1. Tribal movements in the following districts up to 
c.1819t 






2. Tribal movements associated with the internecine 
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Part II. Traditional History. 
Traditional histories reveal that southern North Island 
coastal areas have been the re.cipient of numerous groups of people. 
Some of these peopl.e w.ere content to remain in one 1.ocali ty, while 
others multipl.ied. to such an extent tha.t it was neeessary for them 
to encroach upo.n the territory of other tribes, or to migrate to 
the South Island. Throughout the prehistoric period, the Wairarapa. 
and Wellingten areas have been c1osely associated despite the 
topographical and vegetati.onal barriers. The main routes to 
Wairarapa have foll.owed the east c:oast, or have wended their way 
through the thick inland bush either by way of Tamaki1 or Manawatu. 
Upon occasions; travell.ers have arrived from the west coast and 
Wellington. 
The itinerary of the earliest traditionall.y known visitors 
is to be found in an account by Best (Best,, 1901:110; 1917:146-149}. 
The experienc"8 of Kupe, and his entourage during their voyage of 















The route which Kupe follow.ed along the east coast of the 
North Island was sailed at a later date by Tara and Tautoki who 
had been directed by their father, Whatonga, to discover if land 
suitable for s.ettlement lay to the south. Whatonga was at this time 
living on the Mahia Peninsula, having migrated there from the Bay 
of Plenty District .. The report given by Tara and Tautoki on their 
return to Te Mahia induced Whatonga to accompany his sons and a 
selected group of mjjgrants to Wellington. This was by no means a 
permanent move on Whatonga's part. A group of his followers were 
left behind at Mahia •. They were to be responsible for pJrotecting 
thos.e people who remained behind,: and were to defend the land from 
any intruders. Best notes that the inhabitants in the vicinity of 
Nukutaurua on the Mahia Peninsula were living at that time in the 
open and not in f.ortif.ied villages (Best,, 1917: 155) .. Fortifications 
may not ha:ve been necessary for the northern area, but the migrants 
felt their position in the south was insecure enough to: ensure that 
Whatonga:c' s instructions on the arts of defence. and retreat were 
hee.ded, and that fortified settlements and places of refuge were 
built (Best, 1917 :.156-163) .... 
There was no mention of other inhabitants in the preliminary 
report of Tara and Tautoki ,, nor in the subsequent account of their 
migration to Somes Island, but the ±nferenc;e to be drawn from their 
nee.d for fortification casts doubt upon the non-existence of other 
i(' "---·· 
groups. This state of a.ffairs did not persist, for Tautoki decided 
.\ 
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to remove himse1f. and his people to Wairarapa Val1-ey, where, 
according to various accounts, his peopl.e flourished. The 
.,,,a.escendants of Tautoki took the tribal name of Rangitane (Best, 
1918 (a):5; 1921:62), although they have been erroneously named 
the Nga·ti-Ira (B.J.F •. , N.Z.Enc.y., 2:833). Smith has recorded a 
genealogy which shows Tautoki as the father of Ra.ngitane (Smith, 
1906:72). Acc.ording to an account found in the manuscripts of 
/ H. Ropiha e.f Hawkes Bay, the name Rangitane was believed to have 
been a. general name which covered. the many gro.ups of people who 
lived in mid. and southern Hawkes Bay •. The names of some of these 
~ /5 >[,' 
groups were given ?,S Te Tini...o-Awa, Whatu-mamoa, Te Tini-o-Rua-tamore, 
;J- '1)' 
Te Te-Upoko-iri, Nga.i Tara and Mu@il;~poko (Smith, 1906:70-72). These 
tribes were designated the 'tangata. whenua 1 ,:fand were said to have 
spread in time over a wide area; through Tamaki district,, Ruahine 
mountains:, Wairarapa,, and up the west coast of southern North 
Island to Porirua, Otaki and Manawa.tu (Smith, 1906:71:; 1910:.154) •. 
No c,0ncept is given of the span of time involved in this movement,
11 
so it is impossible to decide whether Tautoki's son was named after 
an extant tribal_ term, or whether he was in fact the eponymous 
ancestor of the Rangjtane peopl.e whose mana.. was acclaimed by other 
tangata. whenua, groups in a subsequent period. Roberton places the 
1Diff.iculty in ascribing dates, to the perioci of Tara and Tautoki 
becomes apparent when Smith and Best are consulted. Smith traced 
one line in a genealogy which placed Tara's lifetime c.1350, while 
another line placed him c.1400 (Smith, 1906:.73). Best placed Tara 
at c.1200 (Best, 1918a:3). 
> l 
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point of origin for the use of the term 'tanga.ta whenua' in the 
eastern Bay of Plenty. He discusses its application to the people 
whom Toi found as residents of New Zealand, once "it was realised 
that Toi was a Hawaiki man, and that the Tini o Toi must be the 
same breed as the "fleet" people ••·•" (Roberton, 1969:255) •. He has 
reservations about their authenticity as., they are known only from 
information given by the Matorohanga School (Roberton, 1969:256). 
A di vergene-e of o,pinion which occurred between the 
Rangitane and Ngai Tara tribes resulted in the withdrawal of Ngai 
Tara from Tamaki and the surrounding lands to which their settlement 
had spread, back to their home ground around Wellington Harbour 
(Best, 1901 :135;, Smith, 1906:73) .. It is not clear whether the 
Rangitane people who were involved were those descended from Tautoki, 
or allied tribes who had adopted the name. It s•eems more likely that 
the withdrawal was due to the advance of tribes from the Hawke's Bay 
district (Smith, 1906:72). 
Best makes reference to a group of people called Ngati-
Mamoe who were le.d to the vicinity of Wellington Harbour by their 
chief Tu-Kapua. In one version of this account the duration of their 
stay is very short and they migrated to the South Island prior to 
Tu-Kapua' s demise. Another rendi t:Lon allows for a more. lengthy stay 
with a departure. date, of c.1460. (Best, 1918 (a):8). Their arrival 
at Wellington is placed during Tara's lifetime and they were allowed 
to: dwell on the Pa0hua lands to the west of Ngai Tara's territory 
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{Best, 1918 (a) :.2, 7-8). An alternative name given by Best to these 
ne~:C:omer.s was Tini-o-Mamoe (Best, 1918 (a):8). It is therefore 
certain that this was a tangata-whenua group, one of the'pre-fleet' 
tribes, cons:idered to be aboriginal because the prefix 'Ngati' is 
omitted. This prefix was often added later by the Maori of 'Fleet' 
descent (Best, 1918 (a.):7). This group of Tini-o-Mamoe had been 
c.ompelled to leave Napier, and apparently was one of the forerunners 
of a movement s.outh which was to accelerate in later generations. 
The problem of the extent to which the term Ngati-mamoe can be 
identified with name of Rangitane must remain unresolved. The usage 
of both terms indicates a non-specificity of identity and they may 
in fa-ct be readil.y interchangeable, and merely indic;;i,te that the 
I ·°"-' ', 
I ' g:roup being discussed is, of/pre-Fleet descent.,y 
Mackay and Shortland give resumes of the tribal movements 
across; Cook Strait to the South Isl.and (Mackay,, 1873, Vol.11, Part 3: -
39-47;. Shortland, 1844:123;. 1851: 98-102; 1868:333-336). In some 
instances the home districts are not given but many of the other 
journeys. mentioned began in central and eastern districts of the 
North Island e.g. Wanganui, Taupe, Rotorua, Turanga-nui. The recipient 
areas were in the north of the South Island, especially Queen Charlotte 
Sound, Wairau and Nelson. At some stage it would seem that these 
groups must have passed through either Wairarapa or· Wellington, but 
few traditional accounts of the migrational. details are available. 




departed at some stage for the South Island, leaving their land 
for Ngai Tara to reocc.upy. No other tribes of Ngati-Mamoe are 
mentioned as wayfarers through Wa:irarapa or Wellington, nor is any 
account given of the departure of Ngai Tara groups to the South 
Island., According to Shortland, people of Ngai Tara descent had 
migrated to the South Island prior to the arrival of the Ngai Tahu at 
c.1600 (Shortland, 1851:98; 1;868:335). Ngai Tara w:ere then living 
at Totaranui and Arapaoa. in Queen Charlotte Sound,. and the Ngati-
Mamoe w.ere said to occ.upy a major part of the South Island,. inclusive 
of Foveaux Strait and Stewart Island, and a part of the West Coast. 
The Ngati-Mamoe group which stayed with Ngai Tara in the Wellington 
district must have lived in the South Island f.or a considerable 
period to have settled so extensivel.y •. Alternatively, and more 
probably, there were other migrations which have remained unmentioned 
but which boosted Ngati-Mamoe population in the South Island. Their 
numbers could. have been swelled by intermarriage with the indigents, 
and later by migrant groups from the North Island unable to 
establish themse1-ves under their· own tribal identity. Multiple 
migrations. of Ngati-Mamoe can be considered in the light of 
Shortland' s sta,tement that points of or.igin w,ere the Wanganui and 
Rotorua distric.ts (Shortland, 1844: 123; 1868: 335). Shortland had 
difficulty in establishing the descent of those South Island Maoris 
whos.e Ngati-Mamoe ancestors had been defeated at some time by 
newcomers from the North Island. He 




of any consideration traced their origin to 
the Turanga, or Poverty Bay sour·ces - as 
being the conquering side and therefore the 
more honorable - and neglected altogether 
the Ngatimamoe sources, beyond the time of 
their conques,t ••·•·• 
(Shortland, 1851:102) 
The century prior to the migration of the Ngai Tahu to 
the South Island saw a period of turmoil for East Coast districts 
and c.onsequent repercussions for the Wellington and Wairarapa 
dis;tricts. The two latter areas: were the recipient of an influx 
of northern tribes, and the stimulus for this: movement appears to 
lie: in the realm of p,opulation and land pre.ssure •. The groups involved 
w.ere often interrelated, but the tension had reached such a:. pitch 
that common descent was often forgotten, as in the case of 
Tupurupuru (Gudgeon, 1894:213; Mitchell, 1944:106-109; Wilson, 
1939::31 ... 331. ,;In addition, the: movement south to Wairarapa or Wellington 
~ 
was: merely a cG,ntinuation of migration which had begun in places 
such a& Anaura Bay, Poverty Bay or Te, Mahia.fribal affiliations 
are not particularly clear in some instances, as names of people 
and the places w.ere events occurred w:ere given precedence. 
Smith (1906:93) drew up a chronology for this period. 
Al though the da;je.s: are a use,ful guide, problems inherent in the 
system of genealogical dating become apparent. The migration of 





discrepancy which can often arise (Gudgeon, 1896:8-9). The murder 
of Rironga, a. son of Moe-ahu, by a member of a powerful Wairoa 
tribe, was avenged. in a battle which drew: in tribes from as far 
afield as Tama.Id, Porangahau,, and Waimarama as participants .. As 
a result of this battle Rakai--nui withdrew w:ith those of his tribe 
of' Ngai Tahu who survived, and migrated south (Gudgeon, 1:896:9). 
The earliest date given by Smith is 11475 (Smith, 1906:76), a date 
which also marks. the birth of his son Te Ao-mata-rahi (Smith, 
.... .....________·-~~~ -~--·-~---··---- ··~··· - ~~-. -.... _.,, 
1906:93) who later participated in a Ngati Kahungunu migration 
led by Taraia. to Heretaunga. The date for this latter migration 
is 1550 (Smith, 1906:93) •. An amendment to the Rakai-nui migration 
date is given as t500 (Smith, 1906:93) •. The discrepancy between 
the ages. of father and son in relation to the migration dates may 
not be very difficult to juggl:e if they were the only factors to 
be considered, but other detail.s need to be correlated such as 
those outside events and people whic.h have to be included if any 
perspe.cti ve is to be retained. 
The. main tribes: invol.ved in the next phas.e of settlement 
of Wairarapa are. the Ngai Tahu, Ngati Kahungunu, and Ngati Ira. 
There appears to be some confusion between Ngati Ira and 
Ngai Tahu:, especially in Smith's introducti.on to the translation 
of the history of Horehore Pa (Smith, 1906). Smith used information 
from Gudgeon's article on the Maori tribes of. the East Coast, yet 
does. not acknowledge Gudgeon's placement of Rakai-nui into the 
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Ngai Tahu tribe (Gudgeqn, 1896:9; Smith, 1906: Genealogy No.3, 75). 
He speaks of the s•e~Vement of Wairarapa by an _early group of Ngati 
/ _,~,· ··;, ·~) 
Ira led by Rakai-nui about 1475-1500, and l,a_J::~·f;r group under the 
leadership of Mahanga-puhoa and Te Whakumu c. 1650-1675 (Smith, 
1906:76). Shortland (1851,:99-100) and Wilson (1939:26) include 
definitions of Ngai Tahu as a branch of Ngati Kahungunu tribe. 
Gudgeon (1896:2)gives the home ground of Ngai Tahu as Te Muri-Wai, 
Poverty Bay .. This: was in the period befG>re the arrival of Kahungunu, 
when Ngai Tahu owned the land between Te Muri-Wai and the Wairoa 
River in Hawke.s Bay ... Gudgeon also mentions that some Ngai Tahu 
people were, at this time, living at Wellington and in the South 
Island (Gudgeon, 1896:2). This is, at first, difficul.t to accept 
in the 1.ight of his; previous sentence which states that Ngai Tahu 
migrated to the South Island at a date subsequent to the arrival 
of Kahungunu in the Poverty Bay-Te Wairo:a districts. A later 
statement clarifies this problem (Gudgepn, 1896:9). A previous 
visit to the South Island had occurred when Tahumatua travelled from 
his home near Te. Wairoa to visit his son Tahu-tioro, who lived at 
Aropaua, near Wairau .. While at Aro.paua Tahu-matua received wor:d of 
the death of his brother Porou-rangi. He then returned to Turanga-
nui. Ramifications from his visit to. the South Island are to be 
s-een in the migration of a, group, on this occasion from the S0,1uth 
Island to the North Island, which acted as a bodyguard for one of 
his sons (Gudgeon, 1895:177; 1896:10). This visit would have occurred 
,,, 
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about 1400 if Smith's date of birth for Porou and Tahu are used 
as a guide (Smith, 1906:93). 
Best names Porou-rangi's brother, Tahu-potiki, but does 
not clarify the issue of a Ngai Tahu migration to the south (Best, 
~-·~ 
1918 (a) :17) •. He does acknowledge that at some s.tage the Ngai Tahu 
migrated south and lived in Whakawiriwiri pa in Wairarapa •. At a ..---
later date they l±ved at Hataitai, but possibly not under the 
tribal name of Ngai Tahu. Shortland is the only person to place 
their date of departure from the North Island at a point 9 to 10 
generations: or 270/300 years before 1844, i.e .. c.1550-1600 (Shortland, 
18511:.99). 
The Ngati Kahungunu, the tribe related to the Ngai Tahu, 
are very fully documented. This: tribe traces i ~J3 descent back to the 
.e 
marriage of Kahungunu, the son of Tamatea-pokai-whenua and the 
eleventh Rangatira in direct l.ine from Toi, to the chieftainess 
Rongomai-wahine, at Te Mahia (Gudgeon, 1896:6; Mitchell, 1944:79; 
Smith, 1905:81-85; Wilson, 1939:26, 27, 29). Judicious alliances 
J 
and marriages. enabled their descendants to become a powerful tribe, 
and expand their territoxy from Poverty Bay, down the east coast 
to Wairarapa and Wellington (Shortland, 1851:99; Wilson, 1939:26). 
Related tribes are the Ngati Porou of the east coast, North Island, 
and the Ngai Tahu of the South Isla:ld (Wilson, 1939:26). All. three 
tribes claim as ancestors the crew o.f the Fleet canoe, the. 
1Takitimu' (R .. R.A •. , N.ZoEncyo 3:345), although Wilson holds: the 
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opinion that the canoe concerned should be the one which 
Kahungunu' s father used for his voyage. of circumnavigat:iion 
around New, Zealand (Wilson, 1939:27). Other people have als:o 
concluded th~t the fleet canoe ••raki timu' could not be claimed for· 
purposes of descent (Gudge.on, 1894:210; 1896:3-6; Mackay, 1966:3). 
The earliest of the migrations undertaken by the Ngati 
Kahungunu tribe occ.urred when, at some unspecified time, Kahungunu' s 
children by Rongomai-wahine left Te Mahia and settled among the 
Turanga-nui people; perhaps. drawn there by their relationship to 
the children of Kahungunu's first m13,rriage (Gudgeon, 1~96;8). 
( I; 
Their departure from Poverty Bay became necessary whe:h-1:'"upurupuru, 
a great grandson of Kahungunu, motivated by jealousy, was responsible 
for the death of the twin sons of Kahu-tapere: (Smith, 1905:90-92; 
1906:81; Mitchell, 1944:106-109.). There is another account given 
by Prentice in which he lays the blame with Rakai-hiku-roa, the 
father of Tupurupuru (Wilson, 1939:32-33) •. Downes also gives this 
version of the story (Downes, 1914:220-22t). The culprit in both 
accounts was. discovered, and in the ensuing battle,, Tupurupuru was 
killed, and his father Rakai-hiku-roa left the district accompanied 
by his followers. Smith set the date of this event at 1500 - 1525,1 
but in a. later publication modified the date to 1550 (Smith, 1904: 
156; 1906:81, 82). Prentice sets Tupurupuru's lifetime at 450 2 years 
1· Or 16 to 17 genera.tions ago by his calculations (Smith, 1904: 156). 
2 Or 18 generations ago., The extra generation corresponds with the 
differences. in publication dates (Wils.on, 1939: 31:). 
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ago, thus, showing a measure of agreement with the earlier date given 
by Smith (Wilson, 1939:31). The date of 1550 is accepted by the 
Editor for Downes' discussi.on of the migration in the Journal o.f 
the Polynesian Society (Downes, 1915:77). Tupurupuru's date of 
birth is, give.n as c.1525 by S:mith (Smith:, 1906:93) •. The problem is 
caused by dis.crepancies in the genealogical tables, (Smith, 1904:.156). 
The dating of the flight of Rakai-J:riku-roa and the c.onsequent 
migraction of the survivors m?
1
~e inconc1usive, but the se.quence of 
events which followe.d is not~akai-hiku-roa,, Taraia and Te Ao-mata-
rahi J..ed. one party from Poverty Bay by way of Te Mahia Peninsula to 
Te. Wairoa, where a rend.ezvous had been established with the remainder 
of the people who had travelled along an inland route under the 
l.eadersh±p of Rakaipaka and Hinemanuhiri (Wilson, 1939:33-37). 
Smith gives a brie:f and slightly different version of this migration 
but does confirm the details of what ensued at Te Wairoa, and the 
means by wh±ch the Nga.ti Kahungunu gained a footh:ol.d in the Hawkes 
Bay district. 
Peace was maintained at Heretaunga. until about 13 generations: 
*" ago (Smith,, 1904:159). From this time on various groups migrated 
further south, some s.ett1.ing in Southern Wairarapa and others taking 
up their abode along the east coast in mid-Wairarapa •. Local. details 
of settlement are recorded in the Maori Land Court Minute Books, but 
Smith gives a quick summary of the main details, in his article of 
1:904 (Smith, 1904: 163-165). 
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The migration of a number· of chiefs, Rakai-rangi, Rangi-
ta:whanga., Pouri, Tu-te-miha, Tuputa, and Kari-whare, together with 
their foll.ewers, was caused by a dispute ov:er the ownership of a 
kumera.patch near/:Ta,Ma:ta, east of the present town of Havelock 
~
2 J ! 
(Smith, 1904:.159 he party left Heretaunga c ... 1:625 (Smith, 1906: 
93), and travelled as far as Pallis:er Bay where a pact was made with 
Te Rerewa, the Rangitane Chief who was, at that time dwelling on the 
shores of Lake Onoke. They learned that Te Rerewa was prepared to 
,,..,-/,,. 
migrate, with those of his: people :who wished to, follow him, to the 
South IalaJnd, and was prepared to c:ede his land to the inc.oming 
Ngati Kahungunu in exchange :£'or a gift of canoes: and weapons:. This 
offer was accepted by the Ngati Kahungunu.·. The Ra.ngitane drew. the 
migrant party's attention to the boundaries of the land gifted, and 
before departing transmitted their knowledge of the district, 
especially of its food sources. 
Left to themselves, the Ngati Kahungunu familiarised 
themsel.ves; with their new territory and allocated the land to the 
different families. 
Eastern and mid-Wairarapa were occupied at much the same 
time as the so:uth, but by a different section of Ngati Kahungunu. 
Hine-te-rangi, a lady of rank, who had been at the root of the 
dis.pute over the kumera patch, was also a cause of this next 
departure ... She wishe~o acquire ownership of a good quality flax 
( ') 






had earlier been a member of a warparty down the East Coast which 
had defeated those members of the Rangi.tane tribe whic:h had been·· 
encountered there. Mahanga decided to remove himself' and his people 
from Heretaunga and resettl.e interritory won from the Rangitane. 
Their first sett.lement was made at Pahaua, but Mahanga later decided 
to move inland. Thus the party dispersed, some families living 
inl.and., while others relllained on the c:oast (Smith, 1904:.163-1165). 
The Ngati Kahungunu themselves caused some migrations of' 
other tribes to the south. An instance can be given (.Smith, 1904: 
153-156) whic:h involv:ed the Tini-o-Awa and Maruiwi tribes living in 
large pas, along the Tutaekuri River when a. Ngati Kahungunu advance 
g:uard investigated the distric.t during their migration from Poverty 
Bay. Fear of Ngati Kahungunu re:inforcements 1ed the indigenous 
tribes to flee the dis:trict. The Maruiwi travelJ.ed north,, a reversal 
of the general tendency of migrants to flee south. In the course of 
their flight they passed through Poverty Bay,, Opotiki, Te Wai-mana 
and Rangi-taiki valley to disappear from historical record near 
Te Pohue on the Napier-Taupo road. 
The Tini-o-.Aw.~ moved south, living with the Te Tini-o-
Rua-tamore on their lands east of present day Dannevirke until. they 
were driven on to Ihu-raua and Paha.:oa. by the Rangitane .. Their next 
settl.ement was in the country around Cape Palliser., Smith credits 
the stone wall. systems to their industry. Ropiha included the 
Tini-o-Awa. and Te Tini-o-Rua-tamore among the Rangitane tribes,. but 
) 
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Smith in this account makes a distinction between the Tini-o-Awa 
staying with the Te-Tini-o-Rua-tamore, a "tangata whenua tribe" 
(Smith, 1,904:156), and the Rangitane who drove the former tribe 
out of the distric.t. Presumably he means that the two groups came 
into co.nflict over time, with the migrant group l..osing to Te Tini--
o-Rua-tamore. The history of Tini-o-Awa is l.os,t after their arrival 
at Te Kawakawa, but Smith feels that a later migration to the South 
,,..--· 
Island. is0 the reason for this disappea:!!ance. 
It is, possible that information passed on by Tini-o-Awa 
and the news of warfare between Ngati Kahungunu, Ngati Ira and 
Rangitane groups, was instrumental in easing the negotiations 
between Rangitane and. Ngati Kahungunu in southern Wairarapa. 
Te Rerewa in his wisd.om had.. carefully assessed the future of his 
pe<i>pl.e before the arrival. of the northern chiefs •. 
The other group o,f importance to arrive in southern 
Wairarapa: were the Ngati Ira. This: tribe had ]Lived peacefully 
alongside other tribes: such as the Rongo-whakaa:.ta, Te Ai tanga-a-
Haui ti, and Ngati Porou in the land between Poverty Bay and Cape 
Runaway (Gudgeon, 1894:211-;) •. Gudgeon was in some doubt about the 
e.ponymous. ancestor of Nga ti Ira. He comments that: "Te Ai tanga .. a-
Haui ti and Ngati Ira•••• both •• claim Ira-kai-putahi as their 
ancestor· •·•·• •••. It is almost as difficult to reconcile the numerous 
contradictions and absurdities contained in the genea:togies and 
traditions of this ancestor, as it is in those of Tamatea .. pokai--
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whenua. 0 (Gudgeon, 1894:214). Best accepts the Ira-kai-putahi 
origin for Ngati Ira and acknowled.ges the Horouta as the Flee.t 
canoe which b:vought Ira to New Zealand (Best,, 1.918a:18) •. The. 
downfall of Ngati. Ira seems to have occurred in the days of 11Paka-
ariki, eighth in descent from Ira" (Best,. 1918a:1e). After the 
loss of Pakaurangi pa, the surviving Ngati Ira dispersed in three 
directions. Their movements were traced in detail by Gudgeon 
(Gudgeon, 1894:217-21\9)., The first of the Ngati Ira parties to 
arrive in Wairarapa district was; led by Te Rere-kiokio, while his 
son, Te Wha-kumu led another group at a later date from Heretaunga .. 
A full account of the latter migration is given by Best (1918a: 
19-20, 50-55) •. The group reached Wairarapa valley by the inland route 
from Wha:rreama district to· the summit of Maungarake. The Ngati Ira 
were on the defensive and prepared to fight any Rangitane settlers 
who opposed them. They were induced to make peace with the Rangitane 
chiefs Te W.hakamana and Te Rerewa, who were at that time still 
living in the Wairarapa,, the Ngati Kahungunu not having made their 
appearance. The Ngati Ira settled near Otaraia and along the shores 
o£ Palliser Bay to Te: Kawakawa. Best remarks that although Ngati Ira 
became an important tribe, they did not uappear to have extended 
their se.ttlements: far up the Wairarapa. dis.trict, but moved along the 
coast and occupied the shores of the Great Harbour of Tara •••• This 
movement s.eems to have been largely one of peaceful penetration and 
'· 
·I 
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intermarriage .••• 11 (Best, 1918a:55). 
These were the main tribal. influxes into this southern 
although smaller parties continued to move into the area (Smith, 
1906:84). The WairarapaLand Court; records give the impression that 
the district was occupied by a large number of hapus. The emphasis 
is upon t:17acing hapu affiliations, and not tribal ones. It is 
difficult to say whether or not the Maoris of the prehistoric 
period recognis.ed any tribal affi1iations. Certain hapus, according 
to the evidence given in the Tipua Mapunatea Hearing, were recognised 
as more pow.erful than others and it was from these hapus that sub-
hapus s.prang ( Ikaroa District,, Minute Book Number 10, 22/11/1888: 
t:46-147)1 • Mgati Kahungunu established themselves eventually,, by 
conquest and marriage, right down the east c.oast of the North 
Island from East Cape to Cook Strait .. Mm'hell discussed the 
dipl.omatic tactics prac.tis.ed by one chief, Te. Huki, who married 
three times; each of his w,ives were· daughters of influential East 
Coast chiefs. Each wife remained with her own people,, and Te Huki 
travelled between the three, having no permanent settlement of his 
own. The offspring of these. marriages were themselves subje.cted to 
arranged marriages,. and lived a'.Long the coast at Wairoa, Mahia, 
Porangahau, Nuhaka and Uawa (Mitchell., 1941+:.143-145). Mitchell. 
concludes: 
1 Unless otherwise stated, all references to Land Court Proceedings, 




"These marriages and unities••• are extremely 
important to the Maori people of the East 
Coast, from Wairarapa to Uawa, for it was. 
through these diplomatic marriages and 
activities that the people became united, 
and succoured each other whenever the need 
arose •••• •·" 
(Mitchell, 1944t145) 
These all.iances. were to. be tested to their limit during 
the 1820 1 s when a different mode of warfare made its appearance 






Part III. Abandonment ·of Wairarapa Valley by Ngati Kahungunu. 
The recognition by Te Rerewa and other Rangitane chiefs. of 
the threat implied by the encroachment of the northern tribes, and 
their peaceful cession of land in south Wairarapa to the Ngati 
Kahungunu two centuries earlier, was not matched by a similar 
gesture on the part of the Ngati Kahungunu, when, in the third 
decade of the nineteenth century tribes from Taranaki migrated 
down the West Coast into the Wellington district. 
Re1ationshi,ps between the Rangi tane and the East Coast 
migrants had not been entirely harmonious,. for instance, the 
engagements against the Ngati Ira who were led by Te Whakumu 
(Best, 1918a:50-55), or the battles which resulted in Ngati 
Kahungunu gaining additional Rangitane land (Best, 1918a:.15; 
Minute Book No.10:55-56;. Minute Book No.11:319). These engagements 
pale into insignificance beside the new. methods of warfare and 
new weapons which made their appearance in the nineteenth century 
(Shand, 1892:84; Wright, 1959 :.81-85, 90-97}. 
D.U.Urlich has outlined the process of introduction and 
diffusion of firearms (Urlich, 1970:399-409). The Ngapuhi of the 
Bay of Islands: were instrumental in making the musket a prestigious; 
weapon,. altheugh its value had been appreciated far earlier by those 
Maoris who encountered the death dealt out by European visitors to 
New Zealand's shores (Wright., 1,959:7;. Urlich, 1970:400; Beckham, 
'"'· 
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1969:.21, 63, 65-66, 68, 72, 95) •. Ngapuhi held the monopoly on 
muskets for at least a decade after 1810. It has been estimated that 
by 1820 approximately one sixth of the Bay of Islands' warriors 
possessed firearms. (Urlich, 1970:402). A musket ratio of 1:2 in 
1821 made intertribal trade in muskets a feasible proposition. 
Tribes beyond the Bay of Islands who were subjected to Ngapuhi 
raids plac.ed the acquisition of muskets and ammunition high upon 
their list of priorities, especially since distance was proving 
a minor obs.tacl.e for the Ngapuhi raiding parties .. Ngapuhi became 
the recipients of overtures from tribes, including those whom they 
had defeated, wishing to participate in trade with the Europeans 
at the Bay of Islands (Urlich,. 1970:403) •.. By 1825 many southern 
tribes poss.essed firearms •. A number of these had been purchased at 
the Bay of Islands, but others had been obtained from traders who 
had established themselves elsewhere along the coast. In some areas 
gee.graphical isolation enabled. certain tribes to remain insulated 
from the turmoil of these yearso, Where contact with firearms had 
been minimal, tribes remained in awe and dread of muskets until 
the 1830 1 .s (Urlich, 1970:400). Trade figures for muskets and 
accessories a.r:e revealing. l!-.igures: for 1831 show that approximately 
two-thirds of the value of traded items to the Maoris consis:ted of 
firearms. and accessories. This was a. marked increase on the preceding 
year when the figure. given was. two-fifths of the total value 
(Urlich, 1970:407-408). 
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The large warparties of 1820, 1:821, and 1822 and the 
incursion of Taranak.i tribes upon Ngati Kahungunu and Ngati Ira 
territory following these years, made the need for muskets a. 
s 0tr.ong motivation to trade. The possession of Kapi ti Island and the 
west coast by the intruders, meant that this nearby source of trade 
for muskets was closed, but an alternative opened up for the Ngati 
Kahungunu when wb.ailers and traders appeared in the heartland of 
their tribal. land. A trader may have been in residence at Mahia 
by 1825, but other traders did not establish their posts in this 
region until the 183o•s.
1
' 
The invasion of the Wellington and West Coast areas was 
a centinuation of a process of tribal invasion and displacement 
which was. a phenomenon of musket warfare. Smith maintained that 
ne northern expedition had ever penetrated south beyond the 
Hauraki Gulf until the nine.teen th century (Smith, 1899: 145). 
Wellington and. Wairarapa distric;ts. were visited by a warparty of 
Ngapuhi, Ngati-whatua, and Ngati Toa. i:n. 1820, and later, by the 
Amiowhenua Expedition of 1.821-11822 .. 
The Ngapuhi segment of the first expedition was led by 
Patuone of Ngati Hao hapu, and his. brother Nene, who, in later 
years was to work for the establishment of peace and security 
between Maori and European (W.H.R., N.Z.Ency.: 2-653; J.M.Mc •. , 
N.Z.Ency.:2-470). 
1' Vide Chapter Three: Part 5. 
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Tuwhare led the Ngati-Whatua contingent, and Te Roroa 
tribe, whose members were equally related to Ngapuhi and Ngati-
Whatua, were also participants. The homes of these warriors were 
situated in the north, from Hokianga southwards to Kaipara. The 
expedition left in November 1819, and met up with the Ngati 
Toa tribe led by Te Raupa:raha and Te Rangihaeata at Kawhia (Smith, 
1899:216-217). 
The two groups combined and travelled through Taranaki 
where Ngati Toa relatives among the Ngati Tama, Ngati Mutanga and 
Te. Ati-awa would not impede the progress of the expedition. In the 
course of time the party passed through inland Taranaki, Wanganui, 
Manawatu and Otaki,, Pukerua Bay and Wellington (J.M.McE •. , N.Z.Ency.:. 
2.-470; Smith, 1899:.216-217). The party found enough canoes in the 
vicinity of Pukerua and Pori1ma to enabl.e them to abandon overland 
travel, and to all travel onwards by sea. They landed a.t 11Pa,..ranga-
hau111 · on the south coast east of Wellington Heads, and engaged the 
Nga.ti Ira living there in combat. Smith's informant, Watene, 
observed that the muskets used by the northerners in this battle 
were quite new to the Nga.ti Ira, who nevertheless fought back and 
killed many of the northern party (Best, 1918a:69-70; Smith, 191D: 
304). 
While the northern expedition was in Wellington, one group 
camped on the beach at Pipitea. A group of young people, impatient 
1 This, was probably Parangarehu, on the coast west of the 




with the precautions observed by the older campaigners, decided to 
camp apart. This group was surprised in the night by Ngati Ira 
warriors, and a number were killed (Smith, 1899:222;: 1910:304;, 
Best, 1918a:66). A chief who took his hapu in pursuit of the 
attackers was himself killed. The main warparty motivated by a 
double desire for revenge sailed by sea to Wairarapa Valley where 
their guns again caused confusion., Smith identifies the settlements 
taken in the Wairarapa as Tau-whare-nikau pa (near Featherston) 
and Mawhitiwhiti (Smith, 1910:304-305). He notes that some 
confusion had arisen about the position of the latter pa., It may 
have been the Ngati Ira pa at 11Po-ranga-hau11 (Smith, 1910:305). 
In another publica.tion (Smith, 1899:226) he telJ.s how the northern 
expedition travelJ.ed up the Ruamahanga by canoe until they 
"came to a pa, where the river is fifteen kumi 
(300 yards) wide". 
Ha.ving taken this pa, Te Ra.uparaha: took his party to a pa inland 
of this firs,t pa. and captured it by subterfuge (Smith, 1899:227). 
This information is inadequate for purposes: of identification, 
but as there is no other account of gun warfare in <:::onnection with 
pa on the Ruamah.anga River, it may be possible to uncover skeletal 
evidence of gunshot wounds during archaeological excavations. 
Their des.ire for revenge apparently satisfied, the 
expedition returned to Wellington, speeded on (Smith, 1910:305) by 




return to the Wellington district the combined forces were: 
"to find an empty land, save for a few 
fugitives of Ngati-Ira, who were scattered 
in the recesses of the Tararua mountains, 
with here and there a few families on the 
western side of the ha;rbour, eking out a 
bare subsistance on the roots and fruits 
of the forest, for the taua, on its late 
visit, had destroyed all cultivrations, 
together with the villages." 
(Smith, 1910:305) 
The party camped this time near the Omere bluff south of 
Ohariu Bay. This:: was a l.ocal observatjj.on point for anyone wishing 
to assess the roughness of the Strait waters. before undertaking a 
canoe trip. A European sh!ip,, believed to be that of the Russian 
explorer Bellinghausen,. was sighted, and this event is said to 
have inspired Te Rauparaha with a desire to move south (Smith, 
1910:.305-306) •. Best adds further detail. An account of the sighting 
of this ship makes. reference to attempts to attract the voyagers 
ashore by lighting fires, while Bellinghausen mentions that fires 
were seen on the hills as he passed along the coast from Cape 
Tarawhiti to Cape Palliser (Best, 1918a:69). As there was little 
inducement to prolong their stay in the south, the warparty travelled 
home, arriving at Hokianga about October 1820. The visit to the 
Wairarapa appears to have been during the winter months. of 1820, but 
no more precise date can be determined (Smith, 1899:226) .. Some of the 
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Wairarapa people were forced to fl.ee from their homes but as only 
two valley settlements were attacked, it can be assumed that the 
other residents; in the valley remained there .. The principal chiefs 
of Tau-whare-nikau passed through the bush lands to Porangahau 
although other fugitives seem to have reached Cape Palliser by the 
c::oastal route around Palliser Bay. The land here was slightly 
more. open and the invaders were able to give chase and kill a number 
of these pe.ople. The raiders were less successful in retaining the 
prisoners they had taken, for a large number of these were said to 
have escaped by cutting their bindings with the aid of mussel 
shells (Smith, 1899:227; Vayda, 1960:103-1:04). 
The repercussions. of this invasion would have had little 
time to fade away before the next musket armed warriors visited 
the southern districts of the North Island in 1821: and 1822. This 
expedition travell.ad over 1000 miles on foot and received the name 
of. 11Amiowhenua" meaning "round-a.bout-the-land." (Smith, 1900:85-92; 
B.J .F., N.Z.Ency •. :2-2.09) •. This was primarily a Ngati-Whatua 
venture whieh started from One-one,;.nui in south Kaipara. It was 
joined by the Ngati-Tipa. l.ed by Kukutai when it reached Lower Waikato, 
and by members of Ngati-Mania-poto and Waikato tribes in Upper 
Waikato •. The Ngati-Maru tribe of Thames als:o sent warriors .. The 
cause is. obscure although the success O·f the 1819/1820 expedition is 
believed to have been an important contributing factor (Smith, 1900: 
86-87t B.J.F., N.Z.Ency.:2:209). 
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The Ngati Kahungunu tribe had contact with these raiders 
in the north and south of their territory. The warparty's passage 
over Titiokura Pass brought them into the Hawkes. Bay region~ The 
Amiowhenua foll.owed the Tutaekuri River and then turned to the south 
east towards,. the Ruataniwha Plains capturing a pa: at Lake Roto-a-
tara. on their way (Smith,1900::87-88; B.J.l'., N.Z •. Ency .. ,2:209; Map 
in N.Z.Ency.,, 2:!f.71,) •. 
A group thought to be led by Tangi-te-ruru of Ngati-Maru 
tribe, attacked the Ngati Kahungunu pa named Horehore, but found 
it too difficult a task, and abandoned the effort. They travelled 
southwards,. eventually reaching the mouth of the Akitio River. 
From this point they made their way along the coast, and then 
inland to Maunga.rake where they were so intimidated by "the strength 
of the fires raging•••• which commenced at the pa named Te Iringa 
and extended to Hakikino pa" that they retreated travelling by way 
of Te Kotukutuku to the Kauhanga track over the Tararua mountains. 
They returned to Waikato without rejoining the main party (Smith, 
1906:91-92). 
Meanwhile, the main party had travelled through Tamaki, 
the Manawatu Gorge, and the Pahiatua district to Maungarake .. News 
of their- progress preceded them to many places al.ong their route •. 
In the Manawatu Gorge "they capture.d several villages belonging 
to the Rangitane tribes but although the fires were burning everywhere, 




travel. (Smith,: 1900:88). 
They paused long enough to capture Hakikino Pa on the 
Wai-nui-oru River (Smith, 1900:88; B.J.F., N.Z.Ency .. , 2:209). When 
Hakikino fell the Amiowhenua proceeded to Port Nicholson where they 
seized the Ngati Ira pa, Tapu-te-Ranga, but had little success 
elsewhere in the district, the inhabitants having been forewarned 
of their presence. The Porirua and Waikanae tribes were quick to 
abandon their settlements,. but at Otaki the occupants of a Muaupoko 
pa chose to make a. stand, and withstood all. attacks. Foll.owing this 
ineffectual sojourn in the south, the Amiowhenua. left without 
visiting the Wairarapa Valley •.. They returned to Kaipara via Patea 
and Taranaki, arriving home about June 1822, having left there near 
the end of August of the previous year (Smith, 1900:89-92; B.J.F., 
N.Z.Ency., 2:209). 
In the meantime Te Rauparaha had decided to abandon his 
tribal territories. The Waikato tribes who were retreating from the 
musket attacks of the Ngapuhi tribe were encroaching upon Ngati 
Toa. territory •. Te Rauparaha had made peace with the Ngati Apa of 
Kapiti during the 1819/1820 expedition, having seemingly had the 
island in mind. as a future refuge. 
Early in 1821 he ceded his lands to Te Wherowhero, the 
paramount chief of the Waikato tribes. The Ngati Toa remnants were 
led south on the first step of their migration from Kawhia. They. 
reached Ohau in 1822 and settled there for a while. Conflict between 
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the Muaupoko tribe and Ngati Toa gave Te Rauparaha the opportunity 
to gain more territory. In 1823 Te Rauparaha and his. people were 
able to move into the. Horowhenua district. From there he moved on to 
Paekakariki driving out Muaupoko people as he went (Bevan, 1905:5; 
J.M.McE., N.Z.Ency.,, 2:472; R.R.A •. & W.C.,, N.Z.Ency., 3:52). His 
attacks upon Muaupoko did not go unheeded by the local tribes .. Ngati 
Ira and Ngati Kahungunu warriors gathered from Wellington and 
Wairarapa to attack Ngati Toa, and the Rangitane,. and Ngati-Apa 
were said to be returning to the vicinity of their former homes 
(Smith, 1910:393; J.M .. McE., N.Z.Ency., 2:472). 
Te Rauparaha deG-ided to withdraw his tribe to Kapiti 
Island which he had acquired after his uncle Te Pehi Kupe had 
captured it from Ngati-Apa (Smith, 1910:392; J.M.McE., N.Z.Ency., 
2:472).,. Although some of the Ngati Toa later settled on Mana Island 
and at Porirua, Te Raupara.ha remained on Kapiti. This island became 
a popular port of call. for whalers. and traders. Other Taranaki 
tribes allied themselves to the Nga.ti Toa1, migrat±ng to the West 
Coast district, and supplanting the local tribes who were forced 
t0 retreat into the mountains, or, over them into the Wairarapa. 
valley (Dieffenbach, 184ta:24-25; 1843:192; Shand, 1892:87-90). Te 
Rauparaha. maintained cl.ose communication with his allies, some of 
whom proved to be a source of irritation w.ith their quarrels and 
attacks. upon each other (Smith, 1910:534). 





West Coas.t districts in 1839 when the negotiations for land for· 
the New Zealand Company were made, were widely dispersed by the 
end1 of 1835. 
Te Whatanui had led his Ngati Raukawa tribe from Maunga-
tautari disctrict in Waikato to join Te Rauparaha, and settled 
between Otaki and Manawatu (Smith,, 1910:533). 
The Ngati Tama who migrated from the region between Mokau 
River and Puke-aruhe dwelt at Raurimu which Smith l.ocated near 
Fitzherbert Terrace (Smith, 191X):407). Some of the Nga.ti Tama were 
to live in the Wairarapa valley, but returned from there about 
1831 after a period of fighting with the Nga.ti Kahungunu •. Others 
of this tribe crossed Cook's Strait to Tai-tapu in Tasman Bay where 
they resided alongside members of the Ngati Mutanga and Ati-awa 
tribes- who had chosen to shift there. (Shand, 1.892.:90-94;; Smith, 
1't91 O : 5 34 ) • 
A tribe who had combined with Nga.ti Tama to eject the 
Ngati Ira from their lands at Waiwhetu, Te Mahau, Okiwi, Kohanga-
te-ra, Orongorongo and Paraoa-nui had arrived in th:e south from 
Mokau and Mimi. This tribe was the Ngat:i-Mutanga and its elders had 
decided to mistrust Nga.ti Ira intentions before Nga.ti Ira had in 
fact made any move towards ejecting Nga.ti Tama .. Nga.ti Toa intervention 
prevented the eomplete exterminat:iion of the Nga.ti Ira (Shand, 1892: 






The last of the Ngati Toa allies were the Ati-awa tribe 
who were driven from their lands about New Plymouth by the Waikato 
tribes, (Shortland, 1856:27; 1868:.334). Their numbers had been weakened 
when some of their warriors had decided to) travel south to help Te 
Rauparaha to establish himself. Best places this early migration at 
1824 (Best, 1918a:.103), while Te Wharepouri is: known to have led 
his people. southwards. as late as 1832., Te Wharepouri was not unfamiliar 
with the locality as he had accompanied Te Whatanui in an attack 
against Ngati Kahungunu in 1826 (B.J.F.,., N.Z.Ency •. , 3:646). 
Ati-awa are said to have settled al.ong the harbour shores 
from Te, Aro to Kai-wharawhara. Their gardens were locate:d in the 
Tinakori hills and adjoining territory., Wakefield was to find 
members of this tribe at Waikanae, while others had moved to Te 
Awaite. The Ati-awa numbers were further weakened when Pomare led 
his Ati-awa followers to the Chatham Islands in the bl7ig 'Rodney' 
in the month of. November 1835 (Shortland, 1856 :26; Best, 1918a: 107). 
Te Whare,pouri,, it is said, was worried about Ati-awa tenure of land 
in the Wellington district,. and had made attempts: to persuade the 
South Island lltj_-awa to return but with no success (Shortland, 1868: 
334;. Smith, 1910:4.07;. Best,, 1918a:.103;; 1921.:.63; B.J .F., N.Z.Ency •. , 
3:.646) •. 
According to Smith's reckoning, by the end. of 1:8 34 
"•• ., from Mokau River on the north to Patea 
River on the south (was) practically without 









gathered towards the south end of the North 
Island, from Manaw.atu to Port Nicholson, 
whilst others of the Taranaki people were 
in slavery amongst the Waikato and other 
Northern tribes. Many of the West Coast 
tribes had. crossed Cook Straits and settled 
at Queen Charlotte Sound,. D'Urville Island, 
Nelson, and the West Coast of Tasman Bay.II 
(Smith,, 1910:533) 
Rangitane. were. mainly in the Waira.ra.pa and the Sounds of 
the South Island while Muaupoko were either living in the bush 
c.lad slopes of the Tararuas., among the Rangi ta.ne , or under N gati 
Raukawa.. pro.tection .. Nga.ti Ira had been subjected to such annihilating 
attacks by the northerners that there were no representatives of 
this tribe: to be found jjn the Wellington or West Coast districts 
(Smith, 1910:534) • 
Te Rauparaha had been pursuing an active policy of trade 
at Kapiti. By 182.5, Urlich writes that 
and, 
u ••• the small Nga.ti Toa tribe of 340 fighting 
men had a higher ratio of guns to fighting 
men than any other· tribe south of the Bay of 
Islands" 
(Urlich, 1970:404) 
''By 1830 .... Ka.pi ti had reached saturation 
level ••.• 11 aided by ''the boom in the flax 
trade ••• ten flax traders taking from Kapiti 






of the total exported from New Zealand to 
Sydney in that year •. In terms, of the going 
rate of exchange this represents 255 muskets 
from one source. 11 
(Urlich, 1.970:407) 
It is difficult to explain why the northern tribes did 
not make far more use of the Wairarapa, Valley than they did, 
especially as it was sparsely populated by the local people for· a 
number of years .• Limited us;e was made of the Wairarapa Valley for 
pig hunting and potato plantations when Wakefield arrived in 1839, 
but the Valley was not in constant use •. Some of the Taranaki tribes 
had sent seti:!J.ers into the district at various times, but their 
settlements were not l.ong li.ved •. 
Smith dates the earliest arrival of Taranaki migrants in 
the valley to 1825-1826 (Smith, 1910: 449) •. Minor skirmishes 
resulted in local familiea leaving the district[ the earliest of 
the groups to leave were the followers of the Ngati Kahungunu chief, 
Te Tiri-o-te-rangi, who departed for Mahia after his death c.1825 
(Smith, 1910:449).,. Wi Rutana, a witness in the Pukio Hearing 
(Minute Bo<i>k Number 10, 13/12/1888:356-357) identified this chief 
as Te. Mari-o-te-rangi and recounted the nature of his death. 
According to W.i Hutana, Te Mari-o-te-rangi chose to live in Wairarapa 
foll.owing the arrival.. of pakehas upon the southern coasts. He. 
encouraged his people to dress. flax in order to purchase guns and 
ammuni tio.n ... A Nga ti-Awa warrior on board a ship which came to collect 
1. 




the flax, returned to Kapiti. where he spread the news that Te Mari 
and his people. would probably use their new arms in an attack 
against the Wellington tribes., An Ati-aw.a wa.rparty set out to 
attack Te Mari's pa,. and in the battle Te Mari-o-te-rangi was 
killed. According to Wi Rutana, members of Ngatihinewaka hapu and 
those refugees who es:caped from the battle at the pa. left for 
Nukutaurua on Mahia Peninsula shortly afterwards •. Some hapus were 
presumably distant enough from Wellington not to, be overmuch 
trou:bl.ed by conflict; a temporary pea.c:e was. achieve a and the 
Taranaki migrants. and the local people l.ived side by side until 
some four or five years·, later. At this. time members of the Ngati 
Tama tribe were living at Te: Tara.ta. and Wharepapa on the west side 
of Lake Onoke,, t0gether with a. few members o.f Ati-awa. Ngati Tama 
were making plans for the extermination of the Ngati Kahungunu who 
w.ere aiding them in the construction of a pa at Te Tara.ta. 
Hapimana, Kokakoka, a Ngati Kahungunu cri.pple, overheard the Nga ti 
Tama plans and managed to warn the Nga.ti Kahungunu without 
areusd.ng Ngati Tama suspicions. The Nga.ti Kahungunu had had their 
suspicions. aroused by the desire of the Ngati Tama fora fortified 
settlement but had ohos.en to, assist in its construction. The news 
of the Ngati Tama schemes, was sent by messengers to as many warriors 
of the Ngati Kahungunu as could be reached in the few days available, 
together with a call for assistanc.e in the ejection of the northerners .. 
In all, it is said that within the following two days, some 22 chiefs 
i) 
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and their followers had assembled where the Ngati Kahungunu workers 
had been camped while cutting raupo. The messengers were said to 
have reached as far afield as Castlepoint, some 74 miles from 'l1e 
Tarata (Smith, 1910:451 ) •. This large party travelled down the lake 
by canoes and rai'ts, but divided into two groups while out of sight 
of the Ngati Tama. One group set off by inland track for Wharepapa, 
while the other continued by canoe. The latter group was successful 
in taking the occupants of Te Tarata by surprise, but the former 
had to resort to subterfuge to capture the Wharepapa settlement. 
Neither settlement appears to have been fortified; in fact it is 
difficult to determine what each settlement must have looked like 
as the account of this battle leaves. a great deal unmentioned. 
Smith states that at the time of the attack the people of Te Tarata 
were temporarily lodged in a l.ong shed, although it would seem 
logical that other buildings should have been present if they had 
been living in this one spot for the pre:vious 4-5 ye:{ll.rs.,It is 
possible that these; two settlements w.e.xe only occupied occasionally 
by the Wellington Maoris. It is said, for instance, that Ati-awa. 
people visited the Valley to make canoes in the vicdnity of Te 
Tara ta., On one occasion while the men were busy with their canoes 
a group of women took a canoe o.n the lake to catch eels and were 
caught. in the seasonal opening of the lake (Smith, 1910:457). The 
decision to make a palisaded settlement may have arisen out of the 




temporary camping site. The attempt, if this was what it was, 
proved to be a failure. When the survivors from both settlements 
met up, only about 10 of the best warriors were found to have 
es:caped. These took the news o.f the defeat to the Wellington 
tribes (Smith, 1910:452-453; Shand, 1892::91-93; Downes, 1916:77). 
Revenge was taken by a combined Ati-awa, Ngati Tama and 
Ngati Toa, force who attacked the Ngati Kahungunu in a pa whiich they 
were fortifying, in expectation of retaliation, on Pehi-katia hill 
near Greytow:n.,. The pa was not strong enough to withstand determined 
attack and fell after a morning of fighting •. Smith's account does 
not rec.ord which members of the Ngati Kahungunu force to attack 
Te Tara ta. and Whare.papa w:ere still. in the dis.trict, or in Pehi-
katia pa .• It is known that five high chiefs managed to es.cape from 
the pa when it fell., but of these only one is mentioned as having 
been present at Te Tarata (Smith, 1910::451, 454-455). 
Further revenge was taken at Waikanae c.1:830 at the Hakari 
Paukena or pumpkin feast. Te Rauparaha invited the Muaupoko, Rangitane 
and Ngati Kahungunu to participate in a. feast at which the recently 
introd'uc.ed pumpkin was to be featured., An additional promis.e. of a 
gift of. pumpkin seed was: made. The gues;ts. who did arrive were· 
massacred by the Ati-aw.a and Nga.ti Toa allies. It is thought this 
reverse, f.oll.ow:ing upon the Pehi-kati~i. fight, probably led to a mass 
movement of migrants from Wairarapa to Te Mahia (Smith, 1,910:456, 458-
459; Downes, 1916::79). 
'. 
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E:zmera Rangi takaiwaho, a witness in the Tipua Mapunatea 
Hearing (Minute Book Number 9, 9/10/t888:291) stated. that he had 
hearcit that people left for Nukutaurua:. after the fight a.t Pehi-katia 
which he date.d to about 1835. The hapus defeated at Pehi-katia were 
named by another witness during the Ngawakaakupe Hearing. He named 
five ha pus,,, and confirmed that the general flight of the Wairarapa 
hapus. t(l) Nukutaurua began about this. period (Minute Book Number 1:6, 
11/9/1890:231). 
It ha·.d been a custom for threatened hapus to gather together 
under the aegis of l.ocal chiefs known for their bravery. At an 
earlier date, for instance, when there was a remour of a Ngapuhi 
warparty heading for the Wairarapa from Napier, twelve hapus were 
said to have gathered at Te Iringa Pa under Tamahau, a chief who 
was known f.or· his bravery during previous. Nga:puhi raids. Forty guns 
were said to have been taken to Te Iringa, but Ngapuhi did not 
arrive •. The number of guns available would seem to indicate a rapid 
dispersal of guns into inland areas, but there is insufficient data 
at this time to check whether the total given is exaggerated 
(Minute Book Number 16,. 11/9/1890:229-231). Likewise,. in this later 
situation of threat the people had a choice of making their way in 
small. groups. to refuges,, or congregating in larger groups befo.re 
moving off.,. Some hapus assembled at Te Iringa before leaving for 
Nukutaurua, and other migrants. were escorted by Nukupewapewa, a 




Downes gave as the reason: 
11 •••• Nuku decided to take his people to 
Nukutaurua, for permanent residence, to be 
nearer European trade, for whalers had 
commence.d operations in that district,, and, 
in exchange for maize, pigs, and flax, guns 
and ammunition were obtainable." 
(Downes.,, 1916: 79) 
This: appears to. be dated tQ; the summer of 1830, if it is accepted 
that the pumpkin feast occurred in that year (Downes., 1916:79). 
Vayda dated the feast to c.1.820, which is far too early as the 
Taranaki tribes had not begun their southward movement at that 
time (Vayda, 1960:47} •. Downes:' date may be a little early also, 
for no re:gular· trade occ.urred along the East Coast until after 
r831, although casual vesse:ls made supply stops. prior to, them. The 
1835 date. c0uld be accepte.d as the upper· limit for the general 
ex.o.dus. Many of the witnesses in Land Court cases were children 
at the time of this exodus (also termed~); for instance Ahitana 
Matenga was born near Tautane on the way to Nukutaurua, and said 
that he was approximately twelve to thirteen years of age. when he 
returned to Te Kopi. He does not state whether his return to Te Kopi 
occurred at the time of the general ~eturn of the hapus., but it is 
possible. that he was a little later in arriving as his family halted 
at Huariki f.or a time (Minute Book Number 14, 19/6/1890:260)., This: 
seems to indicate that the 1830 date is reliable as an indication of 





The vacuum left by the Wairarapa hapus was filled by 
members of Ngati Toa, Ngati Raukawa and Ati-awa who ha.d been 
advised to settle in the Wairarapa Vall.ey by Te Rauparaha and 
Te Rangihaeata. 
Methodical analysis of land. court evidence should reveal 
the pattern of settlement in the vall.e.y during this time. The 
migration to Nukutaurua. was to prove a stumbling bl.eek for hapus 
who wished to establ.ish their land :rdghts. on the basis· of constant 
occupation of the territ.o.ry concerned. Witnesses were call.ed on to 
give evidence about the points of departure of relatives, and of 
other hapus .• , Evidence was given about hapu members who remained to 
ma±ntmn the Nga.ti Kahungunu title to the land. Best names the Hamua 
and Ao-mataura hapus: as two who continued living in their homes 
(Best, 1918a:108), and in the: Tipua Mapunatea Hearing, members of 
the Ngatimoe: and Ngaiteaomataura hapus were said to have remained .. 
Other hapus were also represented by small numbers: of people; for 
instance about twe.nty members of Ngati Kahukurawi tia: ha:pu and ten 
members of Rakaiwakairi hapu remained on the Tipua Mapunatea. block, 
al.though these people did not remain in constant occupation (Minute 
Book Number 9, 5/10/1888:249) •. A similar pattern should be revealed 
throughout the Vall.ey, but it seems: probable that fear of the 
Wellington Maoris would mean that the Lower Valley would. be more 
·sparsely occupied by the people remaining behind than the Upper Valley 




Downes: records the occupation of present day Featherston 
by Ati-awa, of Carterton and environs by Ngati Toa, and to the 
north, of Masterton by Ngati Raukawa (Downes, 191.6:80). The news 
of this encroachment upon Wairarapa lands reached Nukupewapewa 
while he was at Napier .. He returned with a force comprised of his 
own warniors, and volunteers from other Ngati Kahungunu subtribes •. 
Many of these took fright. at the first sight. of the fires in the 
vall.ey from the observation point at Maungarake •. Nuku was left with 
his own men and the support of chief Hoiroa and his 25 Ngati.-
Upokoiri warriors;, the remainder returned north. Nuku kept the 
valley under surveillance for a further two days .. His first 
impression of innumerable fires was modified, as most were small., 
but one large one at Tau-whare-rata near Featherston attracted his 
attention. Downes and Smith give different versions of parts of the 
battle between Nuku's men and the party at Tau-whare-rata, but it 
seems that all the occupants of the settlement except for their 
chief,, Te. Wharepouri, were captured witho.ut harm coming to either 
side. T..e. Wharepouri manage.d to escape and returned to Wellington •. 
Nuku took his forcres and his captives northwards, and proceeded to 
put into action a plan which meant the abandonment of Wairarapa by 
the Taranaki tribes;, and the establishment of peace between the 
local people: and the northerners .. As a gesture, of good will all the 
captives: were. released, except for Te Wharepouri I s daughter a, She was 
later returned unharmed to her parents bearing the terms of Nuku's 





The date of the Tau-whare-rata battle is set between 1830 
and 11834 by Smith (Smith, 191:0:458). If this date is accepted, a 
number of years were to pass before the agreement was finalised. 
In the interim, relations between the Wairarapa and West Coast tribes 
were uneasy,, with intermittent outbreaks of viol.ence breaking the 
peace. (Best, 1918a.:.107-108, 112). At the same time, to the north of 
the Wairarapa Valley, a number of events which threatened the unity 
of the Ngati Kahungunu tribe, and further chall.enged their rights 
to ownership and tenure of their tribal. lands, had to be resolved .. 
Movement from the Wairarapa had initially been stimulated 
by the desire to, acquire guns. The experience with the muskets of 
the 1820 - 1822 warparties, the arrival of Te Rauparaha with the 
few guns which had been given to, him by the Ngapuhi in 181,9,, and 
his subsequent success, in the years. between 1823 and 1825 in obtaining 
more muskets, by trade,, encouraged the musketless Nga ti Kahungunu 
to obtain s.upplies for themselves., In 1823 the Ngati Porou of 
Hicks Bay had been presented with a gun by Poma.re, a chief from 
the Bay of Islands. Members of the Nga.ti Kahungunu were invited by 
this same chief to travel. to the Bay of Islands: and take part in 
the trade. for muskets (Url.ich, 1970:405 - q'Uoting Northern Minute 
Book 27, "Kare tu Case":: 257, 2'82--28 3), •. However, the appearance of 
whalers, and traders1 upon the East Coast, made visits to the Bay 
of Islands, through enemy territory, unnecessary. The arrival of the 




arrival of the Ngapuhi chief, Te Wera, and his hapu armed with 
50 muskets introduced another new factor into Ngati Kahungunu 
life. 
Te Wera had travelled to the East Coast as a member of a 
warparty of 500 Ngapuhi under the leadership of Titore (Mackay, 1966: 
76). The Mahia peninsula had fallen to the musket-armed warriors, 
and ai chief captured there in 1821 was the cause of Te Wera's return 
to the distric-t •. This chief, Te Whare--umu, proved himself to be a 
stalwart fighter and won Te Wera's respect and regard. As a gesture 
of goodwill, Te Wera escorted Te Whare-umu to his home at Te Mahia 
c. 1826 (Mitchell, 1:944:163~167; Mackay, 1,966:77; R.R.A., N.Z.Ency., 
3:624). 
Te Whare-umu invited Te Wera to remain as the protector 
of the land, for the local tribes were in constant turmoil due to 
the aggressive behaviour of neighbouring tribes •. Chief among the 
aggressors were the Ngati Tu-whare-toa of Taupa, under their 
paramount chief Te Heu-heu (Downes, 1916:33-37; Mitchell, 1944:170). 
Other tribes combined forces in attempts to occupy Ngati Kahungunu 
lands,; for exampl.e, the Ngapuhi, Hauraki, Waikato, Whaka tohea and 
Tuhoe tribes had combined in 1824 to attack the inhabitants of the 
stretch of land between Wairoa and Te Mahia .. The local people had 
been defeated in battles waged at Titirangi, Nuhaka, and Puke-
1 karoro. 
1Wilson recorded a number of the battles in Hawkes Bay but did not 




The years of warfare and uncertainty had their effect upon 
the local population. When Te Wera and Te Whare-umu arrived at Te 
Pukenui at Mahia, messengers had to be sent out to summon the tribes 
folk who were found living in the bush, and at Waikawa·~ They had 
taken refuge when they heard the news of Tu-whare-toa and Ngati 
Raukawa attacks on Heretaunga pas, and it was difficult to persuade 
them to meet Te Wera (Mitchell, 1944:167). Te \vera agreed to remain 
at Te Mahia.: as 
11the fence, holding authority to guard them 
and c.onducting all transactions relating 
to warfare. 11 
(Mitchell, 1944:174) 
The Ngati Kahungunu hapus were drawn together by the promise 
of his protecti.on ... In 1830 the warrior chiefs, Pareihe and Nuku, 
also accepted the alliance (Mitchell, 1944:168; R.R.A., N.Z.Ency., 
2:.624). With the aid of Te Wera and his Ngapuhi warriors successive 
attempts by neighbouring tribes were fought off, or where defeats 
had occurred, swift revenge was apparently taken. 
A serious threat which was averted by Te Wera and his 
alliea in the late 1820 1 s seems to have marked the turning point 
for Ngati Kahungunu. They were besieged for some three months in 
Te Wera's new. pa on the north east side of Te Mahia by a combined 
Ngati-Raukawa, Tu-whare-toa, Waikato, Te Arawa and Tuhoe force •. 





details of this siege (Mackay, 1966:87-89). It s~ems that 
reinforcements. made a timely arrival from the Bay of Islands to 
help break the siege, and pursue the besiegers. (Mitchell, 1944: 
170-172)., The pa was renamed Kai-uku, in remembrance of the shortage 
of food during the latter stages of the siege (Mitchell, 1944:171). 
Peace was eventually made with Tu-whare--toa and Te Heuheu, and 
other tribes seem to have followed suit once it became apparent 
that the Ngati Kahungunu and Ngapuhi were strong enough to withstand 
all attacks (Downes, 1916:.37-39; Mitchell, 1944:174-177;; Mackay, 
1966:91-93; J.M.McE., N.E.Ency •. , 2:474-475; R.R.A •. , N.Z.Ency., 3:624). 
Some of the repercussions. of the success£ul stand which 
the Nga ti Kahungunu w.ere making in the north, may have been felt 
to the south,. and is, perhapa, a fa.ctor to be considered when 
tracing the movement of the tribes from Taranaki .. Although Urlich 
notes that there were few muskets on the East Coast in 1831 she 
feels that satura.tion level had been reached by 1835 (Urlich, 
1970:.408).,. The increase in fighting strength of the Ngati Kahungunu 
through the acquisit±.on of firearms lessene.d the attraction tha.t 
their tribal territory had for the Wellington Maoris. Ngati Kahungunu 
were proving themselves to be formidable Qpponents both in the north 
and the south. They were prepared to advance into enemy territory 
in the south where their superior knowledge of the countryside 
gave them the advantage of the element of surprise, and aided their 
escape. from pursuit. In 1879 Heaphy recalled that the Petone 1 natives 
in 1839 
1. Known at that time as. Pitone or Pito-one. 
. \ 
.-, 
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"w.ere exceedingly apprehensive of an attack 
on the part of the Wairarapa tribe, who if so 
disposed, could steal down the wooded hills 
and appear in cultivations amongst the 
scattered working parties." 
(Heaphy, 1879:35) 
Dieffenbach and Heaphy found that their guides, on their trip into 
the southern Rimutaka range in quest of the huia, were 
Heaphy noted that 
"awfully afraid. of the Wairarapa people against 
whom they had lately fought •••. for they were 
on the debateable land of the two tribes." 
(Heaphy, 1879:.34) 
"only two years previously bloody fights had 
taken place in Wairarapa Valley, and though 
peace was ostensibly made with the tribe, 
reprisal.s from persons·, or families; that had 
lost relatives might be dreaded. Thus the men 
always; had l.oaded fire.arms by them, and the 
"waka tauan, or war canoe, was always ready 
for an expedi t:Lon." 
(Heaphy,. 1879: 35-36) 
Despite their years o:f occupation along the West Coast and 
around the shores of Wellington Harbour, the Taranaki warriors 
remained unfamiliar with the forested mountains on the east 
(Dieffenbach, 1843; Vol. 1::80)., They chose to attack defenseless 
tribes elsewhere, and the South Island and the Chatham Islands 
proved to be less troublesome hunting grounds (Travers, 1868:.122-123; 
).~ 
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J.M.McE •. ,, N.Z.Ency., 2:472-474) •. Dissension between the members 
of the Ngati Raukawa and Ati-awa tribes living on the West Coast 
served to weaken further the cohesiveness 0f the Taranaki allies 
(Heaphy,, 1B79:37;. Excerpt N.Z.Journal, 1845:.51). 
The arrival of the Europeans.with a request for large 
amounts of land appears to have been a fortuitous circumstance 





Part IV. European References to Ngati Kahungunu Tribal Territory 
An important factor in any consideration of the early 
'protohistoric I period in the Wairarapa district is: the extent and 
degree of contact between Maoris and Europeans. prior to the arrival 
of large numbers of settlers on the northern shores of Cook Strait. 
Itinerant travellers such as the pelagic whalers, explorers and 
trading vessels have been studied in their role of agents of change 
in other parts of New Zealand (Wright, 1959; Coutts, 1969b~ Kennedy, 
1969)., The effects of such intermittent contacts were often far 
reaching, whether beneficial as in the case of Cook's gifts of 
pigs and s:eeds to the chief from Pourerere in October 1773 (Cook, 
1961:2:279), or, indirectly, disastrous. An example of the latter 
is the epidemic known in traditional accounts as Te Upoko-o-te-
rewharewha (Smith, 1899:203; 1910:269; Best, 1924:2, 37). This 
epidemic is thought to have been the earliest one to, occur in the 
Cook Strait region but this cannot be confirmed. Other epidemics 
have been confirmed however (Smith, 1899:202-203; 1910:310-311). 
Shore whal.ers and traders who took up residence among the Maoris were 
influential agents of change because they participated actively in 
the lives of their Maori hosts .. In the Wellington Spectator o.f 
12 December 1854 an opinion that 
"Most whalers: possessed native wives selected 
from the best families; for a New Zealand 
girl considered an alliance with a whaler 
as a capital. match and her relations l.ooked 
.I, 
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upon it as a good connection. 11 
(Wilson, 1939:136) 
may be confirmed while browsing through biographies presented by 
an historian such as J.A.Mackay (Mackay, 1966:145-·155) orin the 
general observations made as a result of: patient research (Mulgan, 
1939:32;. Wnight, 1959:.73). Unlike the Bay of Islands where 
missionaries, were co-existing with Maoris:,, whalers, and traders 
as early as 181.4, Wairarapa, Wellington and the East Coast district 
from Poverty Bay south had no resident missionaries until 1839 at 
the earliest (Mackay, 1966:162.-165;; Macmorran, 1969:1) •. In the 
Wairarapa and We:llington districts the missionary influence 
coincided with that of increasing numbers of European settlers whose 
arrival. is used as the c:losing event of this section .. The primary 
reasons for the a.election of this date have been discussed (~ 
Chapter One) but it is interesting to note that 1840 was selected 
by Wright for the conclusion of his study, 
11partly because the character of white 
immigration and Western pressures. began 
to change shortly after that date,, ••• 
and partly because 1840 is a convenient 
and we11--known historical. milestone." 
(Wright, 1959:vii) 
This definition is cnaracteris.tic of the etic viewpoint discussed 
previous.ly (Vide Chapter One). Wright has examined the Maori-
European contact situation within a framework based upon milestones 
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of European history. 
Contact between Maoris and Europeans: is documented in 
diaries, letters, joun.nals and articles following the arrival of 
the settlers, but pre-1840 contact is difficult to evaluate. Where 
information is fragmentary, it may be utilised to indicate type or 
frequency of contact,, if nothing else. 
Apart from the landfall made by Captain Cook on the East 
Coast in 1769, and later, in 1773, the coastal settlements south of 
East Cape had intermittent contact with Europeans until the 
establishment of traders' bases and whaling stations during the 
1830 1 s. Thais locality has been thoroughly dealt with by J.A.Mackay 
(MackayF, 1966) and supplementary details can be found in 
J.G.Wilson's book 'History of Hawke's Bay' (Wilson, 1939). 
Interesting links with the Wairarapa are to be found in the 
accounts of Captain Cook's contacts with the East Coast peoples. 
The Maoris of this populous coastline were the first to encounter 
the lethal fire. of the Europeans' muskets and cannon •. Upon Cook's 
secm1d voyage he made a brief halt to present some. livestock and 
seeds 1 to a chief whom he encountered off Pour.erere.2 These Maoris 
1· 
· He presented: 2 boars, 2 sows,, 2. cocks, 4 hens and the seeds of 
wheat,. French and kidney beans,, peas, cabbages, turnips, onions, 
carrots,, parsnips and yams (Cook, 1961.:.2:;279). 
2 His choice of the East Coast inhabitants as recipients of these 
gifts rests with his opinion of the Maoris in this vic·ini ty. His 
·original intention was to, make the presentat:i:ion as far north as 
possible "•• •. that is about Poverty or· Talaga Bay 
where I 1ook upon them to be more civilised 
than at Queen Charlottes Sound. 11 




who paddled out in their canoes to the ship were apprehensive of 
their hosts' firearms, fOr Cook observes: 
11 It was eviaant that these people had not 
forgot the Endeavour being on their Coast 
for the first words they said to us was we 
are affraid of the guns .... probably they 
were no strangers to the affair which happened 
of Cape Kidnappers. 11 
(Cook, 1961:2:280) 
In 1877, Col.enso was to recall meeting an old Maori who could 
remember the incident of 15 October 1769. 1 Additional details were 
given by descendants from and near relatives to the persons. involved 
in the affray (Colenso, 1877a:122 fn.; Bagnall and Petersen, 1948: 
462;; Cook, 1955:.I:178 fn.). 
Colenso was also able to identify the chief to whom Cook 
gave the gifts when off Eourerere. He wrote: 
"This chief •••. I have ascertained to be Tuanui ,, 
the ancestor of the present Henare Matua, of 
Porangahau ••• Tuanui put off from Poureerere, 
and Cook's gifts to him were well remembered 
and circumstantially related .. " 
(Colenso, 1877b:146 fn.) 
The "Endeavour" rounded East Cape on 1 November 1769, 
having sail.ed as far south as Cape Turnagain before retracing the 
route north. Following the coast, the voyagers sailed north, rounded 
North Cape and Cape Maria van Diemen, and then continued south until 






15 January 1?70 when anchor was dropped in Ship Cove, Queen Charlotte 
Sound. 
On 7 February the 11Endeavour11 set sail for the North Island. 
Cook's intention was to determine the insular nature of the North 
Island by sailing north from the eastern capes, which he named 
Campbell and Palllser, until Cape Turnagain was sighted. At 9 am on 
the following day the ship was abreast of Cape Palliser. By noon, Cape 
Palliser "bore N 72° West distant 3 Leagues, our Latd by account is 
o 11 31, · 30' · South... Gentle breezes at South and SSE .. u (Cook, 1955:. 1:: 250). 
Captain Cook did not venture to. explore the north shores of Cook 
Strait during this: voyage, nor did he encounter any of the inhabitants 
of the area. In the afternoon of 8 February three canoes caught up 
with the ship 
11 .... wit~ between thirty and fbrty people on 
board, who had been pulling after us with 
great labour· and preseverance for some time. 
They appeared to be more cleanly and a better 
class, than any we had met with since we left 
the Bay of Islands, and their canoes were also 
distinguished by the same ornaments which we 
had seen upc::m the northerly part of the coast.II 
(Beckham, 1969:86) 
Parkins-On observed that: 
"They were very much :like the natives of 
Matarukau ,, a village in Tolago Bay, being 
1 This shoul.d, be 41.0 30 1 • Wharton records·. this reading as such 
(Wharton, 1893:194) and it would also be consistent with the 
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very neatly dressed, having their hair 
knotted on the crown of their heads in 
two bunches, one of which was Tamoou, or 
plaited, and the wreath bound round them the 
same. 11 
(Colenso, 1877a:130) 
Cook entered in his journal.: 
"..... it appear' d from the behaver of these 
peopl.e that they had hearcl. of our being upon 
the coast, for they came along side and some 
of them on board the Ship without shewing the 
1.east signs: o.f fear: they were no sooner on 
board than they asked for nails:. but when 
nails were given them they asked Tupia what 
they were whic:h was plain that they had never 
seen any before,. yet they not only knowed how to 
ask for them but know.ed what use to apply them 
to and therefore must have heard of Nails 
which they called Whow •. .,. These people asking 
as readily for.nails proves that their connections 
must extend as far North as Cape Kidnappers which 
is 45 Leagues, for that was; the southerms:t place 
on this side of the coast we had any traffick 
with the. natives, and it is· most probable that 
the Inhabitants of Queen Charlottes Sound got 
the little knowlidge they seem'd to have of 
Iron by the connections they may have with the 
Terawhetteans bordering up'On them, for we have 
no reason to think that the inhabitants of any 






Iron before we came among them. 11 
(Cook, 1955:1 :250) 
The time of rendezvous and the point of embarkation from 
the land cannot be estimated from the journals o.f Cook or Parkins-on, 
apart from the fac:t that the location of this encounter is: to the 
north of the noon p.osition. The noon reading on 9 February placed 
the .UEndeav0ur" at a point 21 miles south of Cape Turnagain, but 
this; unfortunately is of no assistance in estimating distance 
travelled since the previous afternoon because noother re.cords 
which could assist such calculations: are included (Cook, 1955:1::250). 
It is impossible to dee.ide also whether these people were residents 
upon this section of coast, or merely transients •. Various conclusions 
may be drawn :iin either case. If residents, their similarity to the 
Tolaga Bay Maoris can be a.c:cepted as a p:ttoo:f of the traditional. 
accounts of the tribal ties. along the Eas.t Coast as fa.r as the 
Wairarapa Valley• This does not reveal a s.tate of cJ.ose amity 
among all. the hapus living in this area:., because Cook remarked that 
the boys captured from their fishing canoe on 10 October 1769 (Cook, 
1955::1,:171-172 entreated. him not to land them at the place he had 
chosen,, because that particula:t' spot was in enemy territory. The 
boys.' fear of capture by enemies,, and their fear of being eaten by 
the same, dissipated when one of the three discovered his uncle 
among the group of Maoris. gathered on the enemy territory (Mackay, 




south 1: o.f the iron trade goods may indicate that there was some 
method in existence of passing news:, whether from one sedentary 
group to the next, or· by travellers. If seasonal exploitation of 
food resources kept groups of people quite mobile throughout the 
year, it is not unlikely that news could be quickly disseminated. 
Another alternative arising from this latter mode of residence would 
be the possibility that the people encountered had travelled south 
as. part of their seasonal way of life. In this case, their knowledge 
of Cook's presence would have been brought with them. The problem 
of the apparent foreknowledge of the value of iron by the South 
Islanders is also difficult to explain. Iron was at first regarded 
as valueless, and the material intended for use in trade, either 
the linen or the tapa cloth brought from Tahiti, was the initial 
favorite of the Maoris (Mackay, 1966:: 39, 41, 47; Beckham, 1969:65). 
It took less than three months for the news of the peculiar qualities 
of iJ?on to spread south across the Cook's .Strait. Within this period 
of time the recipients of gifts of iron had also to accept it as a 
desirable commodity, and make its value known to, and desired by, 
other Maoris. Cook did not explore the Sounds thoroughly, but those 
people whom he did have contact with he described as 
11 •••• poor when compared to many we have seen 
and their Canoes are mean and without 
ornament ••• u 
(Cook, 1955:1 :247) 
1: Cook recorded of the Maoris in Queen Charl.otte Sound: 
"They seem 1 d to have knowlidge of Iron for they 
very readily took Nails in exchange for fish and 
s.ome times prafer I d them to any thing else • • • 11 
(Cook. 1.9SS: 1 :247) 
·r 
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He did not mark any resemblance between these South Islandexs and 
the North Islanders, whom he encountered, but it would appear that 
some type of link was in existence between the North and South 
Islands at this time. Whether the news relay system was confined 
to the coastal settlements, or extended inland as well is a matter 
for conjec.ture. Ease and speed of communication probably reflect a 
number of factors such as population density, and topographical, 
vegetational or political barriers. 
The numerous occupants encountered by Captain Cook during 
his first meeting with the East Coast Maoris in October 1769 would 
raise the expectation that a. similar welcome would be accorded the 
second expedition when it explored the southernmost extent of 
traditionally known Ngati Kahungunu territory •. This was not the case. 
In fact the second expedition attracted very 1-ittle attention and 
made contact with few Maoris., 
On 2 November 1773 Cook discovered Wellington harbour but 
could not pass through the narrow entrance against the combinatiLon 
of an ebb tide and a northwest wind. The 11Reso1-ution" anchored a 
mi1-e to the east of Barrett Reef .. The ship was visi te.d by 
"'several of the Natives••• in three Canoes, 
two from the one shore and one from the other, 
it required but little address to get three 
or four aboard to whom I distribut.ed midals 
and nails, the latter they were extraviganly 
fond of, I als:o gave to one man two cocks and 
,'-
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two hens, these he recieved with such indiffer-
ency as gave me little hopes that proper care 
would be taken of them." 
(Cook, 1961:2:285) 
Cook also observed that 
"The shore between Cape Teerawhitte and Cape 
Pallisser forms two deep Bays or Inlets both 
of which extend in north inclining to the 
west, I should have made myself better 
acquainted w.ith one of these Bays had the 
Adventure. been with me •• •·" 
(Cook,, 1961:2:285-286) 
The 11Adventure11 under the command of Captain Furneaux, and the 
"Resolution" had parted company eff Pourerere,, and were prevented 
from meeting again by stormy w.eather. Cook sailed to Queen Charlotte 
Sound on 3 November where he hoped to meet up with the 11Adventure 11 • 
Captain Furneaux, meanwhile, was blown off the coast by 
squally weather. On 4 November his ship 
"••• got in shore near Cape Pallisser and was 
visited by a number the Natives in their Canoes 
with a great quantity of Cray fish, which we bought 
of them for nails and Otaheite Cloath ••• 11 
(Cook, 1961:2:471) 
Another account given by Best (1918b:10) reads 
"Some of the natives brought us in their canoes 
abundance of cray-fish and fruit, whic:h they 
exchanged for our Otaheite cloth, nails, etc. 11 
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No indication is given of what type of fruit was brought out to the 
ship, but Best wondered whether it could be either sweet potatoes 
or karaka kernels (Best, 1918b:10). 
William Bayly who was an astronomer aboard the 11Adv:enture 11 
described the Maoria invol~ed in this encounter. It is in fact the 
only verified description of Maori inhabitants of the northern shores 
of Cook Strait prior to the incursions of the Taranaki tribes. 
Captain Cook was to sail along the shores of Palliser Bay searching 
for the "Adventure" on 25 and 26 November, but was to encounter 
neither the "Adventurel1 nor any Maoris. Signs of habitation were 
observed when "a smoak ...... a little way in-land" (Cook, 1961;:2:299) 
was seen on 26 November. Bayly's account is therefore interesting 
although communication with the Maoris was impeded because Omai, the 
Society Islander could not understand the local dialect (Best,. 11918a: 
11). 
"Being about 2 leagues off shore several 
Canoes; came to us, two of whome were very 
nicely carved & the Indians appeared to be 
principal people among them, being well clothed 
in their fashion & had all. their implements of 
War with them which the Capt .. purchased for a 
1.ooking glass. 
The principal man in each Canoe was very fine-
looking with their beards very gray, these sat 
in the starn of the Canoes & just before each 
was a robust middle aged man, these stood up 
& made l.ong spee.ches frequently pointing to 
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the shore, but whether they proposed friendship 
1' o:f war w,e could not tell, even our Huanai · Man 
knew very little of the matter., The other Canoes 
were fishermen's who came alongside and sold 
their fish for pieces of Otaheite Cloth, paying 
little regard to the size of the piece, but 
taking what was;, given them." 
(McNab, 1914:2:211) 
It is to be regretted that the journalists on the "Adventure" were 
unable to obs~erve where the canoes: had set out from. It is also 
unfortunate that neither of the Expedition's ships were able to 
sail closer inshore and observe what, if any, signs of settlement 
there were. No mention is made. of houses, pa, or plantations .. The 
people in the canoes which came off to the 11Adventuren may not have 
been permanent occupants of the area but merely engaged in fishing 
and living in temporary quarters. In view of the observations. which 
had been made, dur.ing the first and second expeditions, of other 
distric;ts. in New Zealand this tantalising glimpse of Wairarapa and 
Wellington littorals raises many questions whic.h cannot be answered. 
Some twenty--two years after the "Resolution'' and the 
"Adventurell had returned home by their separate ways, a whal.er called 
"England's Gl.ory" apparently made contact with Maoris. living along 
the East Coast and Palliser Bay.,_ On 26 February 1?96 the captain of 
another whaler, the "Mermaidll, on his: way to the Pacific exchanged 
1 McNab identified the 11Huanei Man" as Omai, who was taken aboard 








a member of his crew who was suffering from scurvy for a Maori, 
empl.oyed by the homeward bound "England's Glory" as a pilot .. The 
following report of the voyage of the "Mermaid" was extracted from 
the Weekl.y News of April 14 and 21, 1936: 
The l.og reads: 
11Pil.ot informs ~e that the cape abeam is: called 
the. Cow Cow1and the land hereabouts is thickly 
populated, several praus seen close inshore, but 
my signals to come aboar<ll w:ere unheeded. 
October 28: At noon this; day a party of Indians 
came off from the main in their praus and 
board.ed us. They seem to be friendly people, 
of good stature,,. and dressed in grass coats .• 
Two of them were painted blue on the face with 
circles and lines. My pilot tells me they are 
not of his tribe~ but he is friendly with them, 
having met them before leaving the coast. We 
exchanged buttons. and nails for a mess of 
large codfish which are called fawpookag' ••• 11 
(Wilson, 1e39:126-129) 
Mackay is sceptical about the truth of this report however, for he 
was unable to verify the account elsewhere (Mackay, 1966:80) •. The 
report continues with a record of five further days spent sailing 
during daylight hours only along the coast between Cape Palliser and 
East Cape, but contains no information about what was seen or done 
1: Te Kau Kau or Cape Palliser (Wilson, 1939:127) 
2 Hapuku (Wilson,. 1939:127) 
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during this period., 
.Another possible eighteenth century contact with Europeans 
was recorded by members of the 1B19/1820 warparty who heard of the 
wrecking of the ship of Rongotute from the Maoris of the Cook 
Strait Region (Best:1912:26 -27). Very little is known of this 
event, the identity of the vessel, or the location of the wreck. 
Smith has suggested that the ship might have been the "Coquille" 
which set sail for New Zealand in 1782. The ship and its complement 
of sixty passengers disappeared without a trace (Smith, 1899:203). 
The next account of a ship in the Cook Strait is dated 
1820 and coincides with the sojourn of the first northern warparty 
at Omere .. The ship concerned was under the command of the Rus.sian 
voyager, Thaddeus Bellinghausen, who passed through the Strait in 
June 1820. It was the sighting of this ship which is said to have 
influenced the decision of the Taranaki chief Te. Rauparaha to 
select the Wellington district as hia new home (Smith, 1900:85; 
· 1910:305-306; Best, 1918a: 69). 
Four years later, when the 11Urania" was becalmed in Cook 
Strait on 26 February 1824, she was boarded by the Ngati Toa chief 
Te. Pehi who refused to, leave the ship, and was taken to England 
(W:Llliams, 1867:301.; Shand, 1.892:87; Best, 1921:64). 
Captains Barnett and HerGI who were the first people to 
take ships; into Wellington harbour, made maps of the harbour in 1.826, 
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apparently at different times of the year, or independently of 
each other, because their maps are not identical in detail (Best, 
1921 :63-64) •. 
Captain D'Urville in command of the 11Astrolabe11 made an 
appearance off Palliser Bay on 29 January 1827. He approached the 
Bay from the west, and was unable to observe it clearly until he 
had rounded Cape Turakirae. His initial enthusiasm later waned when 
he realised the danger in which his ship stood should southerly 
weather blow up. His account reads: 
11 
••• By noon we were not more than two miles 
from the first 1, and from that point, the bay, 
of whic.h we still. could not see the limit, 
seemed to us a most attractive sight •. No rocks, 
no obvious dangers, clear lofty hills, with a 
belt of level ground at the edge of the sea, 
held out a. promis.e of good anchorage.•·•" 
(Wright, 1950:.102) 
Fifte4n minutes later the ship was boarded by six natives,. four of 
whom returned to shore in their canoe, presumably to one of the 
village.s in the vicinity, perhaps Orongorongo, Parangarehu" or 
Mukamuka. D'Urville merely writes that 
"• •. • at a quarter past twelve a canoe, that 
we had been watching for some time along the 
shore, drew near to the ship ••• 11 
(Wright, 1,950:102) 
1 Cape Turakirae (Wright, 1950:102) 
.l 
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Of the two who remained aboard, one introduced himself as Tehi-Noui, 
first chief and high priest of his, district which he called Tera 
Witi_ (Wright, 1950:103). On his map D'Urville 1' has labelled the 
lower Wairarapa Valley, Tera Witi, while Cape Terawiti has been 
named Cape- Poliwere, a name which should be correctly applied to a 
cliff slightly east o-f Sinclair Head (Best, 1918b:25) .. Upon entering 
Palliser· Bay D'Urville and his men were to sight enormous fires 
buFning at some distance from the shone:. They were also deceived 
into thinking that the spit between Lake Onoke and the sea. was an 
isthmus dividing another arm of the sea from the Bay., D'Urville 
was frustrated in his attempts. to land on the shore. He had taken 
the two Maoris, Tehi-Noui,, and his companion, Koki-Hore, in the 
boat with him so that they could introduce him to their compatriots 
tiving in the Valley. D'Urville writes: 
"Our two guests. did not seem perturbed 
because we had not been able to set foot on 
shorer they pointed out to us quite clearly 
that behind Cape Poli-wero we should find a 
better anchorage, where we could get sweet 
potatoes but no pigs, as these are onl.y found 
farther to the north." 
(Wright, 1950: 105) 
. 11 D'Urville was given these names. by his: Maori passengers •. He was 
told that "The district which forms the coast from Cape Poli-Wero 
(Terawhitjj) to Cape Kawa-Kawa: (Palliser) is called Tera-Witi ••• 
Instead of the names T.era-Witi and Palliser given by Cook, they 
gave me Poli-Wero and Kawa-Kawa, which on our map I restored to 
the capes which should bear them •• ~ They called the chain of high 
mountains running from Cape Poli-Wero (Terawhiti) to the north, 





The identity of these two Maoris would be of assistance in deciding 
whether they were. from the Taranaki tribes or the lo-cal tribes. 
Wilson suggests- that they were Ati-awa allies of Te Rauparaha 
(Wilson, 1939,130). They sailed with D'Urville as far as Tolaga 
Bay where he encouraged them to disembark with a promise of a gift 
of gunpowder., They made arrangements with one of the Tolaga Bay 
chie_fs to exchange the powder for a canoe which would enable them 
to return home (Wright, 1950:121,.,123). If they w.ere Ati-awa allies 
these two faced a formidable journey through enemy territory, but 
if they belonged. to l.ocal tribes, such as the Ngati Ira, or Ngati 
Kahungunu, their jpurney must have been considerably eased .. dolenso 
l,earned that these; two did in fact find their way safely home 
(Mackay, 1966:84)., If the tribesi'olk occupying the Wairarapa Valley 
at that time were Ati-awa allies, they must have been undertaking 
considerabl_e modifications of the vegetation, for D'Urville· noted 
on the night of 29 January: 
u •.••. the fires already seen appeared in greater 
numbers over a wider area, and at a greater 
distand.e than we had thought at first. They 
e.ven became so active and lasted so long that 
for a time I, with others, thought that they 
might c:ome from a volcano, fee.ling sure that 
the savages: could never light such huge fires 
and that they would spend the night in s1eep 
rather than in keeping th~m up .. However, as 
they often s-et fire to enormous stretches 
w.hic:h go on burning for several days, it is 
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11more likely that those we saw were due to 
fires of this kind •. Whatever the 
explanation, fires sprang up and 
disappeared several. times during the 
night, and the next day there still 
remained a heavy smoke, quite ::::easy to see. 11 
(Wright, 1:950:105) 
It is possible that the fires were lit to clear agricultural 
ground, for in later years burning off was known to occur in 
January (Weld, Journal: 3/1/1845, 8/1/1845). Another alternative 
may be the. burning off of enemy plantations by Ngati Kahungunu 
raiders. These fires pll'ov.e t:hat there were people in the Valley 
at this time., but Maori attention was to be focused very shortly 
afterwards upon other areas of Cook Strait and the West Coast. 
Wellington harbour remained poorly described and seldom 
visited until 183:9. Many of the. ships which sailed through Cook 
Strait had as their des.tinat:iion the shore whaliing stations at 
Kapi ti Island or the northern sounds of. the South Island. The 
1820 1 s are notable for the initial. establishment of shore bases for 
the hunting of the black whal.e., In the Cook Strait vicinity 
John Guard was mak:iing his fir'St attempts to establish himself at 
Te Awaiti in 1827. Other bases were begun dur:iing the 1830 1s, and 
traders wishing to, collect flax also made their appearance. 
Whaling bases were set up at Mana Island, Porirua, and Kapiti. 
In April 1832 Mana Island was bought from the Ngati Toa 
by three Europeans,,A.Davidson, J.Bell., and A.Mossman. They sent 
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a Mr Ross from Sydney to take possession of the island on their 
behalf, and Bell. himself arrived in 1834 to live there. By this 
time whalers and traders seem to have been living there as well 
(Best, 1921:::70; B.J.F.,j N.Z.Ency., 2::833; J.S.H., N.Z.Ency., 2:390). 
A hut on the waterfront of present day Lambtc:m Quay was 
the home of David Scott between the years of 1831 and 1834, and 
his:, base for flax trading. William Cooper established a timber and 
sh:Ep building industry in 1834 on the south-w,estern shore of 
Porirua harbou:iZ, while. George Young, a whaler, is: said to have 
lived on Th:orndon Flat in 1834 and 1,835 (Mulgan, 1939:30; B.J.F., 
N.Z.Ency., 2:833) •. 
Various warships added to the growing traffic in the 
Strait .. The "Voltagell and the 0 Warspite" sailed through in 1827 
(Best, 19211:67) and the "Alligator0 in 1834 (McNab, 1:913:117-132). 
The latter was involved with the rescue o.f John Guard's wife and 
children from some Maoris in Taranaki (Smith, 1910:524-533; 
McNab, 191B:112). 
On 26 October 1835 the bnig 0 Rodney11 arrived in Port 
Nicholson and its, captain, Captain Harewood, was compell.ed by a 
group of Ngati Toa1 allies t0 set sail for the Chatham Islands 
(Shand, 1892:155-158; McNab, 1913;:137-142;: Best, 1921::63-64; 
Mulgan, 1939::2.9) •. 
1
i According to, Shand,, these people. belonged. to the. following tribes: 




A similar attempt was made two months later,, in January 
1836, when the "Activell was becalmed in Palliser Bay. The captain 
records a visit by the Chief Wharepouri of the Ati-awa tribe, 
together with a group of his people. They were initially 
interested in s.e.lling a quantity of' very good whalebone which 
they had stored at their pa. There is no men ti.on of its exact 
location but it seems to have been in the vicinity of Lake Onoke. 
There were apparently a number of people involved during this 
encounter because the l.og records the approach of 
''a. number of canoes ..... from the mouth of 
a river that runs into the bay, and having 
come alongside, the vessel was soon crowded 
with natives - men, women and children •. " 
(McNab, 1i91i3::143) 
I.t transpire.d in the course of negotiations that the 
Maoris did 
"•.. not want trade at present - they wanted a. 
vessel to carry them to Stewart's Island, or 
elsewhere if that did not please them - that 
the Active would do and that the bone would 
be. given in payment, ..... Much conversation then 
took place amongst themseJJ.ves, many arguing 
against going, until an impudent,. ill looking 
fellow named Waiderippa got up, and with 
violent actions: said, the captain speaks very 
well, but as we have taken the vessel we will 
-; 
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go somewhere., and if we. are not strong we 
may as well be killed where we go as remain 
and be killed by the Rowpera •·•·• n 
(McNab, 1913:143-1A4) 
Wishart rec:ognisecl. Wharepouri as a former acquaintance from 
Taranaki .. 
11 ..... Warepow:ue. and his tribe belonged originally 
to Tarinackie, on the west coast, which place 
they des:erted after the chastisement the 
natives. there received from the 11Alliga,tor11 
sloop of war, and removing to Waederippa 
se.ttled there, where they dreaded being 
des.troye.d by the Entry Island natives, a 
numerous. people under the Rowpera, and 
allaged that as the reason of their w,ishing 
to remove ..... !! 
(McNab, 1913:147) 
From this account it is obvious that the desire to travel 
to another locality was: partly induced by fear· of Te Rauparahaand 
his warriors. Apart from an opportunist moitmv.·e ins,pired by the 
se.izure of the "Rodneyn, a further motive may be found in the 
c.ontinual harassment of the Wellington tribes by the Ngati Kahungunu. 
(Excerpt N.Z.Journal, 1845:51)., The opportunistic element is 
evidenced by the spontaneity of action, and the debate over the 
decision to migrate. If Te Wharepouri had hoped that his acquaintance 
with the captain would strengthen his suit he was disappointed, 




The whalebone was viewed by the mate of the "Active" .. He 
reported that there was a considerable quantity of it, but no 
explanation of its presence is included. It is probable that this 
bone was collected from carcases washed ashore fon· there was no 
whaling station established on the shores of Palliser Bay at this 
time. Another possibility may be that the Maoris themselves had 
taken out boats to capture whales, although their mode of transport 
while the 11Active11 was becalmed was by canoe, and no sign of any 
whaleboat is recorded. 
By 1839 Wellington and its environs was beginning to 
attract more attention from people interested in buying land. In 
October 1839 Captain W.Hays bought up the section of the Porirua 
Basin which was not already occupied by Europeans, and sold it 
to the Polynesian Company in Sydney on 24 January 1840. This same 
block of land was sold by the chiefs responsible for its sa,le to 
Hays, to Wakefield in February 1840 (B.J.F .. , N.Z.Ency., 2:833). 
Kapiti's. position as the centre for traders and whalers was soon to be 
challenged. as the mainland became more attractive for traders and 
settlers. 
The missionary bodies made their first appearance in 
Wellington during 1839. The first missionaries to arrive were 
two Wesleyans, Reverend J.Bumby and Reverend J.Hobbs, who were 
searching for suitable sites for new mission stations. Dates for 
this trip are few, but it is known that they began their mission 
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on 11 May 1839, so the date, of their arrival in Wellington was 
probabl.y about June 1839 (Mulgan, 1939:300). They were accompanied 
by twenty Maoris who were mainly southerners who had been captured 
by the northern warriors on their raids in the south~ In Wellington 
harbour they were welcomed by 
"a grotesque party of natives, some bedaubed 
with red ochre and oil, and others disfigured 
about the cheeks and eyebrows with congealed 
bl.cod. They, however, • • • gave us a hearty 
welcome. Here some of our lads met with their 
relatives and :f'Fieno.s, whom they had not neen 
for ten or· twel.ve years .... we ••• partook of 
some refreshments; potatoes and Indian co~n 
were the best viands the village afforded. 11 
(Best, 1921:66) 
It seems most likely that the donors of the seed of the food which 
they were offered were the whalers, but it is possible that the 
potato was introduced by the Ngati Toa (Smith, 1912:185). 
During the week spent at Port Nicholson, Bumby and Hobbs 
were abl.e to explore their new surroundings ... They met the only 
white man in the port near the Heretaunga River, where he was 
building a boat, using nails which he was making from hoop iron. 
They wrote also that 
"The shore is skirted with numerous settlements 
o:f vill.ages, of different dimensions, and 
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variously fortified •·•·• Thinking the place 
suitable. for a new station • .-., we. tapued a 
piece of land of the proprietors••• for 
some blankets and fishhooks. 11 
(Best, 1921 :66) 
The land was much in demand, for barely three months later 
Col.onel Wakefield was also to arrange for the purchase of. a large 
block of land on behalf of the New Zealand Company. He entered J?ort 
Nicholsen on 20 September 1839,. and found Te Wharepouri and his 
tribe in poss.ession of the harbour. In addition to the land in the 
vic.inity of the harbour, Te Wharepouri offered to sell to Wakefield 
the Wairarapa Valley opening off Palliser Bay .. 
"It is a. large bay to the eastward of this 
port, and contains, a river and a large 
district of flat and fertile land" 
(Wakefield, N.Z.Co. 3/1:114-1t5; 
1840:5) 
Te Wharepouri's description of the Wairarapa was confirmed by 
"Dicky" Barrett, a whaler who had taken over Guard's station at 
Te Awaite, and who had been engaged to pilot the "Tory" on its 
journey into Port Nicholson. He also acted as interpreter and 
liaison officer between the negotiating parties (Best, 1921:71; 
R.J., N.Z.Ency .. , 1:161; B.J.F •. ,. N •. Z.Ency., 1:884) •. 
Relationships betw.een the Taranaki allies were uneasy at 
this time, for on the morning of 16 October 1839 members of the 
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Ngati Ra:ukawa and Ati-awa tribes joined in battle at Waikanae. 
Surgeons from off the "Tory11 worked for three hours in attendance 
upon the wounded (Macmorran, 1969:19). 
On November 7, 1839, Henry Williams, the Anglican 
missionary arrived at Port Nicholson. He was accompanied by 
Octavius Hadfield who had accepted the post of resident missionary. 
Williams later wrote: 
"Although communication between the distant 
tribes was then much restricted, information 
had reached the natives as far as Cook's 
Straits, that changes of an extraordinary 
character were going on at the north, the 
effects of which were productive of good to 
1 the people••• about the year 1836 he sent 
a letter to the Rev. H.Williams to ask for 
one2 , but it was not then possible to 
entertain his request." 
(Williams, 1867:268-269) 
Hadfield's appointment was in response to a further request by 
Te Rauparaha, a request which he had entrusted his son and nephew 
to deliver (Macmorran, 1969:12). 
With regard to his forthcoming appointment Hadfield wrote: 
11From all_ accounts there are about 8000 natives 
in the immediate neighbourhood., •• there are 
also about 600 English and Americans in the 
1· Te. Rauparaha (Williams, 1867: 269) 




neighbourhood of Kapiti II ••• 
(Macmorran, 1969:.152) 
In the months that followed the character o.f Port Nicholson 
changed, and the centre of interest shifted from the West Coast to 
the environs of the harbour. The "Cuba" arrived with a party of 
surveyors who were to be responsible for laying out sections. Before 
they could complete their task the first passenger ships arrived. 
The 11Aurora11 arrived on 20 January 1840, and the "Oriental 11, the 
"Duke of Roxburgh" and the "Bengal Merchant" arrived in February. 
Other ships foll.owed in the ensuing months: with other settlers 
(Mulgan, 1939:306-323). 
A striking feature. in the preceding discussion is the 
impoverished nature of documentary information about the northern 
shores of Cook Strait •. Palliser Bay was more fully descrjjbed than 
Wellington Harbour, but only the coastal aspect of the Wairarapa 
Valley was observed. Its inland nature was not described in detail 
until 1841 following a journey made by Robert Stokes •.. Traditional 
accounts have been of more value in describing the events. of these 
years; but they do not include information about the impact of 
contact with Europeans. Their primary concern is with the nature 
of intertribal contact. 
An overlap begins: in 1839 between the information recorded 
by the Europeans. and that recorded orally by the Maoris. This 
overlap is the boundary between the secondary and primary proto-
historic periods: for the region., The discussion of the establishment 
'1 
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of peace between the tribes from Tarana.ki a:nd the Ngati Ka~unguhu 
hapus of the Wairarapa. can be used as an example of the correlation 
between these two sources. 
The formal peace between Te Wharepouri and the Ngati 
Kahungunu has. been dated by Downes •. Te Wharepouri travelled to 
Nukutaurua to meet Nukupewapewa, but found that Nuku had been 
drowned in an accident off Te, Whaka-ki beach at Wairoa a short 
time before his arrival. The date of Nuku's death is: set at 1840 
(Downes, 1916:88) •. 'l'he role of negotiator was taken ov.er by 
Tu-te-pakihi-rangi. While Te Wharepouri remained as hostage at 
Mahia, Tu-te-pakihi-rangi, accompanied by twenty Wairarapa chiefs, 
sailed to Port Nicholson to negotiate the terms of pea.ce. Tu-te-
pakihi-rangi put forward his proposal a.t a. meeting of the 
Wellington tribes, saying: 
"We have now a new people amongst us, and they 
are armed with this new and strong weapon 
against which our weapons are useless. Because 
of this, I shall ask you to retire back to 
your own land, for who knows what lies before 
us?. Listen: my boundaries will be from the 
Manawa-tu River to the Manga-toro Creek (a 
tributary) on the east side to its source, 
thence over the land to Rapu-ruru, and on to 
Akitiu, round the coast, back to the Manawa-tu 
River, where the boundaries meet. This· land 
shall be mine, for me and my people. See the 
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Tararua Mountains, which divide the land: 
let that range be our backbone, and all the 
rivers and creeks which rise in that backbone 
and flow west will be water for you to drink 
from; those flowing east will be for me and 
mine." 
(Downes, 1916:87) 
This peace offering was accepted by both sides; the Ngati 
Kahungunu hapus w.ere free to return to their homes in the Wairarapa 
Valley and the members of the northern tribes who had occupied 
land there. du:uing the preceding fifteen years withdrew to the west 
beyond the Rimutaka and Tararua ranges. It is of interest to record 
entries made by A.D.Best in his journal. On 28th July 1840 he wrote: 
"The Chie.f Wharrepore who had been on a 
visit to the Nattakahoons returned two or three 
days since accompanie.d by some of the Chiefs 
of that Tribe & today paid a visit to the 
Chiefs at this end of the Bay. He was recd by 
a large number Mauris. who sang the Iremi. Of 
course, there was a grand Koorooroo ••• 11 
On the f0J.l.owing day he wrote:: 
"All 'The Chiefs' and their followers w,e.re. 
entertained by Muturrea at a De,june .... 
Wharre.pore and the two Chiefs of the 
Nattakahoons. breakfasted with us after the.y 
had taken their fill outside••• After parade 
the natives dispersed and we saw no more. of 
them that day." 
. '\ 
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A later entry on 1ttt August 1840 reads: 
11At daylight we were awakened by the 
howlings of some Mauries in Muturoea's new 
house who were making the 1 Tangie 1 • I ••• 
found that his two Nattakahoon slaves 
were grieving for their friends who had 
returned home." 
( Tayl.or , 1966: 230-231 , 23 3) 
These entries seem to signify the final ceremonies in the 
ratification of. the pact and. confirm the date given by Downes. 
1840 als.o marke.d. the date of the signing of the Treaty 
0f Wai tangi ,. by Te Rau par aha and other Wellington chiefs on 
14 May 1840, (R.R.A. & w.c., N.Z.Ency •. , 3:53), and by Waikato, 
Mahokai ,, and Ha,;puku near the mouth of the Tuki Tuki River, Hawkes 
Bay on 23 June 1840 (Wilson, 1939:140). After the Treaty had been 
signed, many of the occupants. of Te Mahia. felt free to return to 
their homes; for instance, it is recorded that the Heretaunga 
hapus left on one day, sailing home in sixty-nine canoes (Mitchell, 
1944:177; Wilson~ 1939:172). 
The Wairarapa hapus were not as quick to leave Mahia, but 
by 1842 most of the former occupants of the Wairarapa Valley had 
returned there (Best, 1,918a::107) •. Thus the turning point for the 
Ngati Kahungunu in the cessation of hostilities w.as the declarations 
of truce between themselves and their various opponents, and the 
ratification of these agreements. by the general agreement among the 
'i 
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signatories of the Treaty of Waitangi to live in peace under 
European administration. 
- 11:5 -
Part v. Contact with Europeans along the East Coast. 
The Ngati Kahungunu who were to return to the Wairarapa 
Valley after the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi were not 
unaffected by European culture during their s.ojou:v.n at Mahia .. As 
e.ar]y as 1810 whalers gave favourable reports on the quality of 
flax and mats procurable in the East Cape distric.t (McNab, 1908: 1:: 
303), while, in May 1813, a report by Robert Williams who travelled 
on the brig "Perseverance", records an encounter with the Maoris 
living in the vicinity of Mahia Peninsula: 
u ••• Fdire.s; were lighted on shore••• Mr Murray 
having some knowledge of Table Cape stood 
close round it. Saw large tribes of natives 
on shore launching their canoes••• The 
natives brought potatoes and mats for trade; 
a spike nail would buy a hundred weight of 
potatoes, and a woman offered to sell her 
little boy, her son, for a tomahawk ••• The 
canoes c:ontinued coming after us, trading 
as before ..... We had every opportunity of 
visiting every mile of the coast, sailing 
along,. and 1 had no doubt of our being able 
to have collected some tons of hemp •.•• 11 
(McNab, 1908:1:315, 463) 
It is evident that the Maoris of the East Coast littoral had a well 
practised routine which enabl.ed them to attract ships in the offing. 
~ 
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It is evident also that potatoes were readily available, but it 
is not possible to indicate how long this had been the case, nor 
the source of the original seed potatoes (Mackay, 1966:81) •. 
According to Mackay shipmasters continued to supplement their 
provisions from East Coast supplies until 1818 when the Ngapuhi 
made their forays to the south (Mackay, 1966:83). By 1823 a certain 
amount of trade was again being undertaken and the objective of the 
Maoris was to obtain muskets (Mackay, 1966:83; Urlich, 1970:405). 
In the years to foll.ow, the southern Ngati Kahungunu were attracted 
to Mahia and the pros.pects. of trade which were opening there ... 
The Wairoa Minute Book Number 3 of the Native Land Court 
Hearings makes reference to the presence of a trader at Mahia 
about 1825. There, is a certain amount of disagreement about his 
identity (Lambert., 1925:350; Mackay, 1966:97), but it appears. 
certain that he was not the Captain Harris mentioned by Lambert 
(Mackay, 1966::97-98). Mackay credits this trader with being the 
first to sell guns in the Mahia l.ocali ty, and identifies him with 
the shipmaster who imported the first horse into this region 
(Polack,, 1839:1,:315;: Mackay, 1966:97). 
When D'Urville sailed past Hawkes Bay in early February 
1827 he observed 
11These lands. must be we11 populated, as is 
shown by the smoke from many fires that 
we have seen rising at several pointso" 
(Wright, 1950:113) 
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The two Maoris who had been unable to return to shore (Wright, 
1950: 108) were able to name different points along the coast as: 
t 
far as Cape Kidnappers,, but beyond this point they were ignorant 
of the landmarks (Wright, 1950:113) •. A stiff westerly wind prevented 
the "Astrolabe" from thoroughly exploring the coastline around Te 
Mahia. A land mis:t "mingled. w.i th the column of. smoke from the big 
fires. that the natives lighted at almost every mile to let us 
know of their presence.u (Wright, 1950:.11:4), and upon rounding 
Gabl.e. End. Foreland D'Urville observed "more col.umns of smoke than 
anywhere else, an infall.ibl.e proof of a bigger populatione 11 (Wright, 
1950:.11;5}., On approaching Tol.agBi Bay the "Astrolabe'' surprised a 
u1ittle schooner, which at first skirted the shore, and then 
suddenl.y headed. out to sea. and disappeared, a c.ourse that I could 
onl.y explain by supposing that for reasons of its own the ship 
found our visit unw.elcome. 11 The canoes encountered near this place 
approached wi tho;ut hesi tat ±on and soJ..d pigs, potatoes:, and some 
curiosities to the ship's crew confiFming that trade with Europeans 
wa5- most probably an accustemed part of life al.ong the coast (Wright, 
1950:115). D1Urvill.e commented that "next to guns, more precious 
among them than gol.d and diamonds: to us at home, pow,der w.as of the 
first importance in their eyes.u (Wright, 1950:121)., A further 
insight into the drive for trade is given by Captain Benjamin 
Morrell, whose ship was visited, while off Flat Point, on 




us going on shore. Their articles of traffic were fish and fishing 
gear, curiosities, and women .. " (Morrell, 1832::369). 
The Maoris' desire for firearms and ammunition was at 
first reliant upon bartering with passing vessels, but in 1831 
the first resident traders arrived and trade was established upon 
different foundations .• John Harris who set up his trading station 
in Poverty Bay ai'ter his arrival on 16 May 1831 is reported as 
noting that the Maoris in this district had only a few fmrearms. 
Al though they were not at tha.t time being raided by hostile 
neighbours they feared future attacks, and were only too anxious 
to barter pigs and potatoes, and dress fl.ax in order to arm 
themselves with European weapons (Mackay, 1966:98) •. 
Harris sent George White, known as 11Barnet Burns'', to 
Mahia as sub-agent, a post which he held for eleven months (Mackay, 
1966:108). Other traders who established themselves along the coast 
were: Ferri.s at Tblaga Bay in 1831:, m<!lm Ralph at Muriwai in 1:831, 
Thomas Halbert at Mahia in 1832, John Hayes, Thomas Atkins and a 
European known as "Ropihall at Omaewa in 1834, and Robert Espie at 
Tolaga Bay in 1835. These traders were known upon occasion to 
shii't their headquarters from one area to another. Barnet Burns, 
for instance, was in Tolaga Bay in 1832, and Robe:st Espie removed 
to Poverty Bay in 1837 (Mackay, 1966:96, 98-99, 103-104, 108,, 130-
131, 133-134., 1:52-153). (Urlich estimated that by 1835 the saturation 




1970:408). This is, s.omewhat doubtful when one remembers the large 
population living at Mahia and elsewhere along the coast, and' 
compare.s these figures with the number of traders in business. It 
would be true to say, however, that warfare could no longer be as 
one-sided. as, previously, 16or both sides would have sufficient guns 
by 1835 to make qui.ck and easy defeats by raiding parties an 
uncertain matter. In June 1835, Polack had occasion to put into 
Tolaga Bay where two flax traders were in residence. Here the 
advantage of living in close proximity to sho,re traders could be 
observed when an altercation arose between rival groups of Maoris. 
The chiefs and slav.:es belonging to the village on the northern 
shores of the river w.ere all armed with muskets (Polack, 1839:2: 122), 
but this 1:.1 relationship of men and arms would presumably not 
apply in se.ttl.ements at a. distance from trading centres .. Urlich 
has not included a study of the dispersion patterns of firearms 
in relatii.on to proximity of settlements to the trading nodes,. 
Limitations of evidence may hamper such an arrangement of data, 
and generalities. may remain as a poor substitute. For instance, 
the Re,verend W. Will.iams who travelled down to coast to East Cape 
and Mahia in 1834 commented that 11 the distribution o.f firearms is 
now become general.11 (Urlich, 1970:409). 
The Reverend William Wi11iams was in fac,t one of the 
earliest clergymen to travel. to Mahia. He travelled on the mission 
ship to Hicks Bay in January 1834 in company with a group of East 
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Coast Maoris whom the Ngapuhi of the Bay of Islands had liberated 
upon the entreaty of the missionaries at Paihia •. Of the sixty 
Maoris on board. the "Fortitude11 thirty were Ngati Porou. While 
waiting for favourable. weather to travel home on boa.rd the mission 
ship, these Maoris had been tutore:d by the missionaries, and were 
respons1ble for communicating knowledge of the missionary teachings 
to their relatives and friends upon their return;: "distinguishing 
between us and the foreigners they had hitherto had to deal with" 
wrote Williams (Mackay, 1966 :.157). 
Williams then travell.ed on to Mahia'. Peninsula. He wrote: 
11.,... embarked from Waiapu, and proceede.d to 
Table Cape, which had been described as a 
place of some consequence. About sixteen 
years before this time, a body of Ngapuhi, 
after committing great de~astation at Waiapu 
went on as far as Table Cape • .,. Te Wera, the 
Ngapuhi chief, set most of his slaves free, 
and then went to live among the people he had 
conquered, and was received by them as their 
chief. This circumstance became of great 
ad.vantage to all the tribes living south of 
that place, as far as Cook's Straits., From 
that part of the Island Te Rauparaha had 
expelled nearly all the inhabitants, and at 
one time the whole population of Wairarapa 
and Heretaunga we:r~ congregated at Table Cape., 
under the protection of Te Wera, and thus 
escaped cii;e,stl!!ue.iian. In this visit, however, 
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it was not possible ta see enough of the 
people to all.ow of any future plans being 
formed for the future.n 
(Williams, 1867:180) 
When the mission ship returned north~ those Maoris who had been 
tutored by the missionaries continued to communicate their 
knowledge to their fellow tribesmen, using their ingenuity to teach 
reading and writing. Piripi Taumata-a-Kura, for instance, made 
copies o:f' the few Scripture texts, prayers and hymns which he 
brought back with him, by writing on flat wood with charcoal, or 
writing upon flax leaves which had been coated first with grease, 
then dusted with ashes (Mackay, 1966.:159). The missionaries did 
not visit the East Cape - Hawkes Bay districts again until 1838. 
In January of that year the Reverend Henry Williams left three 
well. instructed Maoris a:t Waiapu, and another three at Poverty Bay 
(Wilson, 1939:171; Mackay, 1966:160). This was followed by a visit 
in April. 1839 by the Reverend W.Williams and Re.verend R.Tayloi~ 
to Poverty Bay where: a site known as Kaupapa was selected for the 
mission station which Mr Williams. was to set up in January 1840. 
Mack~y writes 
"What was much in its favour was that most of 
the natives lived only from two to ten miles 
from the spot fixed upon for the station.fl 
(Mackay, 16)66 ::162) 
In spring 1840 the Reverend Williams; paid a visit to Mahia, Wairoa 
and Hawkes Bay where the inhabitants had been informed of missionary 
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activities by three ex-slaves (Mackay, 1.966:159, 165). Williams 
was entreated by 
11A chief at Table Cape, who had fled from 
Wairarapa with his tribe some years before, 
through fear of Te Rauparaha, ••• 'Bring 
your treasure for the young and for the 
old, for the women and for the children. 
It is by rec.ei ving the word of God that I 
shall go back to my own place, for it turns 
enemies into friends, and makes people live 
in peace•. 11 
(Williams, 1867:.285) 
Williams had concluded at the end of his. trip south in 1.839 that 
"from the centre of the Bay of Plenty to Table 
Cape, the natives: were generally ready to lay 
aside their old superstitions, and to listen 
without reserve to instruction.II 
(Williams, 1867:267) 
Their state of readiness can be judged by the figures which are 
given with regard. to; the number of Maoris attending Christian 
Worship in 1841: •. Of the 8600 people who attended,, 3200 were at 
Waiapu and Tokomaru Bay, 2500 w.ere at Uawa. and Turanga, and 2900 at 
Table Cape, Wairoa, and Ahuriri (Wil1-iams., 1867:288). 
The Roman Catholic; Bish<hp visited the Bay of Plenty coast 
in 1841, and. in respons.e to a request from sone Maoris from Mahia 
led by Chief Toki, Bishop Pompallie.r· halted at Nukutaurua where he 
selected a site for a mission station (Wilson, 1939:174; Mackay, 
·/ 
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1966: 174). A ten month stay by Jfather Baty who was left at Mahia 
by the Bishop in September 1841:, came to a c,lose when Father Baty 
travelled back to Auckland (Mackay, 1966: 174-175) •. By 1845 a number 
of missionaries had been positioned along the coast by the Church 
Missionary Society. 
The Reverend J • .Stack was placed at Rangitukia in 1842. 
In the same year the Reverend G.Kissl.ing went to Aroroa, and the 
Reverend W.Dudley went to Wairoa. Mr.Charles; Baker went to Talaga 
Bay in 1843, and 1845 was the year in which the Reverend J.Hamlin 
was established at Wairoa, and the Reverend W.Colenso at Waitangi 
in Hawkes Bay (Mackay, 1966:164)., The additional numbers of 
missionaries w.ere needed to cope with the dispersal of refugees 
from the East Cape - Hawkes Bay area after the signing of the Treaty 
of Waitangi (Wilson, 1939:172). W:iilliam Colenso's parishioners were 
widely scattered over a district that stretched from Hawkes Bay 
to Cook Strait (Bagnall and Petersen, 1948:.195; Reed, 1958:74). 
During these years Christianity was not the only influence 
felt by the East Coast Maoris. Whaling stations, were first established 
in the area in 1837 when whalers from the Bay of Islands travelled 
south to establish new stations. The Ward Brothers set up their 
station at Waikokopu on the western shore near the neck oifi Mahia 
Peninsula, and Captain W.Ellis placed his establishment on the 
Peninsula itself (Reed, 1958:27-28; Mackay, 1966:146) .. Captain Harris 
set up a whaling station next to, his trading centre on the 
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Turanganui River in 1837, but shifted the station to Papawhariki 
opposite Tuamotu Island in 1838. Thomas Bateman from the Bay of 
Islands is said to have had his station adjoining that of the 
Wards. This was burnt down almost two years later in 1839 (Mackay, 
1966:147) •. Lambert writes, that at this time, Mahia and Wairoa were 
thickly populated by Mao:r1is, and estimates tha,t there could have 
been no fewer than 12000 Maoris at that end of Hawkes Bay (Lambert, 
1925::366) ., As; no other population estimates have been found for· 
this period it is difficult to assess the accuracy of Lambert's 
statement. 
Wilson re.cords that before the close of the 1840' s 
whaling stations were establish:ed at Whakaari by Morris, at 
Kirikiri by Ellis, at Wairoa by Morrison, at Moeangiangi, Whakamahia, 
Te Awanga,, Clifton, Waimarama, and Castlepoint (Wilson, 1939:135) •. 
Other stations: were placed at Cape Kidnappers,, Mawai, and Portland 
Island (Wilson, 1939 :.136) •. Wilson records that a. number of Maoris 
at Mahia were able to co.ntinue whaling, using their own boats, 
when operations became uneconomic fior the larger European stations 
(Wilson, 1939::137). 
It is possible that some of the more adventurous of the 
Wairarapa Maoris, were employed. by whaling station owners, but 
records of such may be difficult to trace. Mr. McLean estimated 
that 1.40 Europeans were fully employed at Mahia whaling station in 
1851, but there were about twice as many Maoris as Europeans upon 
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the staff (Mackay, 1966:147). With such large proportions of 
Maori labour it is; hardly possible that full details of those 
employed would be kept. Europeans are easier to trace because they 
quite often turned up in different contexts. Such a person was 
John M.Jur.y, the father of Te Whatahoro, who is, known to have 
been a member of Harris' whaling establishment before he departed 
for the Wairarapa Valley in 1842 where he took up residence for a 
short time among his wife's relatives (Mackay, 1966:153) •.. 
It is certain that the Maoris who returned to their homes 
in the south had a full. appreciation o.f the advantages to be 
gained from living in clos-e proximity i,o Europeans.. As a result, 
once they w.ere confident of their tenure of their home territory, 
Europeans w.ere invited to take up leases, and missionary visits 
welc.omed. The abilities of men such as Colenso and Hadfiel.d cannot 
be overlooke.d. They were invaluable in their rol.e of arbitrators 
and negotiators, and eas.ed the resettlement of their Maori 
parishioners during the uncertain years of the 1840 1 s when new 
and/o:J?· different alliances and living habits w.ere being established 
under the aegis of the European settlers and their legal., social 
and moral codes. 
In conc]usion, it is difficult to decide what the sequence 
of occupation was in the Wairarapa Valley after 1820. It appears 
probabl.e. that the .Lower Vall.ey was more intensively used by the 
Taranaki tribes during the late 1820 1 s and early 1830 1 s, but th,a_t 
,\. 
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this pattern changed when the presence of Europeans made the West 
Coast of Wellington a chief residential area. Large numbers of 
Maoris remained in their settlements there during the Octavius:;· 
Hadfield' s early years of dut·y in the Wellington district (Macmorran, 
1969).. Relationships between the Wellington tribes and the Ngati 
Kahungunu remained uneasy for at leaat four years after 1840. 
When Abel Best wished to explore the Wainuiomata and 
Orongorongo Valleys during his trip to the Wairarapa Valley in 
December 1840, he could not persuade his Maori c.ompanii.ons to 
acc.ompany him (Taylor, 1966:.263) •. The Maoris feared the Ngati 
Kahungunu, although this fear did not make them forgo their visits 
to the Vall.ey. William Deans had travelled there in October 1840, 
and wrote that he intended accompanying some fifty to sixty of 
the Wellington people on their trip there during the next month 
(Deans,. letter 30/10/1840:2). Best's party was given some anxious 
moments during their overnight stay in the Valley when some of 
Te Puni's young warriors on the opposite side of the river had a 
mock skirmish, but the trip passed without any sighting of the 
Ngati Kahungunu warriors. 
By 1843 diplomatic relationships between the tribes appear 
to be a little easier. During his trip up the Manawatu River in 1>842, 
-Kettle recorded the meeting of Te Ahu, of Ohau, and a Ngati 
Kahungunu chief from Hawkes Bay 
"on much more friendly terms than I expected, 
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as their tribes have been at wa:r with each 
other for many years." 
(Kettle, 184~:216) 
The party was also welcomed. by the occupants of a pa in the Upper 
Wairarapa Valley which Ke.ttle. named Tapuaruru. 
In February 1843, Brees' expl.oring party met a less friendly 
welcome. His guide, Te Kuri,, was accus:ed by a party of Ngati 
Kahungunu from Turanganui Pa, of 
"stealing in upon them 'at the back door' as 
they looked upon his visit from the hills 
instead of going round the coast." 
(Brees:, 1847 :32) 
Te Kuri' s eloquence won over the Ngati Kahungunu,. He protested 
that his intentions were good, and that he came to introduce his 
friends the white men to them. The Ngati Kahungunu insisted that 
they visit their pa in order that they might provide food and hear 
more about the white men from Wellington (Brees, N.Z.Co. ,, 1t0/1: 
65A:9/2/1843). 
But this was some years after the peace treaty was made 
when the combination of the arrival of European settlers and the 
ac .. ce.ptance of Christianity by the Maoris ensured that warfare was 





THE WAI1URAPA VALLEY AFTER 1840 
Part I. Introduction 
In the foll.owing section, the Maori inhabitants of the 
Wairarapa Valley are encountered during the crucial period when the 
marked impact of European society and European cul.ture contrasts 
with the indigenous. cul..tural. and aocial. pat terns. 
T:P,eir. encounters with the Europeans during their s.ojourn 
on the East Coast m0tivate.d the Maoris returning to the inl.and and 
coastal. tracts of the Wairarapa district to encourage the Eur.o.peans 
arriving at Port NichoJ.son to settle in the Wairarapa •. Some fear of 
the Taranaki warriors still. remained, so the advantages in the 
presence. of Europeans. in the Valley were not only the obvious 
material gains which the Maoris could accrue, but also an assurance 
of protection and security whic:h could be worked to the advantage of 
Maori and pakeha alike. 
This. is the period in the history of the Wairarapa Maoris 
whe.re the transition from oral history recorded in the traditional 
manner, to history written according to time honoured. European 
precepts and preconditions is. made. It has its culmination in the 
Maori Land Courts which were set up in 1865 to clarify land rights 
among claimants of land •. The records of the proceedings of each 
) 
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Court were. instrumental in placing 1.ocal Maori history into a 
state of stasis. By the established procedure. (Smith, 1960), evidence 
from claimants and counter claimants was record.ed, together with the 
summing up and adjudication of the Judge. 
The information to be gleaned from these records is not 
entirely reliable. Distortions were frequent, in part, due to· a 
desire to win a claim, and, in part, due to the fallibility of 
human memory •. Their abs·ence from their tribal lands, during their 
formative years made it difficult for the younger witnesses to 
give accurate evidence. The traditional forms of familiarisation 
with the land of their families and kin were disrupted by the musket 
warfare of the preceding years, and therefore their education in 
tribal lore was not as thorough as it might have been. 
Another facton which affected hearings in the Wairarapa 
concerned the witnesses who were knowledgeable about the lands in 
ques;tion. Often, by the time the Courts were set u;p these witnesses 
had become aged, with the infirmities. of age., In some instances 
they were sus.ceptible to pressure from younger shrewder Maoris who 
felt that by withholding evidence until some later date the present 
and subsequent situations could be arranged to their advantage 
(Mapunatea Hearing,, Minute. Book Number 9:198). By the time the 
opportunity arose it was not possible- to use the firsthand accounts 
of the knowledgeabl.e elders, for these men were decease.d, and much 
of the evidence was based on hearsay.,. 
L 
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Certain types of detail from the Land Court records can 
be invaluable. in a study of land use by the Maori,, but many of the 
events mentioned are often difficult t:o date, and of li ttl.e 
assisitance in determining the rate of change in Maori life in 
response. tG> pakeha innovations. However, data can be isolated 
which can confirm or refute the 0bservations made by Europeans, 
and where possible this is included. 
The foll.owing chapters are, in the main, recording what 
the Europeans observed, with emphasis plac.ed on the lower Wairarapa 
Valley. Table 1 shows the chronological order of visits made by 
the informants. consulted. 
Once the Maoris had attracted European attention to the 
Valley, the visits. by Europeans became more frequent ... The informants 
may be divided into groups according to their reasons for their 
visits. 
1. The exploratory visits made by people such as Stokes and Kettle 
were rather cursory surveys to determine the quantity and quality 
of the land in the Wairarapa Valley •. If Europeans were to accept 
the Maoxiis: 1 offers of land for settlement they had to have some 
es.timation of readil.y accessible and available land. 
At a later date more comprehensive surveys. were made under the 
direction of Captain Mein Smith who undertook to provide the 
maps. necessary for the Government's negotiations for land sales 
lhn the Wairarapa ... 
!. 
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'l'he early surveys and those which followed have a number of 
features in common. The main emphasis was placed upon the 
vegetationaJ.. qualities· of the Valley and its potential for 
stock raising and arable farming. A record was kept. of the 
attitudes of the Maoris towards the idea of settlement in the 
Valley by Europeans, and of their willingness to participate 
in negotia.tions over land. It is possible to: gather impressions 
of population density and of patterns: of settlement prior to, and 
foll.owing, the arrival of European settlers. 
2. Material of limited value is to be extracted from the doe:uments 
left by the first missionaries who made their periodic visits 
to, the district. Initially, these were very brief, a1B in 
Hadfiel.d' s case, but in 1845 William Colenso began the first of 
thirteen visits to the coastal and inland settlements of the 
Wairarapa. The missionaries: were concerned with the spiritual 
we.lfare of their Maori parishioners and the documents which they 
left apan a period in which many of the Wairarapa Maoris became 
acquainted with Europeans in diverse occupations, many of whom 
did not live in accordance with the high ideals advocated by 
the Maoris' preceptors, the missionaries. Thua Colenso's journals 
record the deleterious effect of European culture upon the 
members of' his congregations, but only a few direct observations 
upon the day-by-day life of his parishioners. 
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3. The initial re.sponse to the Maoris I invitati.on was made by 
Mr John Wade of Wellington who established a whaling station at 
Te Kopi (Greenwood, 29/8/1842); two years later the first of 
the squatters arrived to take up residence in the Vall.ey. These 
were the people who were to live in close proximity to the Maoris, 
and who were. therefore exposed in full to the personalities of 
their Maori landlords and Maori empl.oyees .. For the purpose.s of 
this thesis it is unfortunate. that the Maori people and their 
way of life were no l.onger novel •. With the exception of journal 
entries written by Sir Frederick Weld, full records about the 
Maori settlements of the Wairarapa and their occupants,. are 
non-existent in library and archival collections. 
In later years. the autobiographies: of people such as 
Carter and Meredith c.ontain reminiscenc:es about these years, but as 
the chronology of events concerning the Wairarapa Maoris is seldom 
specified the information is only useful in the reconstruction of 
generalised patterns .• If records had been kept by these early 
settlers with the detail feund in the journals of explorers 
viewing the Maoris of New Zealand with fresh eyes, there may have 
been a wealth of information available which could have been 
invaluable for the differentiati.on of· regional. traits. 
The period closes. with the arrival. of the European settlers 




satisfaction. Older and wiser heads among the Maoris had been 
loathe. to give up their heritage, but the pressure. from the 
Europeans from the one side, and from those Maoris in favour of 
selling land proved too strong, and large blocks of land in the 
valley became accessible for organised European settlement, sueh 
as the Small.. Farms scheme. This was the deathknell. for the 
indigenous settlement and landus:e pa.tterns.,. These were replaced 
,,.,.·,(,:"" 
by the European pattern of clearance and settlement, and culturally 
the landscape reflected the increasing European dominati.on .of the 
Valley .. The resident European minister, the Reverend W.Ronaldson, 
records. the impact of the settlers upon the Maoris, and of the 
Maoris upon the settlers during the transition from the proto-
historic to the historic period. Information has been extracted 
from his diaries to indicate. the continuation of trends of 




Part, II. Resettlement of W.airarapa Valley by Ngati Kahungunu 
Much of the evidence for this period comes from the 
Maori Land Court hearings, and expressed the general concensus 
0£ opinion in the hearings consulted. 
Once the peace between the tribes had been established, 
it was believed that the original land rights of each hapu were. 
restored to it, and that the ownership of. the land reverted to the 
situation prior· to the migration (Minute. Book Number 9, 5/10/1888: 
2511)., 
The Wairarapa hapus remained uncertain of the peace 
keeping propensities of the Wellington tribes and were hesitant 
about returning to their homes, (Minute Book Number 15,, 19/7/1896: 
39)., The initial phase of settlement began at Te Kopi on the coast 
of Pa-J..J!.iser Bay. Acc.ording to the evidence of Ahitana Matenga in 
the Te Kopi hearing there were two phases of settlement in the 
return to Te Kopi. One group was sent on ahead to check whether 
the district was. safe, and, after receiving a favourabl.e report, 
a second group arrived during the foll.owing year. There were a 
great many hapus saying at Te Kopi, and not all of them were 
fortunate enough to have land in the district. For instance, the 
Ngaiteao, Ngati])akuahi, and Ngatiparera hapus owned land at 
Maungarake and at other places in the northern part of the 
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the coast, allocated land to those hapus who had no land in the 
vicinity in order that they might cultivate food for themselves. 
In this way, Ngatiparera, Ngatimoe and Hamua hapus were allotted 
the land between Watarangi and Makotukutuku, and Ngaitahu migrants 
were allotted Horewai, to the west of Watarangi., Ahitana Matenga 
spoke of three pas which were occupied at this time at Te Kopi, 
and spoke of settlements at Omoekau and Wakatomotomo (Minute Book 
Number 1i+, 19/6/1890:257-258;- 21/6/1890:.270) •. 
Eruera Rangitaka:i.:waho dated the return of the first group 
to 1842, and stated that when the second group arrived all the 
people of the first group were still. living at Te Kopi •. He proceeded 
to say 
11All. the :people in the c0:urse of time went 
back to their own land •. Some up the Wairarapa 
and some up the Coast.P 
(Minute Book Number 15, 
9/7/1890:39) 
A return of c.onfidence as the fear of attack receded encouraged. 
movement away from the coast into the Valley (Minute Book Number 9, 
16/10/1888:378; 23/10/1888:447; Minute Book Number 10, 16/11/1888: 
99; Minute Book Number 14,,, 16/6/1890:229; 18/6/1890::244-245). 
The impress;ion received by Europeans, visiting the valley 
during the early 1840 1 s was of a sparse population. Some of the 
hapus must have returned by 1841 for Stokes met twelve men and two 






Ngati Kahungunu were probably not strong enough numerically to 
prevent any trespass, but were prepared to defend themselves and 
their pro.perty should they meet any trespassers. 
It is note.worthy that the Wellington Maoris cJiaimed land 
rights in the Wairarapa for some time, and if the Ngati Kahungunu 
had not returned when they did, they would have found great 
difficulty in establishing their claim to the Iand. In October 1840 
William Deans had a meeting with some of the Wellington Chiefs who 
were enthusiastic about the possibility of his living in the 
Wairarapa. (Deans,, l.etter. 30/10/1840) •. Best wrote that the Wellington 
Ma.eris wished to reserve the Wairarapa as a place of retreat, 
although, he noted-, there would be no objection to the flocks and 
herds o.f the white men being kept there (Taylor, 1966 ::269). 
The fear of Ngati Kahungunu attacks displayed by the 
WellingtG>n Maoris in 1839 indicates that the Wairarapa district 
was not entirely destitute of Ngati Kahungunu warriors, but there 
is: no indication of the location of their camps .. It also seems 
probable:. that those individuals. remaining to protect the Ngati 
Kahungunu land rights. would not wish to attract the attention of the 
Wellington tribes. The nature of the vegetation in the vall.ey 
serve.d to c.amouflage any camps or small settlements. 
In May 1842, Kettle enc:ountered some Nga ti Kahungunu peopJ.e 
near the he.ad. of the Wairarapa Valley., This settlement appears to 
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have been fortified, but he gives no indication of the number 
or nature of its occupants (Kettle, 1843:217). Kettle took a 
reading of their position while halted at this pa, and found 
that the latitude was 40°49'55". Smith marked some huts at 
approximately this position when he drew up his sketch map of 
the district in "'-6.i~st 1855. He named the settlement Tapuearuru. 
This settlement could have been used as a base by warriors 
intending to t:cavel to the West Coast to attack the tribes there, 
but if so, it was certainly no temporary structure. The only other 
mention of this settlement's name is. given by Wills in 1844 when 
he stated that the pa Tapuaeharu was a two day journey from 
Upokokirikiri Pa a:t the mouth of Lake Onoke (N.Z .. Co. 110/1). His 
informat:ii.on conflicts, with information given to Tiff en in the 
previous year. Raniera offered to take Tiffen from the outlet to 
the sea, to the pa in the centre of the Valley in three days 
(Tiffen, 1844:514). 
It is interesting to note that Kettle's Maori guides 
were uncertain of their reception, and warned their former enemies 
of their approach by discharging their guns into the air. A man 
ran out to identify the visitors: and then returned to the pa. 
The welcome by the people of the pa was accompanied by the firing 
of muskets by the men; a formality that could be sufficient to 
indicate their state of preparedness should a surprise attack be 
contemplated. The food offered to the travellers consisted of 
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potatoes, Indian corn and pork. The presence of the potatoes and 
corn serves to confirm that these people had been resident in 
this place for long enough to plant these crops and bJ?ing them 
to fruition. Kettle returned to Wellington, but does not record 
any other sightings of Maori settlement :iin the valley during his 
journey along the foothills of the Tararuas. 
After his visit two months later, Hadfield recorded 
that he had seen very few of the six hundred Maoris who had 
recently returned to the Wairarapa from Hawkes Bay. His visit 
to the Wairarapa was probably in responae to a letter he had 
received from Archdeacon William Williams. On 23 May 1856, 
Ronaldson wrote. about Ihaka Watarau who had received his training 
as, a teacher under Archdeacon W.Williams at Turanga., Ronaldson 
included the foll.owing note about the departure of the Wairarapa 
hapus from Mahia:. 
"About 500 Natives left that part about 
1l6 years ago to locate themselves on the 
sea coast and in the valley of the Wairarapa •. 
Before they left Watarau went to tell the 
Archdeacon of their proposed departure, he 
and others of them having been some time 
under the Archdeacon's instruction for 
baptism. The Archdeacon gave him a letter 
to Archdeacon Hadfield at Otaki ••• " 
(Ronaldson, Diaries:23/5/1856) 
In the light of later population census figures for the Valley 
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Hadfield's estimate of 600 people is an exaggerated one, especially 
if it is accepted that these people made up the first party to 
return from Mahia. It can be argued, however, that once the hapus 
did disperse they covered territory from the Wairarapa Valley to 
the East Coast, and therefore the totals given during these early 
years of resettlement are an unreliable index of either the pre-· 
migration, of the post-migration population totals for the Valley •. 
Hadfield commented that the migrants had not been back 
1.ong enough to have established cultivations, so it was necessary 
for them to disperse into the bush to search for food, and to 
hunt for wild pigs. (Hadfield, Papers: 30/8/1842; Letters to C.M.s •. , 
1/10/1842)., 
Brees remarked after his trip in 1843 that the number of 
Maoris in the Valley appeared to be very insignificant (Brees, 
N.Z.Co. ,. 110/1 :65A). Three months later Fox. wrote that there were 
"two Maori pahs in the Valley, one at the 
S.E •. extremity of the lake, and the other 
about forty miles. up the valley and nearer 
the centre. 11 
(Fox, Journal: May 1843) 
If the reading for Pa Tapuaeru11u is correct, this estimate of 
forty miles is. incorrect. Forty miles would take the traveller 
nearer to the position of Kaik0kirikiri Pa, but the name of this: 
pa is not mentioned until April. 1845 when Colenso hal.ted there 
(Colenso, Journal:5/4/1845). It is possible, however, that Te 
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Kaikokirikiri had been established before then, and that references 
to the pa in the centre of the valley refer to Te Kaikokirikiri and 
not to Tapuearuru. A report made by Kemp in 1850 seems to confirm 
that Te Kaikokirikiri was one of the earliest inland settlements 
to be occupied after 1840. He remarked that it had been occupied 
for approximately eight or· nine years (Kemp, 1850:80). These two 
pa may have been the main settlements known to the white men at 
that time, but it is not improbable that the dispersal process had 
already begun. Fox and his party encountered an old Maori living 
in a hut near his potato gardens beside the Ruamahanga River. 
If they had not stumble.d upon it . by accident they would never 
have known that the hut was there (Fox, Journal:7/5/1843) •. 
During the early 1840 1 s the Wairarapa Maoris showed 
themselves willing to welcome white men to the Valley. In response 
to Stoke's queries they said that they would accept the white men 
on their land if they received compensat:iion for the land (Stokes, 
1842:184). Tiffen spoke with four of the chiefs from the Turanganui 
Valley Pa ... These chiefs were eager to prove their willingness to 
welcome the white men to the Valley and offered to work on the 
Wairarapa sid,e of a road to Port Nicholson if this should hasten 
the arrival of the white men. Tiffen found these chiefs 






Vavasour· was less fortunate in his encounter with the Maoris of 
the southern pa. The chiefs were absent and the people who were 
left in the pa attempted to impose upon the small party (Fox, 
Journal, May 1843)~ Incidents such as this were isolated ones, 
and proved that a Maori guide was an invaluable asset .. After his 
visit to Wairarapa to open a Chapel for the Maoris, the Reverend 
Mr Cole returned to, Wellington with a favourable report of the 
Ngati Kahungunu •. It was reported that it was: 
''the common boast of the Ngatikahunis, that 
their tribe never ±njured a white man!tl 
(Exce.rpt N.Z.Journal, 
1844:404) 
There may have been little likelihood of physical 
injury, but it is clear that the local Maoris were consummate 
negotiators, especially during this early phase of welcoming the 
white men, and:. persuading them to take up land in the Valley .. 
The movement of European squatters into the valley in 
1844 marks a further stage in the resettlement of the Wairarapa 
Valley by the Maoris. Those hapus who were fortunate enough to 
rent land to the white men settled down near the stations. Tiffen 
had been told by tha Chief Te Raro that he wished to know the route 
of any road to the Wairarapa as he wished to 
"build a large whare, and cultivate for the 




This was apparently the intention of other Maoris, for Weld wrote 
that 
"The Natives· came and settled down in a pah 
(stockade) at about a mi:te off, and began 
the cultivation of potatoes." 
(Lovat, 1:914:28) 
This pa was in all probability Oteraia (s:ee:·Roll Plan 710/10542) 
which seems to, have had a shifting population about this time. 
Weld visited Oteraia on 10 January t845 to see the Chief Te Korou, 
but only three months later when Colenso visited Oteraia he found 
it without inhabitants, (Col.enso, Journal:4/4/1:845). 
Other settlements were occupied, but as these were· off the 
main track the Europeans as a.whole did not remark upon them. 
The Turanganui Valley was an example (Refer Map,4) •. Of the occupation 
sites known from Maps of the southern Wairarapa, only four of the 
Turanganui Valley sites were visited by Europeans •. It is known 
that the area marked as Whakatomotomo., was a potato. plantation 
belonging to the Ngai tahu tribe, but this was only a temp·orary 
occupation ground untfl it was safe for the occupants to move on 
to other sites in the valley. Colenso visited this place in 1846 
and 1848 (Colenso,. Journal: 16/9/11846;. 24/5/1848). 
Peretangino:a is a village which Kemp records in 1850 as 
being the home of the Chief Te Hamaiwaho, but no visit has been 
recorded for this village (Kemp, 1850:80). Colen_so received a letter 
about the demise of two men from Peretanginoa; however these men 
Map 4: 
Settlement Pattern and Land 
Use between Rahoruru River 
and Coast from Surveys done 
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seem to have been residents of Omoekau, in the next valley to the 
south (Colenso, Journal:24/12/1849). Another settlement visited 
by Ronald.son in 1856 appears in the vicinity of Pa Papangawa which 
was recorded on maps drawn up in 1853 and 1855; Pa Papangawa was 
never visited by European travellers apart from the surveyors 
responsible for drawing up the maps. The settlement which Ronaldson 
visited was called Pohuehue Pa, but apart from the record of 
Ronaldson's visit few other details are known about this settlement. 
Roll Plan 349/10664 and Field Book 83 (Page 87) can supply very 
few. details apart from its approximate position in th.e Turanganui 
Valley, and a diagram of four houses and a grave yard along a 
survey line. Parikarangaranga received two visits, one in 1845 
and another in 1849. The traveller in both instances was Colenso. 
At the time of his first visit he described Pa:i:dkarangaranga as 
a small village containing about twenty people, most of whom were 
Christians. Four years later the village was deserted (Colenso, 
Journal: 3/4/1845; 29/3/1849). The settlement referred to as 
Turanganui Pa could be one of two settlements situated on the main 
route up the Valley. Both are marked on the Roll Plan of 1849 and 
both were still in existence when the 1855 maps were drawn up. 
On the north side of the river is the site of the most probable 
position of Turanganui Pa, although Colenso's journal entry of 
1846 confuses the issue slightly. He stated that this settlement, 





resident at Te Upokokirikiri. The pa on the south side of the 
Turanganui River, which was named either Pa Tewe or Pa Tehewe on 
the maps, is not named as such by any travellers, so there is no 
way in which to determine which of these two settlements was the 
earlier. Both Turanganui and Wangaiwakarere are spoken of as 
having chapels in the process of construction during 1850 (Colenso, 
Journal.: 31/12/1849, 22/3/1850; 19/4/1850; Kemp, 1850:80). Only 
one Maori Church is marked in on the maps 0f the area (Roll Plans 
709/10541 ;. 710/10544; 710/10536) which date to 1853, and 1.855, and 
this is situated on the north side of the river. The solution could 
be that the two settlements were in fact the equivalent of one 
village, with one being the secondary village which developed as 
the first expanded. It is interesting to trace the movements of 
the Wesleyan party, for they did not remain only at Wangaiwakarere 
and Upokokirikiri. Colenso first records meeting them on 4/3/1:846 
at Te Upokokirikiri when he mentions that the group numbered five. 
Upon the 17th March 1846 he arrived at Wangaiwakarere and identified 
the village as the one which belonged principally to the Wesleyans. 
The next entry concerning this group is found in Colenso's Journal 
for the date of 25th May 1848. He encountered the Wesleyan party 
at Oteraia where they seem to have settled,. for in a later entry 
he comments that they had sold their Chapel at Oteraia to a white 
settler for the sum of £2.0 •. 0d (Colenso, Journal:29/3/1849) •. The 




in the District, a point which indicates that the group had moved 
away from the mouth of the Lake •. On the 22nd April 1851 Colenso 
noted that the Wesleyans had a new bark Chapel at Oteraia, 
indicating that they had, up to this point, remained based at 
Oteraia for some years. A Chapel was being built at Te Upokokirikiri 
in May 1847 (Col.enso, Journal:.3/5/1:847) but nothing further is heard 
about this Chapel on his subsequent visits, nor is; any Chapel marked 
in the vicinity of 1I1e Upokokirikiri on any of the maps for this 
period., It can be assumed that the Wesleyan party chose to make 
Oteraia their headquarters. al.though on the evidence avai1abl.e at 
present there is no reason for this decision. If the T.uranganui 
Valley could remain as little visited as it appears to have been, 
then s.o could other areas within the Valley. Weld for instance was 
bent on exploring a patch of bush on the opposite side of the 
river to his. house,. a patch of bush which was so entangled that 
he felt sure that he was the first to enter it. He was greatly 
astonished to find two Maori hunters and their dogs in a. place 
where he felt sure no-one but hims:elf could have found his way 
(Weld, Journal:2/5/1845) ., 
Travellers; had sometimes come across former evidence of 
Maori occupation •. In Fox's case, his party found an old l.adder 
up a steep river bank, and some poles about thirty feet high with 
carved heads on top situated in swampy ground near Kaitara 







frequently stumbled upon (:F'ox, Journal: 6/5/1843; Greenwood, 
Diary: 23/9/1843; Swainson, in Bidwill and Woodhouse, 1927:56; 
Weld, Journal 18/10/1846). In some cases old pa were seen, but 
the locations were in ea,ch instance never accurately located upon 
a map .. (Weld, Journal: 7/1/1845; Best, in Taylor, 11966:265). 
It becomes obvious that there were quite a lot of details 
about Maori life at this time whic:h were unrecorded and perhaps 
unobserved by the European settlers. This is not at all strange 
because the life of these station owners was a demanding one, and 
the settlers' interest in their Maori neighbours was a cursory 
one :iJf compared with that of interested observers such as the 
members of Cook's expeditions. The interest of the settlers in the 
Maoris was directly concerned with the Maol!'i in the role of landlord 
and neighbour. Journals kept by Weld and Pharazyn record the day-
by-day activities on two of the stations in the Lower Wairarapa, and 
their problems are typical of those encountered by other settlers. 
The Maori as landlord operated from a position of strength. This 
posi tfon was to be los,t when he sold his land to the Government 
thereby setting in motion the mechanism whereby the landscape was 
dominated by a European oriented seasonal calendar and not a Maori 
one .. Some of the details whieh remain unrecorded by the squatters. 
are to be found in the Maori Land Court Hearings, and will be 







By 1847, when most of the main stations had been formed 
in the Lower Wairarapa (Stokes (Publisher), 1846:44; Bell, N.Z.Co., 
3/7:140-141) the l.ower valley was closely settled by the hapusr(Map 5). 
The eastern side of the valley was the most suited for settlement. 
The western side of the lake remained heavily forested and there 
was little flat land availabl.e for settlement al.ong its lower 
shores. Lake Onoke, bounded by swamps on its western shore was 
flanked by a stretch of plateau land which did not attract any 
Maori settlement of a permanent nature. European travellers crossed 
Lake Onoke at the sandbar when it was closed, but had to rely on 
the Maoris from Te Upokokirikiri to ferry them across the lake 
when the mouth was open. From here the track ran up the valley from 
station to s.tat:Lon and from one Maori v;illage to the next. The 
villages visited by European travell.ers have been ranked from 
south to north in Table 2 •. There are a preponderance of settlements 
in the Lower Valley, with only a few further north. Some of the 
hapus oc:cupying these settlements are recorded in Table 3, but it 
is obvious from 'rable 4 that the land rights within this area are 
more complicated than Tabl.e 3 can show. Many of the villages 
remained permanently settled for a number of years, although the 
total number of inhabitants in each village tended to fluctuate 
throughout the year •. Colenso recorded the number of people attending 
Services and Bible Class during these years, but on occasion he also 









Map 5: Settlement Pattern for Wairarapa Valley 
from Surveys done between 1842 _and 1856 
KEY TO SQUATTERS' STATIONS MENTIONED 
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necessary because the figures for the activities which occurred 
when the missionary was present were a break in the usual routine 
which attracted many visitors from surrounding villages, and, 
upon occasion from remote areas (Colenso, Journal:12/4/1845; 
22/4/1848; 4/4/1851). Colenso was often accompanied by an entourage 
which increased as he moved from village to village., His: arrival 
at Te Kaikokirikiri on the 5th April 11845 is an example of the 
type of increase in village population which occur.red a:long his 
route. He comments that this village had a population of 
approximately sixty, but at the evening baptism preparation class 
there w.ere over one hundred people present. A year later, at this 
same village, he was welcomed by approxima,tely one hundred Maoris, 
and his own party, which had enlarged as: he travelled up the Valley, 
included another fifty people (Colenso, Journal: 20/3/1846). 
Those villages located along the main route up the valley 
gained in prestige and attracted new inhabitants., Colenso o,bserved 
during his visit to Kaikokirikiri in September 1846 that 
11pa and houses: were enlarging and increasing. 11 
(Colemso, Journal:.19/9/1846) 
The form of the settlements :ishard to elucidate. There 
are very few descriptions of the Wairarapa settlements, and usually 
the prefix of upa11 is attached to the name of each settlement, but 
whether as a matter of course irrespective of whether the settlement 
was fortified or not, or because it was fortified, is never clear. 
f. 
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Some of the settlements such as Oteraia and Hurinuiorangi were 
definitely fortified for a part of this time. 
Oteraia was described by Wi Hikawera Mahupuku as the 
11kainga tuturu and fortified pa of Ngatikahukurawitia ••• The pa 
had carved images round the pallisading the names of which are 
known to the peopl.e of the place." (Ngawakaakupe Hearing, Minute 
Book Number 16, 25/8/1890:.79). This is confirmed by sketches 
drawn by Fox in 1847 and 1857 as a result of a visit which he paid 
to the Wairarapa during late January 1847 (Bagnall, 1967:28). If 
the settlement which Weld referred to (Lovat, 1914:28) was indeed 
Oteraia, then it seems that Oteraia was fortified from the time of 
its reoccupation. It is not clear whether it was an old stockade, 
or a new Gme place.d as a matter of course around the houses .. There 
was probably still some uncertainty about the possibility of enemy 
attack, and to judge by the false alarms recorded by Weld warfare 
still played its. part in Maori life .. Weld paddled down the river 
to Oteraia on 10th January 11845, but although he describes the 
proficiency of the children, including small. toddlers, as swimmers, 
the animation of the scene upon the river banks with the potato 
planters hard at work, and the presence of a great number of canoes, 
he gives no description of Oteraia(Weld, Journal:10/1/1845). 
One of the false alarms described by Weld occurred in early 
1845 .. A Manawatu chief passed down the Valley bearing news of a 
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warparty of Waikato people who were seeking revenge for the death 
of a member of their tribe at the hands of a Ngatiawa warrior. 
This warparty was not particular about which tribe was to be 
attacked, a point which was taken up by a Maori acquaintance of 
Weld's who remarked 
"that the white man's custom of punishing 
the guilty was decddedly preferable to 
cutt.ing the innocent Maori's throat to 
avenge the crime of his: neighbour, which 
is the Maori mode of proceeding." 
(Weld, Journal:3/1/1845) 
The alarm of the Maori inhabitants of the Wairarapa Valley did not 
subside,, for on the 8th March 1845 Weld records that 
11Pirika came in this evening further news 
having arrived concerning the Waikato 'raid' 
••• Pirika's wife is already off to the Pah 
(which they are going to fortify) and there 
is: no doubt that he will follow. her - he 
says that all. the Maoris have retired thither." 
(Weld, Journal) 
Colenso enc.ountered a similar alarm amotj.g the Maoris along the 
East Coast who had heard that a Waikato warparty was on the move 
(Col.enso, Journal;. 11/3/1845; 13/3/1845). The settlers I fears were 
q:ui.etened by the news brought by Tiffen and Northwood that the 
rumours. passing about were greatly exaggerated (Weld, Journal.:9/3/1845). 
A similar type of alarm was to occur during 1846, which 
i, 
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resulted in the fortification of Oteraia (Kemp, 1850:80). Colenso 
had found Oteraia deserted on the 4th April 1845, but this must 
have been only a temporary phase, for· he was welcomed by thirty-
five Maoris. on his next trip en 5th November t845. It does not 
s.eem that Oteraia was the pa which was to be fortified in 1845, 
for there is no mention of any activity of this nature by Colens:o, 
nor of an increase of population which would have resulted from this 
type of activity. It seems, therefore, that the pa mus.t have been 
some other settlement in the Valley. This is in fact confirmed by 
Colenso during his next visit to Oteraia in 1846. He found Ngatuere, 
the Chief of Oteraia, and his. people building a pa. This is the 
s.tructure which Fox sketched, situated on a terrace above the 
rfver. Kemp visited Oteraia in 1850 and found that the peopl.e 
preferred to live in their plantations rather than within the pa 
(Kemp, 1850:80), but they did return to the pa at the time of 
Colens.o' s visits, and the Wesleyans. did build their new chapel 
here in 1851 (iolenso, Journal:22/4/18511). Before Colenso's next 
visit on 31st March 1852 Ngatuere. and his people had imov.Le.<ilr, from 
the pa following the death of his daughter Ani Kanara Maitu 
(~olenso, Journal:.31/3/1852). No other village was built at Oteraia, 
although Ronaldson encountered the Chief Te Manihera living near 
the site of the old pa (Ronaldson, Diaries: 9/1/1856; 24/5/1856; 







Hurunuiorangi is the other pa which is described as 
palisaded .. The chief of this settlement was Te Ropiha Te Waitai 
whose name was changed at some stage to John Hobbs Te Waitai. 
Weld wrote that Te Ropiha was an intruder upon Ngatuere's ground 
(Lovat, 1914::68). Kemp, visited this settlement in 1850 and 
described it as follows: 
11A new pa has been built, which for neatness 
and good workmanship is not equalled by any 
in the valley •. This village is situated mn 
the bank of the Ruamahanga, and has always 
been a. favourite spo.t. The soi1 is good, and 
the timber close at hand., Their intention in 
buil,ding this Pa is to invite, another sub-
di vision of the Nga:itahu1 , who now reside 
near Turanganui to join them, with their 
chief Te Hamaiwaho as a Kaumatua or leader 
f.or them. This: arrangement will no doubt be 
carried into effect before the winter sets in 
(Kemp, 1850:80) 
Colenso also has a few words to say about this new piece of 
workmanship: 
••• 
11The Natives of this village••• had already 
erected a screen fence for my tent in a corner 
of their newly fenced pa.; on entering which 
and looking up, I saw, a monstrous human image 
as large as life, obscenely carved on the upper 
part of one of the large totara posts of the 
1 The rel~tionship between these people and the Ngai Tahu living 






pa, about ten feet from the ground. I felt 
vexed at this, because, while such hideous 
and obscene figures are, alas1 too common 
on all their old pas, this pa is. not only 
new, but erected chiefly by baptised Nati ves •.•.• 11 
(Colenso, Journal:29/4/1851) 
This settl.ement then, was occupied for four or five yea.rs before 
the palisade was erected, and the village itself seems to have 
been constructed upon a. tradi t:Lonal blueprint. The motivation 
doe.s not seem to ha.ve been the need for a strong defensive pa, but 
more for decorative purposes to make it suitable for a chief of 
the s.tanding of Te Hamaiwaho to reside in. Te Hamaiwaho still 
appeare.d to be. re.siding near Turanganui in 1851, when Colenso called 
there, for on 22nd April 1851 Colens.o wrote: 
11Met up with Te Hamaiwaho, one of the 
principal. chiefs of the valley; who early 
this morning had left Turanganui to travel 
on slowly with his wife t0 Huaangarua, he 
being unwell and infirm •.••. I greatly pi tied 
him and advisea him to halt, for he could 
scarcely totter, but he was determined to 
go • •.• 11 
(Colenso, Journal:22/4/1851) 
It does not seem possible that a man in such a state of health 
would be prepared to travel up and down the valley between 
Hurunuiorangi and Turanganui, and Colenso • s journal. entries for 
this trip seem to indicate that Te Hamaiwaho wa.s not, at this stage, 















It also seems probable. that Turanganui and Te Kaikokirikiri 
were fortified. The initial period of resettlement occurred when the 
Maoris were uncertain of their future in the Valley, so defences 
w.ere necess:ary. Bannister reaords that Te Kaikokirikiri was a 
fortified pa which was burned down by accident in 1850 (Bannister, 
1940:5). Howev:er neither Kemp no:t' Colenso make any mention of this 
conflagration s.o there is no way in which to confirm whether the 
settlement concerned was Te Kaikokirikiri. 
The fishing village of Ok0rewa which Brees had included 
among the illustrations 0f his; book (Brees, 1847:Plate 15) does 
not show any form of fortificat:fon. Palisades are shown but appear 
to be drying stages. They are clearly unrelated to, any defensive 
system .. 
The fact that the defensive measures taken by occupants 
of the Wairarapa have not been remarked u;pon by Europeans could 
indicate that only token or minimal defensive measures were taken. 
The terms 'pa' and 'village' are used interchangeably in the 
records of these years, but a distinction is made between villages 
and occupied plantat:iion grounds such as Kaupekahinga, Waihinga and 
Te Ruataniwha. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the main 
villages of the valley were surrounded by a palisade similar to 
that of Oteraia, and capable of being strengthened should the need 
arise. The smaller villages could have looked more like the 
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"Left Mouka Mouka at daybreak - I never saw 
any pah looking more thoroughly Maori and 
picturesque than Mouka Mouka does at 
present. Its naturally beautiful and wild 
situation-· the number of small warries and 
fences mingled with the evergreens and rocks 
which run down to the sea - its pigs, cur 
dogs,. dried fish, captive s.eagull.s and 
filthy brats - its: turn out of red and white 
blankets and tasselled mats and above all its 
noble. shew of painted and carved canoes make 
it the very beau ideal. of a fishing pa in the 
Southern part o.f New Zealand. 0 
(Weld, Journal:7/6/1845) 
There is a strong possibility then that the type of settlement which 
was favoured in the Wairarapa was the village surrounded by a 
stockade such as Best has described (Best, 1927:2, 3, 41). The 
action of the local hapus under threat of attack also confirms that 
certain fortified sites were kept as retreats should the occasion 
arise., S.hortland observed that 
"those. families who were more nearly 
connecte.d with each other, associated 
together for mutual protection, and built 
a. pa., or fortification." 
(Best, 1927:20) 
This is an accurate descr±ption of the process which occurred when 
the Waikato raid. was feared in 18450, The form of pa cannot be 
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research ha~t determined the age and length of occupation of those 
few sites to be found in the Lower Valley. The remarkable state 
of preservation of a site such as that at Battery Hill argues that 
this particular fortification dates to the time of the intrusion 
of the Taranaki tribes, and may not show the workmanship of the 
Wairarapa hapus. Likewise other defensive sites which cannot be 
equated to sites known from the period of resettlement mus.t remain 
unknown quantities until. explored archaeologically •. There are 
descriptions of at 1-east two fortified sites of the period prior 
to the hapus' departure for East Cape. The first site, that o:f 
Pehikatia pa., is. said to have been situated near Grey.town .. Smith 
seems to place this; settlement in the vicinity of the Carlton 
hills on the true left of the Makahakalla Stream which flows into 
the. Ruamahanga 0pposite the site of the former Hurunuiorangi Pa. 
(Smith, 1910: Map 1). Best placed this pa. further north on the 
bank of the Tauweru S.tream (Best, 1927 :.33) .. It is said to have 
had three lines of stockades surrounding it with a ditch between 
the outer two stockades. Another feature of this pa was its 
entrance through a long interior passage guarded by the inner and 
midcl.J.e stockades al.ong its sides, and by a fighting stage at 
inne:rrmost end (Best, 1927:33,, 88, Fig • .37). The other pa which has 
been described belonged to Nukupewapewa. It had a double stockade 
separated by a ditch across its most vulnerabJ.e landward side, and 
the remaining three sides were protected by the cliffs beneath 
them and more palisading. This pa is said to have had a secret 
-, 
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underground tunnel leading from the inside of the pa to an exit 
hidden beyond the outer defences., This site was large enough to 
store supplies and contained kumara plantations to feed the one 
hundred warriors who lived within iit (Downes, 19t6:6) •. 
According to notes which Best gathered from informants 
in the Wairarapa no form of palisading was built on or in earthworks. 
The palisades remained a separate feature (Best, 1927:41, 67, 120). 
The marks of posth:oles v;isible on at least three sites in the Lower 
ValJ..ey (Appendix 1) reveal this .formation. The pa sites of the 
Wairarapa Vall.ey must await a more intensive field and archaeological 
survey before they can be compared with the coastal sites written 
up by Mi tcalfe (Mi tcalf e., 1968). It may no l.onger be possible to 
accumulate very much information upon the settlements of the 18L~O's 
because these were sited along the rivers in the Valley, and will 
in all probability have been affected not only by modification of the 
lands.cape by the European settlers but also by the natural processes 
of erosion and aggradation. 
It is interesting to note that, t:tad.iti.onally, the Lower 
Valley settlements were oriented towards the coast and the 
Wellington district •. The coastal settlements retained their 
importance during the resettlement phase although the disruption 
caused by the invasions: of the preceding two decades precluded the 






to.Wellington was disputed territory during the period of land 
sales, but reserves were all.owed where settlements had been 
established at Mukamuka and Orongorongo. These were, under the 
terms of the peace treaty, and as acknowledged in the Land Courts, 
sited upon NgatiKahungunu territory. They were, however, occupied 
by members of tribes from Wellington .. The reception given to 
Europeans and Maoris travelling between Wairarapa and Wellington 
was equable,, and no trace of the former active hostility, which 
is indicated in accounts of 1839 to 1842,, persisted in encounters 
between Maoris al.ong this tract of coast. 
The central valley settlements were, \9wever ,, more aligned 
to the eastern hill. country and the East Coast than to the southern 
ooast. These political spheres of influence were dependent,. not 
unnaturally, upon hapu J.and. rights,, but it also seems correct to 
say that overland routes we.re important in determining the intensity 
of contact between settlements •. 
While visiting the Maoris who had land rights in the 
Whareama Valley, Kemp discovered that 
mrhese and the Natives generally on the coast 
seem to J.ook up to Te Korou the Chief of 
Kaikokirikiri and will be guide.d in a great 
measure by him •. " 





The evidence of Maori Land Courts indicates that these alliances 
had. a precedent in the pas.t, and were not formed in response to 




The Physical and Social Environment of the Wairarapa Valley Maoris 
In the Nineteenth Century 
Part I~ The Vegetation 
The Wairarapa Valley attracted the interest of graziers 
J..ooking for extensive tracts of bush free land. Early reports on 
the district confirmed the descriptions given by the Wellington 
Maoris (Wakefield, 1840:5; N.Z.Co., 3/2: 464-465;: 1955:43; Heaphy, 
1842:83-84;, 1879:34; Deans letter 30/10/1840;, Kettle, 1843:219; 
Perry, 1843:30; Stokes, 1842:184; Best in Taylor, 1966:267, 269)., 
Brees reported: 
iiThe valley is of immense extent••• being 
bounded on each side by ranges of hills. 
The secondary hills are very extensive and 
sweep along in gently undula;ting l.ines upon 
a far lagger scale than any in the neighbourhood 
of Port Nicholson. They are mostly free of 
bush and partly covered with grass and other 
herbage.. The va,lley also c.ontains fine open 
land enclosed by spreading bel.ts of bush 
and clumps of trees, the whole well. watered, 
a: finer grazing c.ountry can scarce]y be 
imagined for both sheep and cattle." 
(Brees, N.z.co., 110/1:65A) 
Tiffen who travelled up the Valley in search of a site for 
a station (Weld, Journal:9/3/1845; 14/3/1:845) submitted a report 
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to the New Zealand Company upon his return to Wellington. He 
estimated that the Valley contained 20,.000 acres of swamp land, 
80,000 acres of wooded land and 170,000 acres of grassy plains. 
A further 25 ,OOO acres consisted of isolated hills which w.ere 
covered with fern, grass, dwarf manuka and aniseed (Tiffen, N.Z. 
Go. 3/5:;105-106) •. The Lower Valley was especially attractive, 
despite the restrictions caused by the Lakes. The first stations 
were situated upon the eastern side of the Lower Valley which was 
described as having 
"a number of terraces, which are mostly free 
of bush and covered with vegetation." 
(Brees, N.Z.Co., 3/3:522) 
The Valley did not become closely sBttled by Europeans until 
after 1853 when the Small Farms Settlements propounded by Joseph 
Masters became a reality (Bagnall, 1971:621-622). 
Apart from the timber cut for the stations' building 
requirements, little clearance of bush land had been done at the 
time the first maps of the district were drawn. The vegetation 
which was recorded upon these maps can be accepted as representing 
the pattern for the immediate pre-European period of Maori 
occupation •. The information recorded upon the Roll Plan Maps drawn 
between 1849 and 1855, together with reports on the vegetation 
of the Wa:irarapa Valley have been transcribed upon a base map of 
the New Zealand Map series to provide a reconstruction of the 





Reconstruction of details and 
pattern of vegetation in the 
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Title:: 11Wairarap.a.i Valie,y from the Rimutakas. 
May 6/53·." 
11AJl.ong the Rimutaka and Tararua Ranges in the Western 
margin of the Valley the bush was dense and 




Along the Rimutak:a and Tararua Ranges in the western 
marg:iln of the Valley the bush was dense and continuous (Meredith, 
1898; Petrie, 1907:290). At its lowest extent the bush encroached 
upon the flood free higher margins of Lake Wairarapa, and,. in the 
Upper Valley, the block of bush later known as Three Mile Bush 
marked its easternmost extent. Up to a height of 2,000 feet Sage 
has; recorded that the bush revealed a large variety and profusion 
of growth. Black beech (Nothofagus solandri) and hard beech 
(No.thofagus truncata) were dominant trees, although rimu (Da.crydium 
cupr.essinum), red beech (Nothofagus fusca) ,, kamahi (Weinmannia 
racemosa), ra.ta (Metrosideros: robusta), and tawa (Beilschmiedia tawa) 
were also important •. The l.ower layers of the canopy were formed by· 
a varied selection of shrubs;. for instance,,. rewarewa (Knightia 
excelsa), five finger (Nothopanax arboreum), lawyer (Rubus 
cissoides), fuchsia (Fuchsia excortica) and lacebark (Hoheria 
angustifolia) could be f0und, together with young trees and ferns. 
Red beech and kamahi became dominant trees upon some of 
the ridges to a height on 3,000 feet. The 4,ooo feet level was 
marked by the pres.ence of si1..ver beech (Nothofagus menziesii) as 
the dominant species, and an undergrowth which had affiliations 
with the sub-alpine vegetation. This scrub undergrowth gave way 
to snow grass (mainly Danthonia f:1.avescens) on the higher peaks 
(Sage, 1954:17-18)~ 







Valley was characterised by large tracts of grass and scrub. 
Stretches of bush were to be found on the Maungarake and Aorangi 
Ranges (Hill, 1963:85, Fig.1). Wardle has divided the Aorangi 
forest into four main types: 
1. mahoe (Melicytus ramiflorus)- hinau (Elaeocarpus. dentatus) 
- rewarewa association on stable sl..opes and flats. to an 
altitude of 1700 to 1900 feet. 
2. Black beech on drier and exposed spurs up to 1:600 feet 
3. Red beech on mid slopes between 1400 and 1900 feet 
4. Silver beech along ridges above 2000 feet 
In his opini.on the cano.py layers have retained their pre-European 
composition (Wardle, 1967:22-25). 
The vegetation of the Maungarake Range to the northwest 
of Hinakura was similar to that of the Seventy Mile Bush which 
extended into and closed off the northern elli'.d ,hf ':ohm· ·\'Lai~arapa 
Valley (Sage, 1954:19). This; was a mixed podocarp/broadleaf 
association (Hill, 1963:86), with beech as a dominant species upon 
sandstone and totara (Podocarpus totara), which grew to enormous 
sizes,., upon "the better dZtained and richer calcareous slopes" 
(Sage, 1954:.1;9). Other species to be found were matai (Podocarpus 
spicatusl rata, :dmu, maire (Olea spp.) and kahikatea (Podocarpus. 
dacrydiodes) (Petersen, 1956:39). Colenso's route to Te Hawera lay 
through the northern bush. He described it as a dense primeval 
forest which had a ground cover of decayed vegetable matter that 
was many feet :iin depth. He particularly noticed the silenic:e and the 
,\ 
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presence: of only a few birds (Colenso, Journa1:2L~/3/1846 - 26/3/1846). 
Within the Valley itself the bush cover grew 
discontinuously along both sides of the Ruamahanga River as far as 
its junct:Eon with the Waiohine River. Tlj.is spot also marked the 
termination of the large stretch o:f' bush which extended from 
the Tararua Range •. To the north of the Waiohine-Ruamahanga junction, 
small.er patches of bush, and groves of trees were found. 
The bush in the Valley is described as being principally 
totara, kahikatea and matai, although other species common to the 
Tararua Range probably grew in the larger stretches of bush 
(Bannister, 1940:12)., Thes.e areas were irksome for travellers. 
The Maoris themselves skirted as many groves as possible, although 
on the more thickly wooded parts of the western side of the Valley, 
tracks could not avoid the bush. To the untrained eye of the 
European traveller the point of entry into the forest was difficult 
to locate., Where no track was found progress could be slow. 
The Three Mile Bush was first traversed by Fox and his 
party •. They encountered little dry ground;, the greater part of 
their route cre>ssed either swamp or swampy bush. The association of 
swamp with forest was a common feature in the Valley ... Weld recounted 
how he found a fine flax swamp a few hundred yards from the river's 
edge in the middle of tangled bush growing opposite his house 
(Weld, Journal :.13/5/1845) •. There was a similar combination of 
dense bush and swamp on Bidwill's property (Bidwill and Woodhouse, 
... \.. -· ..., '-
ELA.TE. 6 
~: Sir William Fox. Source: Sketch boQk, Hocken Library. 
Title:. In the Wiararapa (sic-) Vall.ey, Wellington, 1846. 
Mr Northwood's Station. 
(Note pattern of land use near Maori settlement 
on oppos,i te side of river to the station house 








The swamp areas of the Wairarapa. Valley are divisible 
into two types. The swamp-bush association mentioned above was 
a. less formidable form of the stretch whic.h later became know.n 
as 'Morrison's Bush'. Its Maori name was Kaitara. Fox's party 
crossed a segpient of this bush whiie travelling from Hakeke to 
the Rimutaka Range. The ground was full. of water holes three feet 
deep over which grew "ghea--ghea" (?Lawyer) - a climbing plant 
with sharp serrated leaves., The men took five hours to travel 
approximately two miles •. They found a ten foot square of dry 
ground on which to camp overnight. This proved to be formed of 
dead vegetable matter, for their fire burned down three feet into 
it during the course of the night. Luckily they managed to find 
a way out of Kaitara over a large pool of very deep water about 
3.30 p.m. the next day (Fox, Journal: 10/5/1843-11/5/1843). 
Colenso was also unfortunate enough to encounter the 
Kai tara fore.st. He had crossed the Rimutaka Range by the new 
road to the summit, and by an old Maori track into the Valley. 
His destination was the village of Huangarua. A canoe from the 
village was to transport his party, but the assignation was not 
kept by the Huangarua. Maoris. Colenso hoped to cross the swamp 
on the outskirts of Kaitara (Fox, Journal: 11/5/1843), and then 
to cross directly through the bush to::wards Huangarua. Colenso 
and his Maori companions crossed the swamp quite safely but found, 
;! 
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to their dismay, that the bush 
"was entirely composed of a net-work of deep 
pools of water, among which various species 
of Carices ••• most luxuriantly grew, 
attaining to the height of 10 - 12 feet and 
upwards;: and all. this in addition to what 
we. had (as a matter of course) expected to 
find - rotten logs, and broken-off branches, 
and prostrate trees! We, however, little 
suspected that we were entering on Kaitara; 
a forest, which, for its entangled denseness 
and deep swamps, has been proverbial for ages 
with the New Zealanders ••• 11 
Two and a half hours travel took them !ii.ill.mo, :a:lmo.ist impenetrable 
bush. Colenso wrote 
"we soon found, that what we had passed through 
was as nothing compared with what we had now 
to contend, with. We were now :i.:n an extensiv.e 
and deep morass, surrounded on all sides by 
impervious forests, filled with sharp reeds, 
scratching brambles, and cutting-grasses 
At e,very step we sunk C.~. least) to our 
..... 
knees, often to our middles,. and it was 
sometimes a difficult matter to ge.t out of 
the bottomless holes into which we had fallen; 
there being nothing better than the wretched 
vegetation last mentioned to lay hold off .... 11 
(Cdenso, Journal: 6/11/1847) 
They were unable to emerge from Kaitara on the 6th November, so 
had to spend the following day, Sunday, within its shelter. After 
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two hours of travel on the 8th November, they emerged near 
Hakeke. From there they travelled to Huangarua ( Colenso, Journal:. 
8}11/1847) •. 
Swamps of the second type were to be found in bush free 
areas. Patches of this open swamp. were l.ocated for instance,, at 
Manaia,, Taratahi, and in the Turanganui Valley.,. 
By far the most extensiv:e open swamp bordered the Wairarapa 
Lakes .. Here !!tokes found that intersect:iing watercourses were so 
deeply etched into the swamp that his party had to travel for some 
distance al.ong their banks before a suitable crossing could be 
fo.und. (S.tokes, 1842:184) .. The swamp vegetation was mainly flax 
(PhormjJUm tenax), toetoe (Arundo conspicua) and raupo (Typha 
orientalis) , Sow-thistle (s:onchus spp.) and several coarse grasses 
could be found in abundance during summer (Allom, 1849:200). Higher 
ground gre:w a, cover of manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) in addition 
to toetoe, flax, grass, and Tutu (C.oriara sp •. ) •. 
Where there were no swamps or bush the vegetation was 
described as fern (Pteridium aguilinum) and grass-land. In fact 
there was a variety of other species to be found. Varieties of 
tussock such as 
"Agrostis, Poa, Danthonia and Festuca 
species were dominant, but mingled with 
these in varying proportio,ns· were a 
number of leafy herbs mai·nly of the 
family Umbelliferae •.• • The two main 
',-. _.:,._ - '" " ~ J- J._ <t ,. -- -
PLATE. 7 
~:. S.C.Brees Source: Pictorial. Ill.us.trations of 
New Zealand, 1847: Plate 6. 
Title: Wairarapa. 
"The View is taken from the western side of the valley, looking 
towards the sea, and represents the spot where the author 
bivouacked on the 8th of February, 1843, when on an exploring 
expedition, in company with Mr Edward Che.tham and Mr Barton; 
the native. chief A Kuri, and a party of white men and natives." 
(Brees-, 1847: 13) . 






















~:. s.c.Brees. Source:. Pictorial Illustrations 
Of New Zealand, 1847: 
Plate 12. 
Title: The Great Wairarapa District 
and Lake. 
"This is the V,iew presented. at t he termination of 
the line la:id out for .... the road from Port 
NichoLson to the Wairarapa. The plains below, c:onsist 
of fern and grass; belts of tr~es and forests are 
als.6 s:pread over it. The Ruamaha.ngai. river is situated 
on the opposite side, and the sea I .ieS> beyond t!he 
lake to t he right in the picture. There are some 
e.xtensive swamps in the Wairarapa c overed with high 
flax ... ., which •• ., abounds in such places. 11 
( Brees, 1847:22-23) 
,( 
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speciea of leafy herbs were Aciphylla and 
Angelica" 
(Hill, 1962 :8) 
Toetoe, flax, tutu, manuka, clumps of kanuka (Leptospermum 
ericoides) and cabbage tree ( Cordy line australis) w.ere also 
found in association with the graases. In some places there was 
little ground cover. The boulders and loose sharp stones, of the 
Tauherenikau Plain were difficult to negotiate. Fern, grass, and 
Discaria BPI,>•, grew among the stones (Colenso, Journal: 6/11/1847; 
Ronaldson, Diaries: 28/4/1856; Hall, 1885:8). Plate 7 represents 
the view seen by travellers at the Wairarapa end of the road from 
the Hutt Valley (Brees, 1847:22). 
Sage has explored the possibility that the vegetation 
of the Wairarapa district has been considerably modified by the 
Maoris during the pre-European period (Sage, 1954:55-61). Vegetative 
evidence suggests that fire has played an important role. 
A Maori tradition described the Wairarapa Valley of 
c. 1600 A.D. as being covered with totara forest. During a long 
drought when the kumara crop failed the Maoris were drying 
additional freshwater fish and eels over fires near Tirohanga 
in the Upper Valley. A strong north-west wind sprang up which 
spread the fire into the surrounding vegetation. The wind continued 
for several. days. During this time the fire spread through dry 
stands of bush throughout the entire Valley. Charles Bannister 




father's grandfather was a member of the party catching eels. 
Bannister sought to confirm this story, and recovered totara roots 
and evidence of burnt stumps while ploughing on the Opaki Plain. 
Similar evidence was revealed at Taratahi Plain (Bannister, 1940: 
1-2), and Isaac Cripps: als.o found burned bush remains beneath 
the fern cover of the Lower Whareama Valley during the 1860 1s. 
He was informed by old local Maoris that the bush had been burned 
"five chiefs back" (Bagnall (Ed.), 1965:17). Roots and stumps of 
burnt bush w,ere also found at Brancepeth (Sage, 1954:55) •. 
To the south, Wardle has suggested that the coastal 
Maoris set fire to and modified much of the vegetation of the 
s.outhern Aorangi Range (Wardle, 1967::33) •. 
Relic stands of miro were studied by Esler in the northern 
Tararua Range. He dated a fire in the Tiritea Catchment to c.1760 
(Esler, 1963:.10). 
The fires observed by European explorers were too numerous 
to be of accidental origin, and it is now generally agreed that 
these fires were lit either to clear the ground for cultivation 
or to promote the grow,th o.f fern root on the grass and fernlands. 
This generalisation must also apply to the Wairarapa. The seventeenth 
c.entury fire may have been acG.idental.,. but the evidence of Wardle, 
and D'Urville suggests that the Wairarapa Maoris played an active 
role in the clearance of land by fire (Wright, 1950: 105;. Wardle, 
1967:33). The Maoris did not need large clearings; they preferred 
./ 
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to keep their crops small and well scattered, but it coulid have 
been difficult to control the fires which they lit. It is notable 
that the bush which was present in 1840 was confined to high 
rainfall areas, and to the low-lying wetter parts of the Valley. 
Sage believes that the vast extent of' fern and grassland was not 
entirel.y the result of deliberate clearance by the Maoris. A 
contributing factor which he believed aided the ready spread of 
fire, was the climatie, desiccation which is thought by some to 
have played a similar rol.e elsewhere in New Zealand •. In the 
Wairarapa the bush growing in the low rainfall areas and upon 
poor s:0dils: would have been readily destro,yed by fire following 
a period of decreased precipitation (Sage, 1954:59-60). 
Very little is. known from documents about the utilisation 
of the vegetative env:ir~:mment by the Wairarapa Maori. Information 
may be drawn from the general survey published by Colenso, if 
only because he visited the district over a period of seven years 
and would have noted any anomalies. It seems that where certain 
plants and trees were present these can be regarded as potentially 
expl.oitable. Colenso has rec;orded the ways in which the vegetation 
was used by the New Zealand Maoris (Colenso, 1868a:259-267). His 
lists have been examined in relation to the known distribution of 
species in selected areas (Table 5). The table does not represent 
a complete list of the various: species, no:b their specific 
distribution,. in the protohistoric period. 
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The historic period has seen the clearing of large 
tracts of bush, especially to the west and north of the Valley. 
Introduced species. have replaced native vegetation in some 
instances, and secondary regrowth of the bush has resulted in 
changes in the composition of the different layers of the bush 
canopy. II+troduced fauna have also been responsible for modification 
in the vegetation. Wardle, for instance, has examined the extent 
of modification caused by browsing animals, in the Aorangi Range. 
The understory of the mahoe-hinau-rewarewa bush formerly contained 
an abundance of' shrubs; many of these, such as the coprosma species 
with edible berries, can now. be found only a:s seedlings. Other 
plants such as Pseudopanax edgerleyi what was valued for its 
aromatic leaves, or Pittosporum tenuifolium and Pittosporum 
eugenioides that provided a gum resin which was used to scent oil, 
are now rare. 
It has been demonstrated that the greater part of the 
environment of the Wairarapa Maoris consisted of bush, swamp and 
open land c;0vered in grass and scrub. Of the 113 plants and 
trees listed in Table: 5,, 66 were. known for the Tararua-Rimutaka 
region in 1939 1• Of this total.. some species were. more common in 
certain parts of the range,a; these have been listed for two 
sections:, the Rimutaka Range and the eastern side of the Tararua 
Range. A survey of the vege.tation s.urrounding Lake Pounui in the 





foothills. of. the Rimutaka Range was reported by McQueen in 
1969. Of the 17 species listed by Zotov for the Rimutaka region 
only three were found by McQueen. The other fourteen species 
which McQueen named, howe.ver, do correspond with the listed species 
for the entire Rimutaka and Tararua region. Upon the eastern 
side. of the Valley the Aorangi Range contained 31 of the 113 
plants and trees. These were found mainly in the lower altitudes, 
although some shrubs such as Coprosma sp. were found in the 
understor.y of the beech forest. A. greater range o.f useful plants 
c;ould be found on the western side of the Valley (Table 6), but 
this:need not mean that the western ranges. were visited more 
frequently than the eastern hills, for the valleys in the Aorangi 
Range have been cleared of vegetat:iion and have been subjected to 
erosion caused by browsing animals (Wardle, 1967:39). It is 
therefore pos.sible a.hat a wider range of species was present 
there during the protohis.toric period. Clearance has not af'fected 
the Rimutaka Range along the Valley's eastern margin to any great 
degree, but large-scale clearance of the western side of the 
Rimutakas· has destroyed much of the former vegetation •. The totara 
which was widespread. throughout the Valley, the western ranges 
and the no.rthern hills, grew to enormous sizes. Weld measured 
one tree during his trip to Whareama w.hic:h had a 24 foot 
circumference at a; spot five feet above the gr<:>:und.; this tree 
grew to a. height o.f forty to fifty feet before it grew any 





(Weld, Journal :20/11/1\844). Hall recalled that during the 
clearance of Three Mile Bush,, a totara which had a circumference 
of sixty feet took two days to fell (Hall, 1885: 16) •. There do 
not seem to be any reports of totara tree stumps being found in 
the bush, although it is known that this was a valuable tree 
for canoe building and the construction of palisades and buildings. 
The giants among the totaras and other spe.cie.s may have been too 
formidable to fell, other than for special occasions. 
A greater number of seasonal foods; were obtainable 
throughout the western ranges., and the collection of these in 
summer corresponded with the snaring of birds. The podocarp/ 
broadleaf associations were rich in bird life, and early reports 
of the birds found in the Wairarapa Valley indicate that the Valley 
was also a rich source of bird life. The exploitat:iion of the 
environment has been discussed more fully in the foll.owing 
sections. It can be concluded that although little is known of the 
seasonal activities of the Wairarapa Maoris·, the majority of 
their basic needs could be supplied by the numerous plant species 
in and surrounding the Valley. A more detailed search of Land 
Court Records may reveal that certain areas were visited for 
specific items. Matthews has written of visits made by the 
Wairarapa Maoris to Wharepapa to collect ll:ihes to make their eel 
traps (Matthews, 1957:25) and in the Tipua Mapuna:tea Hearing a 




Part II. Food Resources 
The reconstruction of. the pattern of vegetation in the 
Wairarapa Valley may be relatively easy, but it will be noticed 
that the specific. de:tails of the pl.ant specie.s have been taken 
from twentieth century studies: by botanists .. The Tararua, Rimutaka, 
and Aorangi Ranges have been studied in detail. Apart from Colenso, 
travellers through the Wairarapa District were not interested in 
the botanical content of the Valley and its surrounding hill country. 
The dominant species were frequently noted, but the other· constituents 
of the plant formations were sel.dom recognised or described. 
The same strictures may be applied to records concerning 
the Wairarapa Maoris •. Travellers and settlers alike were interested 
in the Valley for their own ends. There is no consistent information 
or methodical description of the Maori pattern of life. To a certain 
extent, insight may be gained by reading Colenso's published 
observations. (Colenso, 1868a, 1868b, 1880) in conjunction with the 
information to be gl.eaned from records and journals, and the retro-
spective publications. of early settlers. 
Maori Land Court Records reveal that upon their return 
from Nukutaurua., the older Maoris took up their former pursuits., 
These wouCl.d be modified to include the innovations brought with 





indirect contact with the Europeans upon their return to their 
home territory •. The pressing need for food resulted in the 
dispersal of the new arrivals into the bush and swamps in search 
of food (Hadfield, Papers:30/8/1842; Letters to C.M.S.: 1/10/1:842). 
Hadfield visited the Valley in July., Before their migration from the 
district, this was a, month in which the Maoris would have been us.ing 
their· stocks of preserv.ed food to supplement what they could catch 
or gather, but in 1842 the most readily available food would have 
been the pit• It is not known when, or by what means, pigs arrived 
in the Wairarapa district. They were numerous by 1839. The Maoris 
living around Port Nicholson were in the habit of travelling to 
th:e Wairarapa Valley to hunt these animals (Deans, Letter:30/10/1840; 
Wakefield, 1840.,:5) ... There is evidence that at this period they were 
numerous also among the forested hills of the Rimutaka Range •. They 
w.ere. probably also to be found in the Tararua Range, but they do 
not seem to have been common in the lower reaches of the Hutt 
River. Dieffenbach noted that their tracks through the bush maintained 
an east-west direction, and concluded that they had reached the 
Hutt. River Valley by crossing over the Rimutaka Range from the 
Wairarapa: Vall.ey (Dieffenbach, 184tb:52; 1843, 1 :85-86) •. 
The Maoris seemed to delight in butchering the pigs. which 
they caught in the Wairarapa Valley, often killing many more than 
their needs requined (Taylor, 1966:265-267; Weld, Journal:2/5/1845) •. 
Best recorded an occasion when his Maori companions had a surplus of 
I 
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pork,, and removed from other pigs which they caught, o.nly their 
heart and liver (Taylor, 1;966:27) •. Weld assisted two Maori hunters 
upon another occasion. He observed how they separated the flesh 
from the skeletal structure of the pig's corpse and rolled the 
flesh up (Weld, Journal:2/5/1845) •. This technique would render 
their kill. into an easily portable load through dense bush, as in 
this instance •. It is a method of butchery which could easily have 
been practised when the kill. had been made at some distance from 
the village (for example, Weld, Journal:.7/11/1844) .. When there was 
no impe.diment in the form of distance or unfavourable terrain, it 
seems to: have been usual to transport the complete carcase back to 
the village. or camp, where it was prepared for cooking(Colenso, 
Journal:.5/4/1852; Taylor,, 1966:265). 
The sparse Maori population during the 1830' s., and the 
abundance of fern and paJ.atable: swamp vegetation probably encouraged 
a. swift increase: in the pig po,pulation •. There is no doubt that by 
1842 they were. extremely numerous., Kettle observed how they had 
pl.oughed up mil.es of land (Ke.tt1e:, 1843:21:8). There. would have been 
no shortage of p0rk in the diet of the Wairarapa Maoris during the 
first months following their return from Mahia. Pigs seem to have 
become an inseparable part of Maori life .•. When Weld travelled in 
company with the Chief Te Korou and his people to examine the 
Whareama Valley, the party included "a large retinue of C;ur dogs 
and pet pigs.tt (Lovat, 1914:56). 
~ ;:.._ r--
PLATE 9 
~: S.C.Brees Source: 1847 ,, Pictorial Illustrations of N .z. 
Plate 4. 
Title: The Great Wairarapa District and Lake. 
'~here are abund~nce of wild pigs in the Wairarapa o•• The View exhibits the 








Pigs may have been brought to the Wairarapa from the East 
Coast, but there is no information about this at present •. The 
custom of kee.ping tame pigs. persisted, for Kemp recorded a total 
of 349 tame pigs when he compiled his census in 1850 (Kemp, 1850:87) •. 
During these years pork was one of the staple foods for Maoris, 
travellers, and settlers alike. 
During the seasons when food was abundant, there was a 
varied selection of habitats available for· exploitation by the 
Maoris •. A system of gift exchange not only allowed an equitable 
distribution of scarce commodities, but also enabled people whose 
land rights entitled them to exploit only a limited number of 
habitats to supplement their supplies of food with that from 
different habitats. European travellers and settlers recorded the 
food which was offered to them by the Maoris, but on consultation of 
Colenso's very full list of Maori foods, the European records are 
shown to be sadly incomplete for the Wairarapa District. More 
information can be gleaned from the Maori nand:Court records, but 
this is of.ten in the nature of an enumeration of localities where 
food of different descriptions was available; it cannot stand on 
its own •. It is possible to, indicate whieh of the vegetable foods 
listed by Colenso were present in the Wairarapa by referring to 
the botanical. lists published for the Wairarapa (Table 5 ) ., These 
can be regarded as potentially exploitable by the Maoris, and may 
be confirmed as such by reference to the sources previously ~entioned. 
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This is the only way in which the information can be used. It is 
not possible to calculate. the quantities of food acquired, or the 
preferences of the Maoris for certain foods. 
Generalisations about the latter are available. It is 
well. known, for instance, that certain seafishes were a favourite 
of the Maoris., This doubtless applied to the Wairarapa Maoris, but 
apart from crayfish and paua ,, no other species of seafish were 
named in the references consulted. There were references to fishing 
parties visiting Pararaki and Te Kopi, but these did not include 
the types of fish which were caught there (Smith, 1856: Te Kopi 
Hearing, Minute Book Number 14:.260). Here again it is possible to 
draw up a list of fishes which, in retrospect, would be available 
in pre-European times (Table 7)., Archaeological recovery techniques 
should be able to suppl.y additional details. 
An autumn occupation that is known to have attracted Maoris 
t.o the coast during the pos.t 1840 period was the collection of 
karaka berxies: (Mukamuka Hearing, Wellington District, Minute Book 
Number 1: 367; Matthews, 1957:79). Karaka·. trees grow in groves or 
as scattered t:vees in valleys and upon slopes adjacent to, the 
Wairarapa coast. The frequent association of karaka trees and 
occupation sites has engendered discussion about whether the karaka 
was cultivated by the Maoris. It is possible for these trees to 
germinate. acc.identally from preserved berries, but consideration 





karaka trees were carefully cared for by the Maoris (Best, 1925:147; 
Park, 1966:16; Mi tcalfe, 1969: 259-260) .. 
There were a number of seabirds (Table 8 ) which could 
have provided food, both meat and eggs. These were probabl.y 
important for the coastal Maoris, but they do not figure. in f'ood 
references for the Valley Maoris. 
Apart from the vegetable foods which were avail.abl.e, the 
bush also contained numerous: birds. Bird snaring and berry gathering 
were, complementary summer occupations. Chief among the bush birds 
caught for food were the pigeons, and the parrots. In the mountain 
ranges to the west and north of the Wairarapa Valley the huia, which 
was valued for its skin and ornamental tail feathers, could be 
caught. The huia and other birds· such as. the kokako which were 
numerous during the 1840 1 s diminished in number offer the years., It 
has been possible, however, to draw up a list of birds which were 
to be found in or near the Wairarapa Valley. These.would have been 
potentially exploitable during the pre-European period ( Table 9 ) • 
Included in the table are the waterfowi which were to be found in 
great numbers on the lakes, lagoons. and rivers, as well as the 
swamp birds which were caught occasionally. 
Of the remaining alternatives for food, the snaring of 
rats was presumably still carried out despite the supply of fresh 
meatc An early settler's wife received a gift of welcome in the form 
of freshly prepared rats, but the use of rats as food is seldom 
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mentioned outside. Maori Land Courts (Bannister, 1940:21!). 
The remaining seasonal activities of the Wairarapa Maoris 
revolved around the cultivation of their crops, the catching of 
fresh water fish (Table 10), and the collection of fern root. 
Colenso speaks of the collection of fern root in spring 
and early summer following a preliminary burnoff during August to 
improve the quality of the roots (Colenso, 1.880:21)., There is no 
mention of this practice in the Wairarapa. However, Kettle and Fox 
both encountered fern ground w:hich had been burnt. The former 
encountered burnt o,ff vegetation near· Cross Creek, and the latter, 
near Hakeke (Kettle, 1843:21B;: Fox, Journal:.9/5/1843,) •. As these 
trips were in July and May respectively it does not seem possible 
that the primary intention had been to harvest the fern •. Despite 
the wide expanse: of fern cover,. the Maoris obtained their fern 
roots from certain favoured places which were known to grow fern 
root of goo.d quality •. An instance can be given. The type of fern 
root known as Papawai was gathered by the members of Ngatihikawera 
hapu from the banks of the Wangaehu River and Huangarua River 
(Ngawakaakupe Hearing, Minute Book Number 1:6:.79) •. It is virtually 
impossi.ble to assess the importance of the fern root in the diet 
of the Maoris upon their return to the Valley, for the same reasons 
that have been mentioned in connection with other foods. There seems 
to, hav:e been such a varied selection of foods availabl.e in the Valley 
that no one food ever had to be eaten in e§lclusion to any otherso 
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The apparent abundance of food may be deceptive. We.ld was surprised 
to discover· two Maori women and two boys camped on a very small 
patch of ground among the trees along the Ruamahanga' s bankso, 
Their only food seemed. to be fern root (Weld, Journal:25/4/1845) •. 
It is possibl.e- that there were: similar instances of fruga:li ty 
amongst the Valley Maoris. It was certainly a more common occurr·emce 
upon the coast where the food resources were strictly seasonal 




Part III. Post-1840 Cultivation 
Colonel McCleverty wrote of the importance of an eastern 
aspect for the Maoris' plantation grounds in the Port Nicholson 
area (McCleverty, 21/4/1847). To the east, in the Wairarapa Valley, 
the problems of terrain which faced the Wellington people did not 
exist, but an east - west orientation of plantations remained as 
an integral part of the landscape (Best, 1925: 86) •. Where clearings 
were made in the bush their shape revealed a long axis lying from 
west to east, all.owing the maximum use of warmth from the sun 
within the protection of the bush (Minute Book Number 10, Pukio 
Case, 10/12/1888:318) •.. 
In open country signs denoting old cultivation areas were 
not as obvious as the bush clearings. Fern was a coloniser of old 
cultivations, but other reminders in the form of potato plants, 
turnips,: wild cabbage or small mounds of earth could be found 
(Dieffenbach, 1841b:5~; 1843:80; Brees, 1847:10; Swainson in 
Bidwill and Woodhouse, 1927:56). 
Some tributary river valleys along the eastern borders of 
the Wairarapa Valley provided optimum conditions for cultivation. 
In these valleys it would be possible to select sites which were 
sheltered from prevailing winds, frost, and excess runoff after 
rain. The Turanganui River Valley and the valley to the south in 
which the Omoekau settlement was situated, were known to be suitable 





f.or cultivation has been destroyed by river activity, or the 
changes pursuant upon many years of farming (Mackay, 1891::38; 
Roll Plan 710/10544; 349/10664). Other localities in the Wairarapa 
Valley were noted for their evidence of cultivation; for instance, 
Smith commented upon the extensive cultivations in the Upper Valley, 
es.pecially in the v:icini ty of the hills known as Rerenga and 
Tirohanga (Smith, 1:853) •. The riverbanks of the Ruamahanga between 
Wharekaka and Pihautea stations were also heavily cultivated in 
the past (Weld, Journal:.27/2/1:845). The association of cultivation 
activities with the stone walls of coastal Wairarapa has been 
postulate.d (Best, 1925:66;. Smith, 190.4:.156), and, recently, 
conclusiv:ely confirmed (H.Leach, pers.comm.,). The period during 
which these acti vi ti.es took pl.ace, is ,however·, several centuries 
before the nineteenth century. 
W±thin the Wairarap.a Valley itself the cultivation of 
kumera is known from traditional evidence (e.g.Minute Book Number 10, 
Pukio Case, 10/12/1:888:310-311; 12/12/1888:347; Minute Book Number 
16, Ngawakaakupe Case, 22/8/1890 :66; Bannister,. 1940: 1). The 
evidence from European accounts is not conclusive. Although the 
positions of former cultivations were often noted it is impossible 
to decide what was grown there. Potatoes were firmly established 
in the :Maori diet,, and a valuable trade commodity by the time the 
European settlers arrived in Wellington. I.t can only be assumed 
that when travellers recorded potato plantations, potato plants 
were visible. Brees, for instance, discovered a potato plantation 
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by following an old track whic:h led from the Hutt River t.o the 
Wairarapa Valley. He ascribed its ownership to the Ngati Kahungunu 
(Brees, N .z.co •. ,. 11D/1::65A; 6/2/1843) •. This plantation was situated 
too near the boundary set down during the peace nego.tiations for 
it to have been plante.d since the return from Nukutaurua. The 
Maoris living in the Wellington district were not :iin the habit 
of trave.J.ling as far inland, so it seems that this plantation 
dates to the years before. peace was establishe.d between the warring 
factions .. The date of the introduc.tion of the potato to the south 
is not known,, although it was suggested that the Ngati Toa 
were the first to bring it south at the time of Te Rauparaha's 
migration (Smith (Ed .. ),, 1912:185) •. 
Despite the persiste.nce of traditional patterns of' 
clearance and cultivation (McCle.verty, 1847:40; Kemp, t850:81i; 
Best, 1925:.68), it is improbable. that all the old cultivation 
remains represented potato plantations. The use of the kumera as 
a food is seldom mentioned. Heaphy had seen kumera and taro growing 
along the banks of the Waiwhetu River on the western side of the 
Rimutaka Range in 1839 (Heaphy, 1879:36), but there is no mention 
of either plant in relation to the Wairarapa Valley during the 
early years of settlement by Europeans. Colenso attended a marriage 
feast at Turanganu.i. at which there were 
"••• no potatoes nor kumeras; owing Cas the 
Natives assent) to the dry season; but, as 
I strongly suspect, to their wasting time.in 
J 
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riding about on horses etc.n 
(Colenso, Journal:21/4/1851) 
Upon his next visit he had occasi.on to attend another feast at the 
same village •. Among the food displayed he records the presence of 
"sweet potatoes" (Colenso, Journal:5/4/1852). It is possible that 
kumera remained a part of the Maori diet during the intervening 
years after their return from Nukutaurua and that Europeans did 
not distinguish the kumera from the potato. 
Evidence given by Wi Rutana in the Pukio Case confirms 
that kumera had been grown in the Lower Valley before the arrival 
of the Europeans. His evidence reads: 
"The Mara: kumaras can be found out through 
the gravel beds made for the purpose .• That 
was the w.ay the kumara was cultivated 
formerly •. HaV:e seen these old beds and 
grown potatoes in them since I went there •. 
There: is no gravel in places where the 
kumara has not been grown. There can be no 
doubt about these pilaces being old kumara 
beds •. At the places I have cultivated the 
signs are· visible, and at Takamoe the same 
signs can be seen where the river has 
encroached upon the land •. ." 
(Minute Book Number 10 :. 
1!+/t2/1888 :.367) 
Upon occasion ploughing has unear.thed relics said to have been used 
during ceremonies to promote the growth of the kumera crop (Minute 






Best has recorded information upon kumera storage and 
methods of cultivation used by the Ngati Kahungunu .. His informant 
had lived in Napier and in Wairarapa. The implication, which Best 
does not refute, is that the information applied equally to both 
districts (Best, 1:925:.85-91, 118) .. The method of planting each 
kumera in its own hemispherical hillock (Col.enso, 1880:9), was 
also used for planting potatoes (Weld, Journal:10/1/1845), and may 
account for the confusion in identification of crops grown in old 
plantations. 
Of the other crops known to the Maoris (Colenso, 1880:8-9, 
11!-17) only the gourd (Hue) is mentioned. Colenso was offered this 
as food during a halt at Te Ruataniwha (Colenso,. Journal:8/4/1847) •. 
It is clear that the records of Europeans are inadequate 
for delineating the type and quantity of crops grown by the Maoris. 
This. is applicabl.e. as well. to the European introduction of 
vegetables. which the Maori grew •. 
Cabbage and turnip. apparently grew so profusely in a. wild 
state that there was little need to cultivate them (Brees,, 11847:10, 
Plate 6) •. Along the coastal route wild tu:tmips proved invaluable 
when food resources: of travellers and Maori residents became low 
(Colenso, Journal.:6/3/1846; 6/1'0/1847;· 1'1/10/1847). Some of the 
vegetables had. been introduced by the whalers and were grown by the 
Maoris for their own use before the arri-v:al. of the settlers gave 
the Maoris a trade outlet for their produce., Apart from the potatoes, 







Nicholson grew pumpkins, melons,. corn, wheat, barley and oats 
(Miller, 1958:45, 55) •. With the exception of barley and oats, all 
of these cro,ps were grown by the Wairarapa Maoris (Kettle, 1843:21'7; 
Brees, N.z.co., 110/1:65A; 9/2/1843; Weld, Journal:20/12/1:844; 
Colenso, Journal:8/4/1847). Chapman and Kemp both remarked that the 
wheat which they had seen growing in the Wairarapa Valley was 
among the finest that they had seen in New Zealand (Chapman, letter: 
24/11(1847; Kemp,: 1850:80). In 1850 Kemp recorded that the Wairarapa 
Maoris were growing 1i5 acres of wheat, 32 acres of corn, 102 acres 
of potatoe.s and 12i acres of other garden produce (Kemp, 1850:.87). 
These cultivations, with the exception of 7 acres of potatoes 
grown by the people of Te Hawera, belonged to those settlements 
within the Vall.ey which were situated near Europeans. Doubtless, 
a certain amount of this produce was grown for trade and sale to 
the Europeans. In this way, items such as butter, tea, sugar, and 
molasses were added to the Maori larder (Colenso, Journal:21/4/1851; 
1/4/1852; 2/4/1852; 5/4/1852)., From the Europeans the Maoris I.earned 
how to grind their own fl.our and make their own bread ( Colenso, 
Journal:21/4/18511; 2/4/1"!852). 
'I'he composition of Maori. feaslts reflected the blending of 
Maori and European foods. At one feast Colenso.viewed an array of 
eels, pork, loaves of bread and a bag of sugar (Colens:o, Journal: 
21/4/1851). 
At another feast the display included eels, kumeras, pork, 









and tobacco •. Some of the food was cooked, but there was also uncooked 
food on display (Colenso, Journal.:5/4/1852) •. The food displayed in 
both instances seems to be predominantly of European type. 
This emphasis is marked in the feast which Ronaldson's Maori 
parishioners prepared in 1858. Ronaldson recorded that the feast 
was to include dried fish of various kinds,. horses, cattle, sheep, 
pigs, flour, wheat, potatoes and sugar (Ronaldson, letters: 15/11/1:858). 
There was perhaps a broader selection of traditional foods 
at these feasts than is indicated. Bannister has recorded the 
constituents of a large feast which was held in 1868. It is not 
improbable that some of the traditionall.y prepared foods had been 
included in previous feasts but, because of their unpalatable nature 
for Europeans (Col.enso, Journal:2/4/18511), had not been recorded •. 






calabashes of preserved 
pigeons 












(Bannister, 1940: 611) 
1· Kanga kopiro was corn which was stee,pe,d in water and eaten when it 
had rotted. This practice is said to have begun among the Ngapuhi 
during the 1820 1s but spread to other districts alLso (Te· Karere 





Part IV. Eeling 
The pattern formed by the rivers and streams draining the 
hills and mountains surrounding the Wairarapa Valley is a striking 
feature of the landscape.The catchment area of the Valley is 
approximately 1300 square miles (Stewart, 1869:198; Pattison, 1967: 
16). The Tauherenikau and Ruamahanga Rivers carry the run-off 
from the eastern side of the Tararua into the Wairarapa. Lake. 'rhe 
Ruamahanga River also receives the discharge of the other rivers 
which drain the Tararua Range, the northeastern hill country, and 
the Aorangi Range.Where the Rimutaka Range borders the Valley, the 
streams which drain its eastern side discharge their waters directly 
into the Lakes. The Lake waters find their outlet through a channel 
to Lake Onoke, and from there into the sea at the eastern end of 
the sand spit which protects Lake Onoke from southerly swells in 
Palliser Bay. 
The channel through the sandpit is kept open by the water 
which is discharged from the Lakes. During the months of high rain--
fall the current through the outlet is strong enough to scour away 
the accumulation of gravel which is swept up by the sea. A weakening 
of the current, notably during months of low rainfall, results in a 
build-up of gravel. Unless this drift is checked, the accumulation 
of gravel by the action of the sea blocks the outlet,; and the barrier 





of the Lakes spread over the surrounding low-lying ground. When 
the pressure of the water on the inland side of the barrier is 
such that it can break ~hrough the gravel, the opening to the sea 
is swiftly reformed. 
A large flood control scheme which has been under way 
since 1964 (Mahoney, 1966:25) will reclaim 5000 acres of the eastern 
shore of Lake Wairarapa and enable a total of 13,000 acres of 
marginafil. swamp to be developed. This scheme and those which preceded 
it were conceived to cope with the fl1ooding which occurs annually, 
either as a result of the closure of the outlet to the sea, or as 
a consequence of high rainfall or snowmelt in the catchment area. 
Up to 30,000 acres of land were flooded every two or three years 
at the time this scheme was promulgated, while other areas were 
flooded up to eight times each year (Pattison, 1967:15,16). 
The flooded landscape which aroused the ire of the Europeans, 
marked an important season of the year for the Maoris. Throughout 
the year they-obtained freshwater fish and eels from the rivers and 
streams of the valley (Table 10{Minute Book Number 15:50; Minute 
Book Number 16:63, 64, 147). The swamps and lagoons housed a 
multitude of ducks and swampbirds (Stokes, 1842:184; Minute Book 
Number 4.:33; Mackay, 1891:12; Lovat, 1914:50; Taylor, 1966:264). 
At the annual fl.coding of the lake, however, they acquired a 






Depending upon seasonal weather conditions, the outlet to 
Palliser Bay could close as early as November, although the end of 
December was more usual (Mackay, 1891:5, 12) •. The closure could 
occur as late as lt'ebruary (Saunders, 1965 :37). The eel season 
began in February and March each year when the mature eels moved 
towards their spawning grounds at sea. The eels of New Zealand can 
be differentiated inta ,two species on the basis of the length of 
the dorsal fin •. One species, Anguilla dieffenbachii, i@ commonly 
known as the "long-finned" eel, and the second species, Anguilla 
australis schmidti, as the "short-finned" eel (Cairns, 1941:54B). 
The long-finned male and the short-finned male are to be found 
only in the estuaries of large rivers and in coastal lakes and 
lagoons •. The long-finned ltlemale inhabits any accessible areas of 
permanent. water. In the North Island the short-finned female can be 
found in the upstream waters alongside the long-finned lflemale, but 
unlike the latter, the short-finned female prefers to live in 
sluggish waters where the temperature changes are minimal (Cairns, 
1941 :65B-66B) •. 
1rhe seaward migration occurs in five distinct stages •. 
The mature females leave the upstream waters to join the males 
downstr.eam. This movement occurs often when the waters of the 
rivers are running high. A small percentage of females that are 
either sterile or retarded in development remain behind among the 
f.our· and fiv:e year old eels that migrated upstream during January. 
During February the short-finned males migrate seawards, to be 
:, 
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followed near the end of l!'ebruary by the females of their species. 
At the end of March the long-finned male leaves, and is followed 
seawards by the long-finned female in April and May. There are 
in fact two runs of the latter. The main run includes those females 
approximately 90 cm iong, while the second run can contain females 
up to 180 cm long., These are the eels who remained behind in 
previous years because of delayed development (Cairns, 1941:68B). 
If, as Cairns has stated, the immature males of the two species 
prefer to live in the lower reaches of the rivers:, and in the lakes, 
it seems inevitable that some of these immature eels must also 
become entangled with the immense shoals which congregate. 
It is known that there are many names for the eels which 
the Maoris catch. Many of those names bsed by the Wairarapa Maoris 
are included in Table 11 .. The informants all agree that the first 
eel to appear is the Hao. This is the Maori name which Phillipps 
gives for the short-finned ma:Jl.e eel (Mackay, 1891:19; Downes, 1918: 
305; Best,. 1929:79, 81, 87;. PhilJ.ipps, 1949:21!; Saunders, 1965:38). 
There is some confusion about the·remainder of the sequence. A 
Mr Miller who witnessed the eel run learned from the Maoris that the 
migration consisted of seven different runs, which began with the 
smallest eels and progressed to the larger eeels, the largest of 
which appeared in mid-May (Best, 1929:87). A more recent article 
names four species, in order of appearance: Hao, Riko, Paranui, and 
Kokopu-tuna (Saunders, 1965:38) •. According to Downes' informant the 
Kokopu-tuna, was a very large variety which could be subdivided into 
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two groups (Downes, 1918:306). This then would be the female 
of the long-finned specdes •. The name which Mr Saunders gives to 
the third eel in the species, is according to Williams, derived 
from Whanganui district (Williams, 1971:264). Williams also 
confirms the description of the Riko as a large variety of eel, 
but does not establish its species (Williams., 1971 :.340). It is 
not possible, on the basis of the de.scripti ve notes given in 
Table 11,to differentiate between the varieties recognised by 
the Maoris, and the mal.e and female eels of the two species. 
The Maoris gathered together in large numbers, liv;ing in 
shelters erected to last the season, or at the settlements along 
the rivers. and beside. Lake Onoke (Colenso, Journal: 1/4/1845; 
Kemp, 1850:80;. Minute Book Number 9, Tipua Mapunatea Case: 381, 
395; Minute Book Number 13: 160) •. 
After the return from Nukutaurua the older people took 
up their old ways of life, and a great deal of eel fishing was 
done, regardless of the weather (Minute Book Number 9, Mapunatea 
Hearing: 235, 237; Minute Book Number 13:160; Matthews, 1957:50). 
When alternative sources of food, such as sheep and cattle, were 
procured by the Maoris the eel fishery became less important. The 
younger Maoris were less inclined to catch eels during bad weather 
and the numbers of people visiting the lakes diminished (Mackay,, 
1891:5, 24, 27) •. 
While the eel fisheries retained their importance, the 




of time that the lakes remained closed. By May, according to 
Cairns' reckoning, the larger eels had arrived from upstream, 
and were in peak condition. The Maoris knew when to expect the 
long--finned females because their arrival coincided with the 
highest flood-level of the Lakes (Map 1) (Mackay, 1:891:5, 19). 
The right to fish at the lakes extended back to the 
settlement of the Wairarapa Valley by the Ngati Kahungunu (Mackay, 
1891::29;: Wairarapa Moana Case, Minute Book Number 4:123, 124). 
Ownershi.p of the lands verging the lakes entitled the right to 
eel in the corresponding section of the lake (Table.· 12)._ People 
who had no rights in the lake could be invited to do so as guests 
of any person who had the right. to eel (Mackay, 1891 :29 ;. 
Wairarapa Moana Hearing,. Minute Book Number 4::123). In some blocks,, 
for instance the Mapunate.a Block,. the land remained swampy when the 
lake was 1.ow,. and became flooded as the lake level rose. This 
swampy land was unsuitable for occupati.on and used only for fishing 
purposes. The title to the land could become confus;e0d when people 
who had no direct right to eel,. used the ponds for- fishing during 
the lakes• open period. These people in later years claimed a 
right to ownersh:iip through their use of the l.and for fishing 
purposes. The arguments of the true claimants were weakened in 
the case of Mapuna.tea, by the intermarriages which clouded 
definition of which hapus maintained rights of ownership ('ripua 
Mapunatea Case, Minute Book Number 13:z9a_). Where the land adjoining 




owners were those pe.ople who exercised the right to fish from 
that locality (Tipua Mapunatea Hearing, Minute Book Number 1:3:292) •. As 
the water level of the lakes rose, the eels spread up the streams 
and rivers. When this occurred people who possessed the right to 
land bordering these waterways were entitled to participate in 
the eel fishing (Mackay, 1891:19, 26, 29). 
During the day the eels remained in the deeper waters of 
the lakes,. and converged upon the sand-bar at night. The large 
eels have been observed to remain in the deep water even at night 
(Cairns; 1941:: 68B). One of the most popular methods of catching 
the eels has been described by Saunders. ~he hinakis (eel traps) 
were set in the evening at right angles to the beach about 1i 
chains from the water's edge. Some of the hinakis used were as 
long as seven feet, and over three feet high. The arrangement 
described by Saunders places a group of five hinaki side-by-side, 
separated by a channel about half a chain in width from a second 
group of three hinaki., 'rhe eels move through th.e channel, and 
fan out along the Spit. The pressure of eels coming through the 
channel forces the movement of others into the nets attached to the 
hinaki. These are anchored with stakes so that the eels can only 
pass into the net and not beyond it (Saunde:i:ls:, 1965:.37) •. 
An alternative method was the koumu. A shallow drain was 
dug from the lake edge into the Spit. The channel would be 1.ong 















Title: Hinaki ,. or eel-traps,, Wairarapa Lake. 
Source: Page 62, Figure 66, A.Hamilton, 1908., 
Fishing and Sea-foods of the Ancient 
Maori. 




termination of channel described by Best, the Maoris placed a 
funnel. shaped hoopnet (Best, 1929:107). The Wairarapa fishermen 
are said to have dug a large hole or a pit., Once the eels sensed 
the flow of the water they swam along the channel into the pit. 
Downes describes how the ditch and the hole were both filled 
with sand when the full quota had been taken (Downes, 1918:305). 
Saunders describes how only the ditch is closed up. In this 
instance the water drains through the gravel and into the sea, 
leaving the eels stranded (Saunders, 1965:37). This method of 
catching eels was not only confined to the sandbar. It worked 
just as readily along the lake edge, or where a suitable flow 
of water could be diverted from rivers and streams,; (Mapunatea 
Case, Minute Book Number 9:475; Downes, 1918:305). Very little 
is known about the numbers,. sizes or shapes of these drains in 
Wairarapa., Study of channels found elsewhere in New Zealand shows 
that they vary in size and function (Skinner, 1912:105-107; 
Wilson, 1921:185-1:88; Adkin,. 194.8:25-30) •. A s.tudy of the Wairarapa 
swamps. for similar features e:ould well be done before the land 
is drained and developed. 
A third method was employed when the sea broke over tl:te 
bar~ The eels would struggle out of the water in an attempt to 
cross to the sea. They were vulnerable and easily caught (Cairns., 
1941:69B; Saunders. 1965:38). 




quantities of eels during the closed period of the lakes. 
Estimates varied from ten to thirty tons (Mackay, 1891:28; 
Andrew, W.P.,, 4/3:72/457). Cairns observed a night's catch of 
seventeen sacks of eels at Lake Onoke (Cairns, 1,9411:69B)., Saunders 
estimated that the large hinakis when full would hold the 
equivalent o.f f::iv:e sacks, each,. and that a further four to five 
sacks full. could be gathered each time from the koumu method. 
A good night's catch should yield between forty and s.ixty large 
sacks o.f eels (Saunders, 1965 :37) •. While eels remained a staple 
food, the importance of good catches could no·t be doubted 
(Mackay, 1891:5). 
The eels which were caught could have been confined in 
eel ponds (Swarbrick, 1958:175-176) to await preservat:ii.on when the 
quantity caught was too great to cope with immediately. Saunders 
has described the method of processing the four vari~ties which he 
named. The Hao were part:ially dried, grilled, and then dried 
completely. The Riko was split open, its backbone removed, the 
meat dipped into boiling salt water and then dried •. The Paranui 
was treated in the same way as the Rike. The Kokopu-tuna was s.pli t, 
salted and smoked (Saunders, 1965:38). 
The method of hanging eels to dry upon stages which were 
exposed to the sun and the wind, was a method which was applied 
to the other fish and crayfish caught by the Maoris (Mackay, 1891: 
19). There is no information upon the subtleties of treatment 




more general information written up by Best (Best, 1929). Kemp, 
Matthews and Jury make reference to the drying process only 
(Kemp, 1850:80; Jury in Mackay, 1891.:19;. Matthews, 1957:50) •. 
The processed eels could be stored for as long as 
three years (Mackay, 1891:19). Those eels which were not required 
as food by the fishermen and their families were in demand, for 
it is on record that gifts of eels were sent as far north as the 
Ngati-Porou on East Cape. One witness spoke of the tastier eels 
of Wairarapa being known throughout the North Island (Mackay, 
1891 : 5 ,, 12, 19, 27, 28). The eels were also used as exhhange 
items to gain varieties of food which were otherwise unprocurable 
by some of the eel fishermen. In this way allianaes between the 
coastal and inland hapus ensured an exchange of freshwater foods 
and sea foods (Table?,1o) (Mackay, 1891:,5, 33). 
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Part V: Gift Exchange and Communication Routes 
The Maori Land Court Hearings record transactions· wh:iich 
occurred in traditional times whereby gifts of food, weapons, and 
canoes were. exchanged, perhaps to establish peace, to gain new 
land,, or for gifts in kind. 
One notable tJ?ansaction referred to in an earlier 
chapter, was the exchange between the Rangitane and Ngati-Kahungunu 
tribes. The Rangitane exchanged their land rights in the Wairarapa 
Valley for gifts of weapons and canoes. Not all the Rangitane 
people were involved in the exchange, and descendants of those 
people who chose to remain behind were found in the fores.tad 
hills at the northern end of the valley by the Europeans who 
traversed the area (Colenso, Journal: 3/4/1850; Kemp,, 1850:129). 
The Ngati Kahungunu hapus are said to hav;e coexisted 
peaceably with their neighbours in the Wairarapa district and 
Wellington district until the arrival of the northern musket-armed 
warriors (Tipua Mapunatea Hearing, Minute Book Number 9:308) •. 
Undoubtedly, trade and gift exchange between hapus and tribes 
would serve to maintain and reinforce this stability. It would 
ensure an equitable distribution of scarce c:ommodities. 





re.tained rights to blocks of land which were widely scattered 
throughout the district •. Their seasonal activities reflected 
this (Tipua Mapunatea Hearing, Minute Book Number 9: 436-437) .. 
There remained a variety of commodities which were restricted to 
certain localities, for insitance the Oruhi sandstone (Best, 1923: 
56), and the Pahaoa Valley flint (Hinakura School Pupils, 1948: 
10) ., Some hapus had the right to land where red ochre could be 
f_ound. On the Ngaw.a.kaakupe Block the Ngatihikawera and Ngati-
kahukuranui hapus prepared the ochre and made it available for 
those people who required it •. No payment was required, but no 
d.oubt gifts would be receiv:ed in due course (Minute Book Number 
1-:6:146). A similar, agr.eement may have been characteristic of the 
Spring harvesting of the edible seaweed, Karengo •. It has been 
recorded. that the Wairarapa Maoris travelled to the East Coast 
to collect this delicacy (Bannister, 1940:1'43). 
Food was an important item of exchange. Hapus. who 
possessed fishing rights to inland waters exchanged freshwater 
fish for sea foods obtained by the coastal hapus (Mackay, 1891:33). 
Presents of the eels which were caught by the Wairarapa Maoris. 
were made to less fortunate friends in the district, but gifts 
were also sent further afield, for- example to: Wellington, or to 
the northern hapus as far afield as Napier (Mackay, 1891:: 1'.9). 
Traditional accounts also speak of greens.tone being 









Minute Book Number 10: 69). There is no way of dating the 
antiquity of the trade in greenstone, but confirmation that such 
a trade existed can be found in a variety of sources. Weld during 
his sojourn in the Wairarapa Valley met a Maori chief who carried 
a greenstone weapon a foot in length (Lovat, 1914:51). During his 
expedition to the Whareama Valley Weld encountered women at an 
inland pa who possessed polished greenstone earrings (Weld, 
Journal: November 1844). Greenstone has also been found by 
accident along routes known to the Maoris. For instance a slab 
of nephrite which was recently recorded was found on a route 
between Hawkes Bay and Taupo in the Ahimanawa Ra:nge (Keyes and 
Matheson, 1970:433). It is argued that the distribution of 
greenstone into the interior from the East Coast was facilitated 
by the b].ood t:i.ies between the Ngati Kahungunu and Ngati 'I1uwharetoa .. 
The relationsh:iip between Ngati Kahungunu and the Ngai Tahu of the 
South Island is thought to have facilitated the trade transaction 
at the southern end of the exchange chain (Keyes and Matheson, 
1970 ::4 35). 
Nephrite; was not the only trade item to be obtained from 
the South Island tribes. Doubtless some items may not be known, 
but others have been recorded. Weld noticed that the wife of the 
Chief Te Korou had her hair tied up with 
"loops formed of the transparent filament 
of a leaf brought; on purpose: from the 
southern island O•·• e II 
(Weld, Journal.: November 1844) 
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In 1846, Colenso reconded that the Chief of Te Hawera 
was wearing the plumes of the · Ko,tuku or white heron (Colenso, 
Journal:27/3/1;846). In the light of contemporary sightings of the 
white heron in the Lower Valley, it could be argued that the same 
occurred in the protohistoric period. If this was the case, the 
presence of white heron feathers in the district need not signify 
inter-Island trade in this commodity. 
Shortland recorded a meeting with a party of Maoris 
near Timaru who were transporting ornamented casks containing 
muttcn birds to relatives 1.iving at Banks Peninsula, 
11 • •• •. and from that latter place , in all 
probability, a great number of them would 
be sent to the north side of Cook's Strait. 11 
(Shortland, 1851::223-224) 
Beattie was told by a Maori informant that in exchange 
for the mutton birds and other items, the southern Maoris could 
obtain kumara, taro and hue from the North Island Maoris (Beattie, 
1920:67) •. 
To this list Coutts adds; items such as karaka berries 
and barracouta ( Gout ts, 1969b: 509) •. Shortland further noted that 
kauru (food made from cabbage tree roots), ti.ti (or muttonbird) 
pounamu (or greenstone), the feathers of the Kotuku (or white 
heron), and a strong scented oil obtainee from the branches of the 









Maoris to those living around Cook Strait, and to the Ngati 
Kahungunu of the North Island. In exchange they received preserved 
kumera, mats, and canoes (Shortland, 1844 :.125). The Wairarapa 
Valley had large stands of Podocarpus totara, a species which 
was eminently suited to canoe construction, so it is not 
improbable that canoes built by the Wairarapa Maoris found their 
way south., 
The introduction of European foods and trade goods 
caused a decline in certain types of trade. The use of European 
weapons and tools would reduce the need for greenstone for 
functional purposes. The trade for items of attire would presumably 
also decline as European clothes became popular. Food however 
retained its importance. The composition of gifts often reflected 
the merging of Maori and European foodstuffs, but the customs of 
exchange persisted. Food exchange could remain basically a simple 
transaction involving only a few items and a small group of people, 
or it could expand into a transaction which involved many people. 
In later years Ronaldson, the resident minister of the valley, 
was antagonistic towards this latter type because he felt it 
involved needless extravagance. 
Te Wereta, for instance, who was the chief of Wharaurangi, 
wished to sample some of the peaches from trees which had been 
planted at Ngaipu. He was sent four bags of peaches. In exchange 
for the peaches he sent a present af fish. This food was pass~d 








cow and some freshwater fish. In the meantime a further present 
had been made to Te Wereta. This included some birds caught in 
the Wainuioru Valley, a wild cow and some wild pigs. The 
culminating point of this particular series of food exchanges 
was a feast in which many of the Wairarapa hapus had a share 
(Ngawakaakupe Hearing, Minute Book Number 16:150; Minute Book 
Number 17: 126-127). 
This feast is an example of the involvement of hapus 
in the system known as kaihaukai. There is an example of European 
clothing b~ing substituted for food during one stage of another 
chain of exchange. The clothing had been given in return for a 
present of eels, and the people who received the clothing 
established a further link by returning a further gift of eels 
(Tipua Mapunatea Hearing, Minute Book Number 9:440, 478). 
A more unusual type of gift which would involve a 
realignment of old alliances could be found when gifts of land 
were made. A witness in the hearing on the Wairarapa Lakes gave 
evidence of a gift made to Te Hamaiwaho by the Chief Te Kai-o-te-
Kokopu when the daughter of the latter chief was married to the 
son of the former. Te Hamaiwaho was presented with a right to 
land at the mouth of Lake Onoke. The repercussions of a gift 
such as this extend beyond the recipient of the gift. In this 
case Te Hamaiwaho 1 s new right enabled hapus living in the Upper 
Valley to gain access to the eel fishing at Okorewa through the 





Tp:e. process of gift exchange has been shown to involve 
people and hapus dispersed over a wide area. The flow of edible 
items would reach peaks during and immediately following the 
harvesting of the food to be used for exchange. Perishable foods 
were exploited by the hapus living in close proximity to these 
resources. The preservation o,f karaka berries, eels, mutton 
birds, and sea fish eliminated the problem of distance and allowed 
the extension of links to, distant hapus. Some of these links would 
have been extremely tenuous for people occupying distant parts of 
the chain,. but the system would ensure that the hapus: living 
within ascribed areas would be in close contact with those people 
living in the localities around it. Sucb. linkages were presumably 
utilised to spread new items of interest .. At a meeting in 1823 
between Captain John Kent and a group of two hundred Maoris, Kent 
was t-0ld that the Maoris dressed sufficient flax for their own 
needs:, but that extra could be prepared for trade., He was told·· 
by a Lt;l;s:ear travelling with the group 
"that now they saw a vessel come for it, he 
had no doubt but a great quantity could be 
procured, in a few months, as this party 
of natives would inform the other tribes, 
along the coast, as far as Cooks straits 
(Kent, 1823:20/7/1823) 
.. •· " 
This method of communication did not always result in the accurate 
transmission of information. The distortions whieh occurred c:ould 
spread alarm among the people on the outer limits of.the communication 
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chain. The confusion which reigned in the Wairarapa Valley upon 
the reception of the news that raiders from Waikato were on the 
move is an example of distorted news transmission (Vide Chapter 4; 
Part II). 
Details of the routes along which this chain operated 
are not known for the Wairarapa .. Information is available about 
some of' the tracks used by the Maoris before the arrival o.f settlers, 
and these would probably play a major· role in the pre-European 
settlement period .. Some of the tracks were in use during the 
period when the Europeans explored the Wairarapa Valley and its 
surrounds, while others have been inferred from information 
received. Pe.ople with an intimate knowledge of the area have been 
able to re.construct the probable routes of many of the trans-Tararua 
routes, but little has been written about the tracks between the 
Wairarapa Valley and the East Coast .. In some instances the remains 
of a track (Adkin, 1948:.8), or the discovery of an artefact 
(Adkin, 1948:7; Barton, 1959-1960) have provided a clue to assist 
in the reconstruction of the network of Maori tracks. 
In mountainous or hilly country,, the tracks as a rule 
followed the line of the ridges and spurs;, and were marked by 
broken twigs, or broken branches of scrub (Brees, 1847:11; Colenso, 
1884:16)., Other signs were also used to indicate routes (Colenso, 
Journal:. 10/11/1847), although the tracks themsel.ves c;ould be 








Swainson both commented upon the faint traces of the track which 
was to become the main European route up the Wairarapa Valley 
from Lake Onoke (Lovat, 1914:23; Bidwzhll and Woodhouse, 1927:55-56). 
A Maori informant remarked that this tra.ck had been used so 
frequently by Maoris travellers that it was like a European road. 
He told Wills that the track was named Te Matatu (Wills, N.Z.Co., 
110/1:30/6/1844). Te Matatu track followed along the eastern side 
of the Ruamahanga River, avoiding the heavily bushed areas, and 
crossing the river at the Parakawiti ford, near the site of 
Hurunuiorangi. The track continued north over the Opaki Plain 
until it reached a plantation ground of Te Kaikokirikiri at Te 
Ruataniwha. Here it forked, one branch follDwing the valley in 
which the present day Kaiparoro Road is situated, while the other 
followed the route of the present road to Pahiatua (Roll Plan, 
710/10542). This part of the district was not mapped until 1855, 
although the existence of the tracks had been known long before 
that, and Kettle himself had travelled to the Upper Valley by way 
of the Manawatu Gorge, the Mangatainoka River Valley, and 
eventually, following Maori instructions, reached the Ruamahanga 
River and the Wairarapa Valley (Kettle, 1843:215-216). 
These tracks connected with others to the north, linking 
the Valley with the interior and the East Coast. The existence of 
an inland track to Hawkes Bay was at first doubted (Meredith, 
Autobiography:25; Weld, Journal:23/3/1845), but the route was 




Wellington (Smith, 1850:28). Smith himself travelled along it 
for a few miles, before branching off on to an old Rangitane 
war track which travelled westward. At this time the track to 
Ahuriri was seldom used, and the war track also was difficult 
to trace (Smith, 1853:7-8). To the south, there were tracks which 
crossed the mountains to the West Coast •. The trans-Tararua tracks 
have been listed in Table 13. 
To the south of'the Tararua Range, other tracks linked 
the Wairarapa and Hutt Valleys. Dieffenbach encountered two of 
these tracks, one which travelled eastward, and another to the 
westward (Dieffenbach, 1841b:52; 1843, 1:85). There were three 
routes known to early surveyors who wished to cross the Rimutaka 
Range into the Wairarapa. The most frequently used track followed 
the Pa.kuratahi River, the Rimutaka Stream, and Abbots Stream into 
the Valley and was selected as the route for the road into the 
Wairarapa (Barton, 1959-1,960)., 
Kettle attempted to follow a track up Abbots Stream, or 
as he called it, Otauira Stream,. but could not find a suitable 
crossing. He had to retrace his steps, and cross the Rimutaka 
Range by a route imperfectly remembered by his Maori guide, which 
took him by way of Cross Creek, to the summit, and into the 
Pakuratahi Valley which was followed to its Junction with the 
Hutt River (Barton, 1959-1960). 
The third track was one which Tiffen explored. This track 





followed the course of theWedorongomai River to the Oreor~ River. 
This branch of the.Wa::iiorongomai was followed to its source; a crossing 
was made to the Orongorongo River, which was also followed .to its 
source where a further crossing was made into the valley of the 
Wainuiomata River. This was foll.owed down to Lowry Bay (Barton, 
1959-1960). 
Until the road was completed, the most favoured route was 
by land, a.round Pencarrow Head, Baring Head, and Cape Turakirae 
into Palliser Bay. The only real impediment to be found on this 
route was situated at Mukamuka, near the Mukamuka fishing village •. 
Here a series. of rocks extended into the sea, and a safe passage 
was only possible at l.ow tide. They were described in detail by 
Charles Clifford (N.Z •. Co •. , 3/4::311-312). Although canoes were 
kept at the fishing villages (Weld, Journal:27/2/1845, 7/6/1845), 
they do not seem to have been a popular mode of transport between 
Wellington and Wairarapa. Canoes were used to sher.ten the trip from 
Petone to Pencarrow Head,; but the dangers to be encountered from 
rough seas did not make long dis.tance travel by canoe a regular 
feature of this route. The land track also had its dangers in 
rough weather, but despite high tides, and falling soil and stones, 
(Taylor, 1966:263-264; Stokes, 1842:184), the delay was minimal. 
This route continued on, around the shores of Palliser 
Bay and up the East Coast. Coastal surveys have revealed sites 






after the return of the hapus from Nukutaurua. These villages 
seem to have been frequently abandoned as their inhabitants had 
to move about in search of food in response to the seasonal 
fluctuations. Some of the food shortages along the coast were 
documented by Solenso during his visits to the coast and can be 
found in his journals. The inland tracks along this section of 
the Wairarapa may be traced from Land Court Records, but as yet 
this has not been done. Smith recorded tracks which left the East 
Coast at Te Awaitlb, at Awhea, at Whawanui, and Motuwaireka (Smith, 
1856:9, 15, 17) .. The earliest of the inland tracks to be used 
regularly by European travellers was that along the Whareama 
River Valley. This route was a day shorter than the coastal route 
(Meredith, 1898:61)., Thomas and Harrison used another track which 
followed the Huangarua River, for a short distance before it 
crossed overland to the Pahaoa River. The track continued down the 
Pahaoa Valley to the sea (Thomas and Harrison, 1845:282). 
The importance of overland travel is reflected in the 
multiplicity of tracks leading from the Wairarapa Valley. Canoes 
w.ere used for ferrying travell.ers across rivers al.ong the East 
Coas.t, and across Lake Onoke. These. canoes were not always adequate 
for their purpose, as Col.enso found out uptin occasion (Colenso, 
Journal: 2/4/1849; 17/4/1852). Sketches of Wairarapa Valley rivers 
often include at least one canoe; in Weld's description of his 












"••• a great many canoes moored among the 
bushes or moving over the surface of the 
River added not a little to the scene. 11 
(Weld, Journal: 10/1/1:845) 
Tiffen was told that the Ruamahanga River was navigable for a 
distance of twenty miles above its entry into Lake Wairarapa 
(Tiffen, 1844t514). The account of the ~ttack on Te Tarata refers 
to the use of. canoes and mokihis (Smith, 1910:451) upon the lakes, 
but few records remain to indicate how intensively either form 
of craft w.ere used. The location of so many sites near rivers 
seems to indicate that as a quick method of travel down-river 
the canoe would have had precedence over land routes, especially 
in the period before horses and whaleboats. became a common sight 
in the. Valley. 
~ 
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Part VI. Population Figures and Changing Patterns of Maori Settlement 
There was no agreement about the density of population 
in the Cook Strait region during the first ten years of settlement 
after 1840 (Brees, 1847:25; Grimstone, 1847:43; Earp, 1848:22-23). 
Likewise, the estimates for the Wairarapa Valley are unreliable 
during the decade following the return of the hapus from Nukutaurua. 
The report which Halswell compiled in 1841. s.et the total population 
of the Wairarapa Valley at 900 persons (Halswell, 1842:112). 
Hadfield had reason to believe that 600 people had returned from 
Nukutaurua shortly before his visit there in 1842 (Hadfield, 
Letter to C.M.S.: 1/10/1842). A traveller by the name of Frederick 
Hunt claimed to have visited the Wairarapa Valley in 1844. His 
visit may have been earlier than this, aepending upon how quickly 
the wreck of the 11David11 broke up upon the shore. Hunt speaks of 
passing this wrecked ship, so his visit could not have been earlier 
than January 1842. (Exce.rpt N.Z.Journal.,1 1842: 27) •. Hunt found 200 
people in one settl.ement alone ... This settlement was in the process 
of being fortified,. but there is no way of knowing whether it was 
near the lakes, or further along the coast at Te Kopi (Amery, 1866: 
44~45) •. 
The Wellington settlers believed that the Valley was a 





































"••• about 200 natives, cultivating a few 
potato gardens towards. the sea. 11 
(Excerpt, N.Z.Journal, 1845:31) 
This belief was no doubt generated by the Wellington Maoris who 
were interested in leasing out the land in the Wairarapa Valley 
(Deans.,. letter 30/10/1840:.2; Tayl.or, 1966:269, 271). 
Swainson re.collected that at the time he herded Bidwill' s 
flock up the Valley there. w.ere no settlements further north than 
Turanganui ( Bidwill. and Woodhouse,, 1927: 51). 
The Well.ington settlers firmiy believed that there were 
a ne.gligibl.e number of Maoris with land rights to the Valley,, and 
the number of Maoris encountered by Stokes, Kettle and :b'ox during 
their· visits to. the Valley did: not contra.diet this, belief. 
From figures collected in the latter part of 1845 
Grimstone estimated that the Maori population in Wairarapa 
numbered 250 persons (Grimstone, 1847:43)., The next attempt to 
estimate the Maori population in the Wairarapa was made by Bell 
in early 1'847. He reported that he found it difficult to do so 
because 
"The whole district is so open and accessibl.e 
that the natives: are not confined to 
particular places, but mov:e about from one 
to another at pleasure so that we could 
not arrive at the number really inhabiting 
each pah. 11 
(Bell, N.z.co.3/7:132-133) 
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He had little success in obtaining Maori and European opinions 
on the matter. The estimates varied not only from one Maori 
village to the next, but also from one European settler to the 
next. One chief was confident that the Maori men alone numbered 
800. A more conservative estimate had been proffered by Smith 
1 
who felt that a total of 300, including women and children, was 
reaJ.istic •. Bell and Clarke concluded that the population could 
not be much greater than 400, and that of this number some 260 
would be males, and the remainder would represent the women and 
children (Bell, N.z .. co. 3/7:133) •. 
The next official to take a census was Kemp. He. 
collected data over a period of five weeks in the latter part of 
December 18L~8, and January 1849. Of the 604 persons included in 
his total, 287 were males, 193 were females, and 124 were children •. 
All these people were said to be Christian converts and under 
religious instruction. The majority were listed as Protestants 
(Kemp, New Munster 49/1;86:: letter <ilf 23/2/1849; N.Z.,Co., 1,31/4. 
22/49, Encl. 4). Colenso records his encounters with non-Christian 
Maoris, some of whom lived in the villages which Kemp had visited. 
Ngairo, the chief of Huangarua,: was one person who vacillate:d 
over accepting Christianity. His disaffe.ction attracted others of 
similar outlook (Colenso ,, Jou:rinal: 24/4/1851:; 30/3/1852) •. 
Kemp re~orted that he had visited every Maori settlement 
situated upon the land for which he had been charge.d to negotiate 
·t: 
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on behalf_ of the Government. From the pres.entation of his data, 
it would appear that, at the time of his visit to the Valley, the 
total population was confined to ten villages, one of which, 
Kaupekahinga, was known to be a subsidiary village. Waihinga and 
Kaupekahinga were plantations belonging to the settlements at 
Otaraia and Huangarua (Kemp, 1850:80). 
During 1850 Kemp travelled from north to south through 
the Valley. Upon this occasion he recorded the populat:iion of seven 
settlements, including as one settlement, the. plantation grounds 
at Waihinga andKaupekahinga. The total population was 563,289 
of which w.ere males, 174 were females,, and 100 were children 
(Kemp, 1850: 80, 87). 
A partial explanation of the difference between the totals 
for 1849 and 1850 is to be found by studying the death rate of the 
Maoris.,, Colenso calculated that approximately 1/13th of the 
population living in the villages south of Castlepoint along the 
coast and in the Wairarapa Valley had died in the ten months 
preceding 20th March 1850. As there were 56 deaths,, this makes. 
his estimation of the total populati'on at May 1:849 in the vicinity 
of 728. This is 52 short of Kemp's total for the same district 
in February 1849 (Kemp, N.Z •. Co •. 131/4, 22/49: Encl. 4; Colenso, 
Journal 1850: Appendix A). 
Of the 46 deaths recorded for the Valley villages, 
3 adults and 3 children were designated as heathens~ 5 of the 10 
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coastal deaths were also those of heathens. By 1852 deaths among 
the heathens were still a great deal lower than those of their 
Church attending neighbours ( Table 14) ,, although it must be said 
that the ratio of deaths can not be given because the information 
on the totals. for each group is inconclusive •. Some areas had a 
higher ci.eath rate, than others, e.g., Te Hawera. Colenso first 
visited this village in 1846. In 1848 the Chief, Te Hiaro 
11 ••• reaffirmed his: determination to cleave 
to the Truth notwithstanding that the 
several who have die.d of his 1i t tle party 
(fine healthy persons too) since he embraced 
it. 11 
(Colenso, Journal:6/4/1848) 
14 of the 22 peopl.e whose names had been entered for baptism in 
1846 had died by May 1851. Approximately thre.e-fifths of the total 
of residents alive in 1:846 had died by 1851,, leaving a residue of 
23 people. Only four of the 23 were children, and some of the adults 
were old and weak (Colenso, Journal:15/5/1851) •. The high death rate 
for Te Hawera seems to have been due in part to its unhealthy 
locat:iion (Colenso, Journal: 3/4/11850; 14/5/1851). The pattern of 
deaths as a resul!.t of illness-es contracted by the occupants of 
Te Hawera (Colenso, Journal: 25/9/1846; 21/11/1848; 17/3/1849; 
20/3/1849) was duplicated thrroughout the remainder of,the 
Wairarapa Valley (for instance, Colenso, Jo.urnal: 17/4/1849; 
22/4/1851; 3/5/1851; 31/3/1':852) •. With proper medical. care and 
attention some of these deaths may well have been averted. As a 
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rule, a sick person was housed separately~ often under a nominal 
shelter (Colenso, Journal: 23/11/1848; 10/4/1851; 2/5/18511). The 
mental outlook of the Christian Maoris was oriented towards the 
spiritual riches which were promised. This seemed to result in a 
lethargic outlook in their daily life. At Te Hawera, the Chief's 
oration of welcome to Colenso on 19 March 1B49 included ihe 
information that 
II -~·. nothing but Sin and Death had been 
their theme of conversation and contemplation 
since they had professed the Faith; but that 
notwithstanding he should ever cleave to the 
Truth." 
(Colenso, Journal: 1,9/3/1849) 
Colenso himself could offer very little practical help to his 
ill parishioners. The greater number of deaths among the Christian 
Maoris became obvious to this group, for Colenso recorded of the 
Maoris at Kaikokirikiri 
11I found also that a large number of the 
Natives of this village and its neighbourhood 
had left off attending Divine Service and 
Schools, among whom were no less than 14 
Baptised Natives! The reason assigned by 
them for their so doing is, the great number 
of deaths, which the devil has taught them 
to believe is caused by the Faith!!!" 
(Colenso, Journal:7/5/1851) 
Another explanation for the differences between the 









of the Maoris during these years. Seasonal mobility was a 
traditional part of life. The cessation of warfare made it 
possible for Maoris to travel in safety. Thomas and Harrison 
recorded that they met up with a large gathering of Valley Maoris 
who were welcoming some friends from Otago (Thomas and Harrison, 
3/5/1845) .. Charles Clifford met up with three Maoris from a 
village located upon a track leading to the East Coast., They were 
laden with potatoes and other food, so may have been returning 
from plantation and hunting grounds, or, may have been the bearers 
of gifts for friends (Clifford, N.Z.Co •. 3/4:316). Weld's journal 
entries record the constant movement of Maoris up and down the 
Valley~ Not all of these travellers were resident in the Valley~ 
and the reasons behind their visits. were as numerous as the 
travellers themselves. Disagreements arose out of sales and 
leasing of land. Insults, arguments and accusations of sorcery 
led. to movement of small and large groups. The extent of movement 
varied. Inter village relationships were at times strained (Weld, 
Journal:. 3/6/1845), but when a threat origiimte-d beyond the 
Valley the people would congregate together to meet it with a. 
united front (Weld, Jour:nal:.6/3/1845)., Some journeys were made for· 
philanthropic reasons .. , Colenso met a group of Ngatiraukawa who 
travelled to the Wairarapa to return a slave to his parents who 
were among the baptise.d people living at Te Kaikokirikiri ( Colenso, 
Journal :.18/4/1848). 
Land sales to the Government caused dissension and the 
l,' 
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Wairarapa people divided into groups wh.o were. either in favour of, 
or against, the sale of land. The Government was suspected of 
using census information to strengthen its hand in land negotiations. 
The Maoris living in the neighbourhood of Port Nicholson did not 
object in any marked way to the census details: which Kemp collected, 
but those Maoris who lived in remote areas, or upon blocks of land 
which had not been proffered to the Government for sale, were 
loathe to give him any information. Kemp felt that any doubts about 
the census figure.s could be set at rest if the missionaries could 
be persuaded to prepare returns from the details which they entered 
in their Parish registers (Kemp, 1850:81). In districts where the 
missionaries were resident it is probable that intensive contact 
with Maori neighbours would all.ow accurate returns to be made. It 
is unlikely that strict accuracy could be maintained in other 
districts, such as the Wairarapa Valley, which received periodic 
visits~ Colenso included many villages in his route, but he was 
dependent, to a certain extent, upon the enthusiasm of his 
parishioners, and the curiosity of the heathen. At each halting 
place upon his route he would meet not only the occupants of that 
particular village, but also those Maoris who were prepared to 
travel from outlying areas not incJ.:.uded in the route. 
Some idea of the varying numbers encountered in the 
villages of the Wairarapa Valley may be gained by reference to 
Tables 15 and 16. There are figures available for 14 settlements, 
but as two of these, Matiti and Taununu, were visited by Kemp only, 
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and as no further details are known for them, they have been 
disregarded for purposes of discussion. 
No estimate of the population of the settlements of 
Okorewa, Upokokirikiri, Whakatomotomo, and Te Ruataniwha has been 
made. The latter seems to have been mainly occupied by one man, 
his wife, and famil.y, although it is possible that Maoris from Te 
Kaikokirikiri resided nearby when convenient (Colenso, Journal.: 
7/4/184.7; 12/4/1848; 12/5/1851; Kemp, 1850:;80). 
Where population totals have been given by both Colenso 
and Kemp ( Tauanui ,, Oteraia, Huangarua, Te, Kaikokirikiri, and Te. 
Hawera), there is practically no agreement. Te Hawera in the 
northern hills,. was an exception. Due to its isolated position 
its population remained stable, although the totals were reduced 
each year by the death rate. Church attendances varied in this 
village. The larger totals reflect periods when Colenso's party 
swelle.d the village population, for instance, only 20/54 belonged 
to the village at the time of the visit on 5/4/1848 (Colenso, 
Journal:5/4/1848). 
Tauanui was a village which Kemp described as being almost 
deserted in 1850, and it is shown as deserted on the RolJ.. Plans 
dated to 1855. The 32 Maoris who were resident there in 
1849 were half the number to be found there in 1846. Kemp indicated 
that people. from this village would probably shift to Hurinuiorangi. 
There is no way of determining how rapid this move was, for in 1848 
-----------·----
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a congregation of 60 had met Colenso. 
Oteraia, Huangarua, and Te Kaikokirikiri all. reflect the 
movement of people about the valley to attend Col.ens.a' s services 
and meetings. Many chose to travel along with him from one 
settlement to another. On one occasion he left Huangarua with 50 
in his party, and upon another occasion he arrived at Huangarua 
accompanie.d by :$0 people from the Upper Valley (Colenso, Journal: 
5/11/1845; 13/4/1847). 
Te. Kopi and Te Kaikokirikiri were two important centres. 
The populatio.n of Te Kopi, however,. graduall.y diminished although 
the numbers o.f people attending services remained fairly steady 
between 1845 and 1848 •. It is difficult to decide whether the 
population of Te Kopi was as. large as the figuresindicate, for many 
of the people who were waiting at the time of arrival of the 
missionary party were probably from villages in the neighbourhood 
(for instanc:e: Colenso, Journal: 17/3/1846; 13/11/1848; 19/4/1847). 
The increase in numbers revealed by the congregational totals 
reflect the arrival of latecomers. Some of these may have been busy 
on plantations nearby, or others may have travelled considerable 
distances. Thus there were 135 Communicants at one service, but 
this. figure included Colenso's party and the Maoris who accompanied 
the Reverend Cole from Wellington, as well as some Maoris from the 
head of the Vall.ey (Colenso, Journal:18/4/1847). The Reverend 




"Most of the natives we had at the Kopi I 
found had to return up the valley but the 
population is very scanty." 
(Williams, Journal, Vol.4:897) 
He had had only 40 candidates for baptism, and 79 Communicants 
at his previous day's service., In 1849 Colenso wrote 
"the people assembled were fewer than I had 
ever before met on a similar occasion." 
(Colenso, Journal:30/3/1849) 
By 1851, at the time of Colenso's next visit, Te Kopi had been 
finally abandoned, and there was no-one to meet him, apart from 
the teacher from Turanganui. 
Turanganui,, situated as it was near the crossroads for 
travell.ers moving up the valley or along the coast to the boat 
station at Te Kepi, shows an increase in numbers, and in 
importance. Kemp used this village as a centre for his land 
negotiations with the people living in the neighbourhood (Kemp, 
Journal: 1/1/1849, 2/1/1849). However, in time, this settlement 
was also abandoned. The resident minister, the Reverend Ro:p.aldson, 
included Turanganui in his rounds. The northward movement which is 
apparent in the abandonment of Te Kopi, Tauanui, and Upokokirikiri, 
applied to ~uranganui by 1856. On 24/5/1856 Ro:naldson heard that 
there were only four people occupying the pa. The remainder were 
living at Waitapu, although they were prepare.d to return to 
Turanganuii if he was to hold a service there. His congregation of 
-·----·-------------
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30 people at the service on the following day contrasts with 
figures recorded for similar occasions· in previous years. The 
pattern of a change in residence, and of return to the deserted 
village merely for religious purposes is a recurrent theme., Thus 
Oteraia, abandoned as a residence, was prepared as a halting place 
for Colenso's party on 31/3/1852, and as discussed previously, Te 
Kopi residents were hosts to large numbers of visi tor·s at the 
time of Colenso's visits. 
There was a fluctuatign in population and totals at Te 
Kaikokirikiri. In May 1851 Colenso spent a few extra days at 
Kaikokirikiri. Those Maoris who had accompanied him from Turanganui, 
Hurunuiorangi, and other villages. returned home on the 6th May. By 
the 10th there w.ere not "many Natives remaining in the village. 11 
(Colenso, Journal: 10/5/1851).,, Doubtless, some of the people who 
had houses in this village were als0 absent, perhaps in their 
plantations .• This was a pattern Q)f daily life whic;h drew a comment 
from Colenso at the time when the settlement was visibl.y growing 
larger (Colenso,, Journal: 19/9/1846). 
Kemp observed that the figures which he had recorded gave 
a close approximation to the true figures, despite the difficulties 
caused by the movement of the Maori people between their settlements 
and their plantations (Kemp, 1850:81). A further factor was to 
complicate. the situation. During his journeys in 1849 Colenso 
observed that the Maoris were becoming increasingly scattered 
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(Colenso, Journal: 31/12/1849). This was a situation which had 
occurred many years before as the Maoris fled before the muskets 
of northern raiders (Kemp, 1850:79). A threat also existed in 
1849 and partly contributed to the dispersal of the people. Unlike 
the previous threat, the current one was caused by the arrival of 
the Europeans wishing to lease land. The threat of fraudulent 
leases induced peo,ple to live on their land rather than in villages. 
Colenso had encountered a party of Maoris at Huangarua on 26 May 
1848 who were intending t~ lease land, which belonged to Te Korou 
and the pee pJ.e of Te Kaikokirikiri to one of the local settlers 
(Colenso, Journal: 26/5/1:848; 30/5/1848). 
Another reason for the dispersion was the desire to sell 
produce. To do this they were prepared to 
''•• .. sow and plant fruitful spots far away in 
the forests at a distance from their villages 
in order to have a larger quantity of produce 
for sale." 
(Colenso, Journal: 31/12/1849) 
Colenso also spoke of the number of Maoris who were leaving their 
settlements in order to work for Europeans. The new road over the 
Rimutaka Range attracted many :Maoris seeking employment, to the 
detriment of their health (Colenso, Journal:17/4/1849). While at 
Huangarua in 1850, Kemp observed that the people cultivated their 
land "in small patches,, but principally near the settlers to ensure 





11Pa is now nearly a wreck,:, and since the 
peace with Te Hapuku, they feel more 
security in living in the plantation grounds 
which are within a short distance of the Pa. 11 
(Kemp,: 1850:8:0) 
11 obli.ged _t_o reject some communicants in 
consequence of their apparent ignorance •. I 
say apparent; for certain I am, that some 
of them are more ignorant than they were 
2-4 years ago, when they were Baptised; 
owing in great measure, to their straggling 
mode of li v.ing, apart from each other :iin 
their isolated plantations. 11 
(Colenso, Journal: 27/3/1852) 
Colenso was induced to comment further when he passed solitary 
people residing upon the coast: 
11 In this scattered manner do many of the 
Natives of this district now dwell, and I 
believe the number ···M· to be on the increase. 
Some of them do so in orde;r- to spend their 
remaining days on the land of their ancestors; 
others to prevent their lands from being 
alienated thr·ough the fraudulent dealings of 
many of the Chiefs,, and of the stronger party 
their own young men and near relationso-
Doubtless they do themselves great spiritual 
injury in so dwelling far away from all public 
ordinances of grace; still there cannot be a 
greater proof (especially to an old New Zealander) 
' ' 
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o.f the blessed change which has come upon 
even the desolate and wildest parts of this 
Land of hatred and blood, than their present 
scattered living, as far from hel.p as from 
fear. What a striking contrast a few years 
have contrived to maket 11 
(Colenso, Journal:15/4/1852) 
Yet pockets of settlement remained on. Although Ronaldson was 
later to complain that he found it difficult to visit all his 
Maori parishiioners, he also remarked that wherever the European 
settlers resided he would find Maoris living nearby (Ronaldson, 
Letters: 16/11/1856) •. The pattern of dispersion remained however 
(Appendix 2), as did the mobility of the Maoris, despite the 
sale of their lands and tribal hunting grounds. European.culture 






Upon a New Zealand-wide scale the intervening years between 
1769 and 1840 were remarkable for the contact, confrontation, inter-
action and co-operation between Maoris and Europeans. This period of 
impact of an alien people and culture upon the Maoris and their 
culture has been described in various ways. (Owens, 1968:21), but 
the credit for the most useful and least culturally 'loaded' 
adjective rests with'protohistoric'. With its flexible chronological 
connotations it is of particular use to the prehistorian who wishes 
to compile culture histories of specific areas. It provides a 
useful framework for the analysis of the culture history and 
culture change of such disparate areas as the Bay of Islands and 
the Ureweras., 1 Having assembled data on the local history of each 
area, it should then be possible to compare, for instance, the 
processes of culture change within the protohistoric period between 
areas, irrespective of absolute chronology. 
It has been argued that ethnohistory is the medium by which 
archaeology and ethnography are linked to give as wide a timespan as 
1 In these extreme eases there would be almos.t no overlap 
chronologically if a rigid definition of the protohistoric 
(i.e. 1769-1840) were imposed, for by the time the Bay of 
Islands enters the historic period,. the Ureweras is barely 
out of the prehistoric. 
.! 
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possible to the overall. study of culture history. The Wairarapa 
district was chosen to expl.ore the potential of the ethnohistorical 
approach. The limitations of the doc.umentary evidence for this 
area resulted in emphasis being placed upon historiography rather 
than ethnography in the interpretation of the information. Despite 
these limitations the study has produced some interesting conclusions. 
One of these concerns the nature of culture contact. 
It may be argued that no New Zealand-wide generalisations 
about contact adequately or accurately reflect the situation in a 
particular area. The protohistoric period within the Wairarapa 
Valley is unique to that area and its contact situations were not 
dupl.icated elsewhere. Exploratory expeditions encountered members of 
the Ngati Kahungunu tribe at points along the East Coast, but 
contact with the southern members of that tribe was confined to the 
occasional fishing party. The possibility of direct contact with 
Europeans did not occur until the 1820 1s. but by this time the 
internecine warfare of these years had resulted in a change of 
occupancy within the Wairarapa Valley •. There is a possibility that 
D'Urvill.e's Maori passengers were members of the southern Ngati 
Kahungunu. If this was so,. it is obvious by their actions that the 
southern hapus had communicated with Maoris who had been in contact 
with Europe_ans •. The virtual abandonment of the Well.ington and 
Wairarapa district by the Ngati Kahungunu and their allies allowed 
the Taranaki tribes uncontested rights to trade with the Europeans 
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arriving in the vicinity of Cook Strait and Kapiti Island., The 
Wairarapa Ngati Kahungunu were not, in fact, deprived of contact 
with Europeans for they enc:ountered whalers,, traders and missionaries 
during their sojourn in the Hawkes Bay region. They also met other 
Maoris who had been in close contact with Europeans, but there is 
no indication of the type of information whicrh was transmitted by 
the latter group of Maoris.- There is also a. certain amount of 
traditional e,vidence for the transmission of news along the routes 
of trade- and gift, exchange during the protohistoric period. 
Undoubtedly news of the Europeans or of their material culture 
would be inc:Iuded., 
The Ngati Kahungunu who returned to the Wairarapa district 
were therefore well aware of the advantages accruing from contact 
with Europeans although the district itself had not been visited 
by Europeans. Certain items such as pigs, potatoes, iron pots and 
firearms had already been incorporated into their life, while their 
contact with the East Coast missionaries provided an opening for the 
establishment of communications with Europeans at Port Nicholson •. 
Does this contact assist in the definition of chronological 
boundary markers?. According to Wedel's definition (Wedel, 1936:24), 
the prehistoric-historic boundary for the Wairarapa is not reached 
until after 1840 when Europeans recorded their visits to Maori 
villages~ The need for a definition based on criteria other than 
contact is self-evident in view of the changes caused through 
contact (either direct or indirect) with Europeans outside the 





Wairarapa Valley. Unless a more appropriate term can be substituted 
in the light of future knowledge, it seems that the 'Protohistoric·' 
period will retain its importance. Wedel has equated 'prehistoric' 
with 'precontact' and 'historic' with 'contact' (Wedel, 1940:297). 
A similar usage has been adopted in New Zealand. 1 This terminology 
may be beneficially used during discussion about an archaeological 
assemblage. to denote the specific point in tiime in which European-
Maori contact becomes evident, but when it is used in areal 
syntheses it is open toi .the criticisms which Groube has discussed 
in relation to the prehistoric-historic: boundary (Groube, 1964: 
1-22). One of these concerns·the uneven rate of contact between 
Maoris and Europeans and this constitutes the chief problem in 
using We,del' s termihology in New Zealand. The use of I contact' pre-
supposes a continuous contact s:i tuation following the intial 
meeting, and makes no allowances for circumstances such as those 
outlined for the Wairarapa w.here cultural c.hanges preceded 
prol.ongerl. contact with Europeans. 
A problem whieh is insoluble at present is the formulation 
of a descriptive term to denota the extension of certain types of 
changes thought to characterise the protohistoric period, into the 
historic·period. Some of the changes which occurred in the Wairarapa 
Valley after 1840 have been indicated (for instance, the adoption of 
1 For instance,. see Coutts., 1:969(b). 
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European foods other than the pig and potato), but others are 
beyond the scope of this thesis because they should be studied in 
relation to the values and moral code of the European explorers, 
travellers;, missionaries and settlers who recorded them. Many of 
these changes were far reaching in their effects and influenced the 
social, cultural, moral and pol.itical spheres of Maori life! The 
barter system, for instance, which was common in the early days 
of settlement (Matthews, 1957 :.25-26) can be regarded as a natural 
off.shoot of the traditional kaihaukai.. The traditional pat terns 
ass.ociatetl with this were modified when the European monetary 
system was introduced into the Valley. Since the rent money, when 
it was di v.ided among the many Maori landowners, was not very much 
per capita, the desire for more money grew and this, together with 
some of the ways in whic:h money was used, caused many disruptions 
in Maori life. 
A qµestion which is of concern to the New Zealand 
prehis.torian is:. !tow close was the protohistoric pattern of culture 
to the prehistoric? It is very difficult to decide whether changes 
recorded during the late protohistoric period, such as the dispersal 
of small groups over the land, were in fact innovations or merely 
the repetition of traditional ways of life which had been 
disrupte.d by the warfare of the 1820' s and 18 30 1 s. It is by no 
means certain that the first Europeans who described the Wairarapa 
1 See for instance: Colenso, Journal:15/3/1847, 12/11/1847, 31/12/1848, 
17/4/1849; Ronaldson, Letters, 1:6/11/1:856, 29/1/1857. 
"! 
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Maoris after 1840 were describing a protohistoric pattern in 
which the prehistoric 'baseline culture• 1 was strongly present. 
Colenso wrote: 
11Nothing is more surprising to me among the 
many and great changes which have been 
affected in this country during the last 
40-45 years,, than this, -- of common fearless 
communication between the Maori pahs· (villages) 
and tribes, which intercourse formerly did not 
exist, - not even between what are now 
considered (even by the natives themselves) 
as neighbouring villages. 11 
(Colenso,. 1884:38) 
This situation does not assist the prehistorian who may hope to 
obtain evidence of prehistoric settlement patterns in protohistoric 
accounts •. In the Wairarapa, it is clear that great caution is needed; 
the recorded settlement pattern of the 1840 1 s may or may not reflect 
the prehistoric pattern. It should be understood that the prehistorian 
is never justified in using protohistoric: data as a substitute for 
the archaeology of the prehistoric period, although this has prov.ed 
a temptation in New Zealand where library research is less costly and 
sometimes more speedy than excavation., The prehistorian correctly 
approaches the protohistoric in two ways: he may seek out and test 
ethnographic - his.torical data to assist in the interpretation of 
1 This term has been used to indicate "the ideal point from which 







archaeological. evidence, the protohistoric records being regarded 
as generating hypotheses, and providing a wide range of possible 
explanations; secondly, if he regards prehisto:uy as being one 
part of the span of culture history, he may extend his study into 
the protohistoric period without fear of crossing any academic 
boundaries and use, those techniques (for example, archaeology) 
whic.h characterise prehistoric research. This dissertation is 
intended as. an initial contribution to Wairarapa culture history,, 
specifically the later periods. It is also hoped that it will 
provide 'a range of possible explanations' for prehistorians s.tudying 
earlier periods. 
Although on the question of settlement; pattern this 
study raises more uncertainties than facts, on subjects like trade, 
more can be said., The evidence of barter and gift exchange during 
the years. before 1820,, and the resumption of many l:iinks following 
the establishment of· peace indicate the existence of a close network 
of social relations throughout Ngati Kahungunu tribal territory, and 
the extension of these into the South Island in association with 
kinship ties. This may manifest :iitself to the prehistorian as a 
widespread, relatively homogeneous cultural inventory. There were 
sufficient indications of cultural similarities over this territory 
for Skinner to set it up as a 'culture area' as early as 1921 
(Skinner, 1921). Inevitably, many new alliances would have been made 
while the hapus were in refuge at Mahia, but: there is little concrete 
,; 
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evidenc.e of this •. During Maori Land Court hearings references which 
were occasionally made to gifts of land to, or the use of land by, 
strangers could indicate the continuation of friendships begun 
while in refuge. on the East Coast .. 1 
For earlier periods, the prehistorian may find that the 
pattern of tribal movement given in oral tradition will be revealed 
by inconsistenc.ies or regularities in the archaeological record •. 
Green used traditions and genealogical reckoning to place the 
Vailele mounds of. Samoa into perspective against archaeological 
research (Green, in Green and Davidson (Eds •. ), 1969:99-107); 
tradition also indicated tla;e use of lava tubes as places of refuge 
(Green, in Green and Davidson (Eds.), 1969:267) •. Archaeological 
research disproved thQse interpretations of tradition which favoured 
a movement from inland to coastal settlement by showing that there 
had been regular· occupation in both areas from the fifth century 
A.D. until a point of time near the beginning of the historic period 
(Green, in Green and Davidson (Eds.), 1969:106). Likewise, there 
was archaeological evidence that inland settlement was more 
extensive than some interpretations of traditional evidence had 
indicated (Peters, in Green and Davidson (Eds.), 1969:218). Within 
the context of the Wairarapa, archaeological research may modify the 
interpretation of the sequence of occupation, but it is hoped that 




confirmation may be also possible. Radiocarbon dates, for instance, 
may serve to correlate patterns of land use with information given 
in traditional accounts.~ If, as traditions state, the Ngati 
Kahungunu occupied habitation sites abandoned by the Rangitane, there 
may be evidence of the change in occupancy. Such features as the 
raised rim pits which are distributed over a wide area of the East 
Coast from the North into the South Island, may be associated with 
one of the groups which moved through the Wairarapa. 
In the meantime, until archaeological. reports are 
forthcoming for the Wairarapa Valley, this thesis must stand as a 
pre:Liminary report. in which the task of writing the culture history 
of the area is begun. 2 At present, the period considered has not 
been examined archaeologically; this is seen as a future step, 
without which this period is only incompletely covered .. It is 
believed that the study of all periods of culture history is 
benefitted by the application of a wide range of methods. As 
Lantis has recently commented: 
"The term 'culture history' should connote 
only 'the history of a culture,' from. 
whatever sources it is compiled. How.ever .... 
t; Dates published for agricultural soils along the shores of 
Palliser.· Bay have revealed a change in land use, which, in the 
archaeological context of these sites, may be shown to be caused 
by changing envi~onmental. conditions encouraging gr.cup movement 
out of the area (Leach and Leach, 19711: 199-201). 
2 Two men, Mr K.R.Cairns: and Mr T.V.Saunders, have been working 
on related topics for many years in the Wairarapa but their 
work has not reached publication stage. 
,l-,, 
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it has until recently implied a reconstruction 
from archaeology of the early history of a 
culture and a reconstruction by ethnographic 
techniques of the late history of the culture." 
(Lantis (Ed.), 1970:4) 
It has been demonstrated that ethnohistory can unite these two 
extremes, but the interpretation which results from the integration 
of the different types of data is dependent upon the quality and 
quantity of the data. Vanstone has shown that documentary research 
was invaluable in his archaeological survey of the Nushagak River 
region 0f Southwestern Alaska. His prior knowledge of the names 
and locations of many sites facilitated familiarity within the 
archaeological framework of his; region (VanStone,i.n Lantis (Ed.), 
1970:59) •. Ackerman outlined the numerous methodological approaches 
which have proliferated in America since 1948 when Taylor proposed 
the adoption of a conjunctive approach in archaeology. Ackerman 
referred to: 
"settlement pattern analysis •.• •. , processual 
analysis •••. , the ethnology-archaeology 
relationship~~., attempts to reconstruct 
early prehistoric social and cultural 
systems .... , the analogy frame from ethnology ••• 
apJ2:lied to recent prehistoric-to-historic period 
archaeology 
and notes that such terms as 
••• 11 
11 socio-archaeology •••. , social archaeology ••• , 
ethnoarchaeology ••• , and even archaeoethnology 




social unit and social integration studies 
in archaeology. 11 
(Ackerman, in Lantis (Ed.), 1970:11) 
Ackerman believes that ethnographic research is a basic part of 
the archaeologist's equipment, but unless the ethnographic data 
is "specific to the archaeological context'' it can be of little 
use, to the archaeologist (Ackerman, in Lantis (Ed.), 1970:12-13). 
In order to achieve the necessary specificity care has been taken 
in this dissertation to include verbatim reports and in general to 
examine documentary material in detail,. Generalised conclusions 
published by nineteenth and early twentieth scholars have also 
been consulted, not as sources of ethnographic analogy, but for 
their contribution of information of direct relevance to the 
Wairarapa. It is hoped that at some future date the information 
which has been gathered can be utilised as data for some of those 
levels of interpretation which have been outlined by Ackerman. 
Davidson haa demonstrated different levels, of interpretation in 
her discussion of settlement. patterns in Samoa before 1.840 
(Davidson, 1969) and it would appear that a similar type of study 
could be done in the Wairarapa. 
In conclusion, it should be clear that while this analysis 
contains inf,ormation relevant to the study of prehistory, it 
contributes more to the examination of protohistory per se. This 




the world. It is perhaps true that historians and anthropologists 
have encountered greater difficulties in working with 'dynamic' 
societies than with those they took to be 'static' in an 
'ethnographic present'. The methodsof ethnohistorians have been worked 
out specifically to cope with.this time of rapid culture contact and 
change. These methods are not new;. it is believed that their 
contribution lies: in their combinatfon in the ethnohis.torical 
approach. Since Taylor and Clark urged the adoption of a similar 
'e:onjunctive' approach in prehistory, much progress has been made 
in prehistoric studies. The conjunc-tive- approach of ethnohistory may 
be expecte.d to\ be as fruitful. for protohistoric studies, ultimately 
assisting in the writing of a better culture history. 
-" 
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APPENDIX 1 1 ' 
During August 1969 members of the Anthropology Department 
of the University of Otago carried out a site survey of the 
Wairarapa Coast between Lake Onoke and Cape Palliser. The survey 
was extended along the eastern side o.f the lakes to Martinborough. 
Sites were recorded and their main features noted on cards. There 
proved to be a variety of structures ranging from stone walls 1, 
evidence of burials, remains of ovens, to pits in a variety of 
forms and sizes. Structural features on eminences in, and bordering 
the Lower Valley,. were often found to be components of fortified 
sites. 
Examination of early maps of the Wairarapa Valley revealed 
that a number of sites known as occupation sites during the·early 
years of European settlement had not been located during the survey. 
The details from the maps, were transcribed as precisely 
as possible upon the New Zealand Map Series2 for the Wairarapa 
Valley. Aerial photographs taken in 1944 were studied and examined 
for signs both of. those sites recorded during the field survey, and 
sites recorded upon the Roll Plan Maps compiled between 1849 and 
1856. In the absence of published site records it was necessary to 
1 These stone structures will be fully reviewed by Mrs Helen Leach 
in her Doctoral Thesis. 




visit as many of the sites taken from the Roll Plans as time 
permitted. This second field survey enlarged the number of sites 
which could be recorded ±n the New Zealand Archaeological Association 
files and for the purposes of this thesis, permitted full or partial 
confirmation of details recorded upon the early maps. The time 
factor confirmed the ground search to the Valley south of 
Martinborough. 
The second survey added a few interesting sites which are 
discussed here under their nineteenth century names. A complex of 
trenches was; found at Wharepapa while seeking confirmation of 
the Ngati Tama occupation site of the 1830 1s. Parikarangaranga in 
the Turanganui Valley consisted of terraces and pits which were 
surrounded by a deep ditch. Waitapu, which was one of the later 
Valley sites to be occupied, was under a grow.th of thistles, but 
had creek sections which could be readily viewed. These sections, 
and others examined at Kohunui, a site which was recorded upon 
early maps: but not in documents prior to, 1856, revealed evidence 
of occupation and of items of European manuf~cture. 
A number of the structural features which were visible 
in 1944 could not be located at the time of the second survey. 
Various caus:es can be given for their disappearance; these include 
farming activities,, land drainage,. and reclamation schemes ... Sites 
such as Waihinga and Kaupekahinga. which were known to be potato 
grounds of the Maoris at Oteraia and Huangarua, have been totally 
" 
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obliterated by the plough. Parikarangaranga has had a section 
completely removed by quarrying but the remainder of this site 
is in good condition~ 
The lakes and rivers of the Wairarapa Valley were an 
important part of the environment of the Wairarapa Maoris. River 
erosion and change.s of course have affected an unknown number of 
sites •. Of those sites known from Roll. Plans, Peretanginoa, 
Turanganui and Wangaiwakarere were impossible to locate due to the 
confusion caused by changes. in the course of the Turanganui River. 
Aggradati.on following the annual floods may also be responsible 
f.or covering up a number of sites •. The protohistorie settlement 
pattern of the 1840 1 s revealed a tendency for major villages to 
be located near rivers. If this; pattern was: common during the 
pre-184.0 period, it is possible that a number of sites may only 
be found af'ter they have been eroded by river action. A careful 
study of the formation of the sand dunes and river terraces in 
the Wairarapa Valley, together with an examination of the rate of 
deposition of. sand and silt, may indicate where further sites may 
be found. It is possible that the lakes were formerly far more 
extensive and that settlements were correspondingly further away 
from the lakes' margins. There is evidence of modification of 
the landscape by earthquakes and by aggradation during the post-
1840 period •. The Maori Land Court Hearings include numerous 
instances of disputes c.oncerning the occupation of these upraised 




sites in the Wairarapa Valley are located upon old lake margins 
and river banks, or under deposits of soil or sand in the 
vicinity of these features. 
A comparison of the sites found during the surveys, and 
of those known from documents reveals little correlation between 
the two sets of information •. Archaeological research is an 
important conjunct of protohistoric research. Archaeological 
investigations permit a diachronic reconstruction of a site or site 
complex otherwise unobtainable from documents~ 
A very few villages were recorded by watercolour sketches, 
but the information recor.ded can be particularly valuable. Oteraia 
has been ploughed up, so it is especially interesting to examine 
the detail in Fox's sketches,, despite the slight differences visible 
in each sketch (Bagnall, 1967). Okorewa and Te Kopi were also 
sketched,. but in the latter case few structural details are recorded. 
The sketch of Te Kepi does serve to confirm the extent of the 
coastal erosion which has occurred since 1850 •. This erosion is 
noticeably greater at the present than it was in 1844 and 
consequently it is difficult to locate Te Kepi Pa accurately. The 
watercolour of Palliser Bay which Brees drew up in the 1840 1 s is 
of little assistance .. The view is apparently drawn looking west, 
with the sea on the 1.eft of the sketch. He has described the 
settlement on the point in the distance as the whaling station 
(Brees, 1847 :32). Maps of the area indicate that at this. time 
.! 
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Whatarangi whaling station was to the south and not the north of 
Te Kopi as portrayed in this sketch. Likewise the boat station is 
also placed on the northward side of Te Kopi (Roll Plans: 710/10538 
and 10542). Colenso's descriptions of Te Kopi indicate that the 
settlement was partly built upon a prominence above the Boat 
Station and that erosion was modifying the environment even at that 
stage .• In April 185& he wrote of the sea which "rolled its noisy 
waves over ground where my tent and some of the Native's huts 
had formerly stood! 11 (Colenso, Journal:1B/4/1851); one year later 
he visited the Te. Kopi Chapel which was situated on a higher level 
than the boatmen's quarters (Col.enso,, Journal: 6/4/1852). It is 
therefore possible that Brees has confused the l.iving quarters of 
the boat station with the whaling stat:ii.on at Whatarangi, and that 
the sketch illustrated a mingling of European and Maori dwellings. 
Occasional references indicate that the main Maori settlement was 
separate .. from the European premises (Greenwood, Diary:24/9/1843; 
Vallance, in Levin Papers: 10/11/1844; Colenso,, Journal: 6/4/1852) 
so it is, possible that the further buildings belong to the Maori 
village. The buildings in the centre of the sketch are of European 
design, but it is difficult to decide whether the structure in the 
immediate foreground is a Maori dwelling or a promontory of land. 
No corroboration o:f the relationship between the Maori and the 





Smith's coastal survey, so the precise location of Te Kopi 




Maori Settlement Patterns after 1852 once the Valley 
was occupied by increased numbers of European settlers. 
Source:. Letters written by the Reverend Ronaldson. 
16/11/1856_ 
none of the great difficulties we have to contend with is the way in 
which the Natives are scattered about the Valley and on the Coast as 
far as Castle Point (sic) there are between 500 and 600 Natives -- the 
English population which is quite as scattered is about 300 or 400 if 
not jjndeed even more: than the latter number." 
29/1/1857 
''••-•, to visit them all is no easy task for as they now "dwell safely, 
every man under his vine and under his: fig tree" they are so scattered 
and are locate.d in so many different places that even at the present 
time there. are. some of their Kainga's where I have not been." 
1/7/1857 
"The chief impediment to my labour amongst them is the way in which 
they are scatt.ered over the District •. Living now in perfect security 
they have broken up their Pas they inhabited in the olden times and 
are now distributed into Kianga's (sic) all. over the Land. This, while 
it increases the labour of the Missionary diminishes his immediate 
interc.ourse with them. 11 
15/11/1'858 
"Many of the Natives were absent from the District during the Months 





Ahuriri with the view of persuading the Natives there to cease 
fighting ••••• On their return from Ahuriri a large party left 
Wairarapa on a visit to Whanganui, they did not return till the 
end of September.II 
3/12/1863 
"A little further on in the Report the idea seems to be conveyed 
that the reason of the Natives removal. is the increased number of 
the settlers .. For my part I do not believe the Maoris give the 
settlers a. thought in their choice of locality otherwise than to 
turn it to their own advantage .. It is probable that the Natives 
here have increased during my residence by the introduction of 
Natives from other parts. Their removals have simply been from 
one part to another in the same district and this from a very 
natural. cause. - the land here is generally speaking of so poor a 
description that they cannot long cultivate the same plot of 
ground and thus they have had to move to new soil., Again their 
disputes among themselves has proved. a very fertile source of much 








A CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF TRAVELLERS WHOSE RECORDS 
HAVE BEEN CONSULTED FOR DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL 
CONCERNING THE WAIRARAPA DISTRICT 
YEAR DATE OF VISIT/EXTENT OF TRIP 
1839 September 1839 
RECORDER/TRAVELLER 
Heaphy, Charles 









30 July to 18 August 1:840 
late October 1840 
8 December to 16 December 18~-0 
25 November to 6 December 1841 
5 May to 8 June 1842 
19 July to? July 1842 
3 February to 11. February 1842 
25 April to 15 May 1843 
see letter dated 1: August 1843 
11 September to 26 September 
1843 
Spring 1843 
19 December 1:843 to ? 
? 19 December 1843 
? late 1843 or early 1844 
13 March 1844 until. ? 
? April or May? 1844 
1 May 1844 left Wellington 
f.or W:arekaka Station 
May 1844 
30 June 1844, report dated 
9 October 1844 left Wellington 
March 1845 
March 1845 
20 March to 9 April 1845 
May 1845 
23 August to 6 September 1845 
31 October to 20 November 1845 
2 March to 20 March 1846 
11 September to 25 September 
1846 
Best, Abel Dottin 
Stokes, Robert 
Kettle, Charles 
Hadfield, Rev. Octavius 
Brees, Samue.l Charles 
Fox,. Sir William 
Brees, Samuel Charles 
Greenwood, J.H. 
Grindell, J. 
Brees, Samuel Charles 




Weld, Sir Frederick 
Swainson, William 
Wills, Alfred 
Thomas and Harrison 
Tiffen and Northwood visited 
Warekaka Station 




















TABLE 1i (cont'd) 
DATK OF VISIT/EXTENT OF TRIP RECORDER/TRAVELLER 
18 February to 25 February 1847 Wil:Liams, Rev.William 
26 February 1847 left Bell., Francis Dillon 
Wellington 
3 April to 29 April 1847 
22 October to 16 November 1847 
10 November 1847 left 
We.llington 
1847 
5 April to 30 May 1848 
28 October to 23 November 1848 
2 November to 30 November 1848 
27 December 1848 to 
3February 1849 
17 March to 19 April 1849 
20 March to 5 April 1850 
March to April 1850 
17 April to 12 May 1851 
23 March to 6 April 1852 
26 March to 5 April 1852 
? January 1853 
June 1853 
27 October 1853 began Upper 
Valley survey 
Mid May 1853 
?. 1854 
27 October 1855 began 






















Ronaldson, Rev. w. -· arrival to take 
up residence in Wairarapa valley. 
NOTE: Dates recorded in this table which indicate a lengthy trip show, 
firs.tly, the date of departure for Wairarapa district, and 
secondly, the date of arrival at destination following the trip. 
It has been necessary to follow this procedure because in many 
instances the intermediate dates have not been fully recorded. 
p-\" 
." 
TABLE 1 (cont'd) 
~ (cont'd) 
There-are exceptions to this however; Colenso is one. The 
dates given for his visits show the arrival of his party 
at e.ither Te Kopi or the northernmost point of the 
Wairarapa Valley, and of the departure from the Valley to 
return home,. from either of these two points. Hadfield' s 
visit in 1852 is another exception, as is the visit by the 
Rav. William Williams in 1847. 
Settlements 
ordered from 






























VILLAGES NAMED BY TRAVELLERS TO THE WAIRARAPA VALLEY 
SHOWING THE YEARS IN WHICH THESE.SETTLEMENTS WERE VISITED 
184118421843 1844 1845 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850 1851, 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 
X X X X X X x. X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X. X. X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X X X X X 
X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
X 
X X 
x: X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X 
X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X 
X 
x. X X X X 




EVIDENCE GIVEN IN TIPUA ~APUNATEA HEARING BY 












































EV:IDENCE GIVEN IN NGAWAKAAKUPE HEARING BY 
WI HIKAWERA MAHUPUKU UPON LAND RIGHTS 
IN THE WAIRARAPA VALLEY 
The set,tlement name is shown where given, 
otherwise all. hapus are arranged from south 



















Name of Chief 
Raniera te Iho 
Wi Tamahana 
Ngairo Tukatakaputea 
Piripi Te Maare 











Source: Ikaroa District, Minute Book 
Number 16: 11/9/1890:229-230 
Note: The following species are ordered alphabetically 
according to their botanical names. The basic 
information has been taken from Colenso (Colenso, 
1968a:259-268), but the species are arranged to 
show changes1 in the botanical nomenclature since 
his lists were published. In some instances only 
TABLE 5 
VEGETATION 
minor alterations have occurred. The old terminology 
in such cases is not shown. 
1 . ' . 
Sources were: Allan, 1961; Moore and Adams, 1963; 
Poole and Adams, 1 963; Moore and Edgar, 1 970) , 
-·· 
MAORI :: •. AME 
TA"J:'1EA 
' PAPAII root and stem?; 
TITOKI 
NII.AU 
MAK' JMAKO berries 
REK u\RENGA or -MAIKAII<A 







PUKA?1JL\ or- RANGl;ORA 










? Arundo GOnspicua 
Asplenium bulbiferum. 
Asplenium lucidum 






















Key to Distribution of Species: 
1. P. Lake Pounui Sample· (McQueen,1969) 
2. Rimutaka and Tararua Ranges 
- (Zotov, 1939) 
S. Rimutaka Range 
E. Eastern Tararua Range 
z. The entire area s.tudied by Zotov 
3. A. Aorangi Range (Wardle, 1967) ' 
4. V. Wairarapa Valley: known from 





























Key to Uses of Species 
· (Colenso, 1868a:259-268) 
1. Staple uncultivated articles of 
vegetable food 
2. Smaller fruits and vegetables 
invariabfy used while in season 
a) Those which wer~ largely and 
conunonly used. 
b) Those which were less often used 
3. Clothing or fibre-yielding plants 
4. Timber trees and other plants used 
in making canoes, war and husbandry 
instruments andvessels 

































MAORI NAME BOTANICAL NAME NAME CHANGED TO DISTRIBUTION USE 
p s E z A V 1 2a 2b 3 4 5 
Clematis colensoi Clematis forsteri 5c X 
CLEMATIS Clematis hexasepala Clematis hookeriana; X X 
TATARAHEKO Coppcsmaa acerosa X X 
PAPAAUMA or Coprosma sp.£ruit Co~rosma gr_andi£olia COpnQSJnaJaustra1is X X X X ., X 
ICARAMU or Coprosma sp.rruit Coprosma lucida I X X X i 
I 
TAUPATA or Coprosma sp.fruit _Goprosma retusa c.rep_ens X X xi 
A. : C.robusta X X 
HAWHATO Cordiceps robertsii X 
TI CordJtline australis X X X X X X X 
TOI Barbarea australis Cordyline indivisa X X X 
Ti Koraha roots Cordyline stricta Cordyline pumilio . i .... X 
TUPAICIHI or TUTU Coriaria ruscifolia Coriaria arborea i' X X X X 
TUTUP APA fruit Coriaria thymifolia 
·1. 
Coriaria luri,da co~plex : .. X X 
ICARAKA berries Corynocarpus laevigata Corynocarpus laevi~~~us X X X X 
PONGA Cyathea de\albata X X X X X· 
KORAU' or MAMAKU Cyathea medullaris X X X 
heath-like totara berries Leucopogon fraseri Cyathodes £ra:seri . X X 
' 
RIMU berries Dac:rydium cupressinum X :x: X X X X 
Pingao Desmoschoenus spiralis X X 
TUMATAKURU or N.Z.Thorn Discaria toumatou X X X 
AKE.AXE Dodonaea viscosa X X 
Doodia media X 
NEINEI Dracophyllum latifolium X 
KOHEKOHE Dysoxylum spectabile X X X 
HINAU berries ElaE:Ocarpus dentatus X X X X X 
POKAKA Elaeocarpushookerianus X X 
PAPATANiw1IA Elatosterrarugosum X X 
WHAU or HAUAMA Entelea. arborescens X 
KIEKIE Freycinetia banksii X X X X X X X 
KOHUTUHU1'U or KOTUlCUTlTKU berries Fuchsia excorticata X X X X X 
!OROPUKU fruit Gaultheria depressa X X 
HAi""IGEHA.."iCS Geniostoma ligustrifolium X X 
-'- ·t· .. 
- ---
~rABLE ~o~t'd) 
MAORI NAME BOTANICAL NAME NAME CHANGED TO DISTRIBUTION USE 
p s E z A V 1 2a 2b 3 ,, 5 "f 
MATUAKUMARA roots Geranium dissectum Geranium australe X X 
Goniopteris pennigera X 
MAIRE Santalum cunninghamii Gymnelaea cunninghamii X 
KARETU grass Hierochloe redolens Hierochloe antarctica X X X 
WHAUWHI or HOUI Hoheria populnea X X 
PEKEPEKEKIORE Hydnum clathroides X 
Hymenophyllum villosum X ' X 
PARUWHATITIRI Heodictyon cibarium X 
w.rw.r or rushes Juncus maritimus X 
Juncus effusus . Juncus gregi£lorus X X X X X X 
Leptocarpus simplex 
' . 
Hard jointed rush Leptocarpus similis •· X 
PUKATEA Atherosperma novae- Laurelia novae-zelai\diae - X X 
zealandiae 
MANUI<A Leptospermum scoparium xi X X X X X X X 
X:OPURA Lophocolea novae-zealandiae X 
L.allodonta .. X 
. I 
Larger fern £ron.ds Lomaria procera X 
WAEWAEICOUKOU Lycopodium volubile X X X 
Twining fern · Lygodium articulatum X 
PARA or large fern roots . Marattia salicina X 
KAWAKAWA fru:it Piper excelsum Macropiper excelsum X X X X X 
MAHOE Melicytus rarniflorus 
·. 
X X X X X • X 
DIAPHC>RECTIC Mentha cu.nninghamii X 
AKA Metrosideros scandens Metrosideros .. per fora ta X X X 
Muhlenbeckia berries Muhlenbeckia.adpressa Muehlenbeckia australis X X X X 
M. complexa X X X 
M. ephedroides X 
NGAIO berries Myoporum laetum X X X X X 
RAMARAMA or N.Z.Myrtle fruit Myrtus bullata X X 
ROHUTU or N.Z.Myrtle fruit M.pedunculata X X X 
RAUKAWA Panax edgerleyi Pseudopanax edgerleyi X X 
KAIKOMAKO Pennantia corymbosa X X 
HARAKEKE or N.Z.flax Phormium tenax and X X X X X X 
Ph. colensoi phormium cookianum X X X X 
---------------- -
MAORI NAME 










HAICEICE and the POPOIAHAICEICE 
TAUHINU 
ARUHE or fern root· 
KAREAO sterns 
NIICAtf or N.Z.palm 
.TATARAMOA or N.Z.Bramble fruit 
PATE 
RIRIWAKA 
KOHOHO or POROPORO 
POROPORO .fruit 
PUWHA or milk-thistie 
KOWHAI 
LARGE BULRUSH: pollen £rem . 
flowers made into cakes 
The tubers of several small 








Podocarpus;i dacrydi i:>i des 
I . 
:. Podoc~rpusi eugenioides 
Podocarpus ferruginea 
P. spicata 




















TABLE 5 (cont'd) 



































































































































FREQUENCY OF SPECIES IN EACH AREA ARRANGED ACCORDING TO USE 
Area. Uses 
1 2a 2b 2 4 2 
z •. Rimutaka and Aorangi Ranges 3 8 31 5 23 28 
A. Aorangi Range 3 5 13 1 14 13 






















Red Gµrnard, Gurnet 
• 
Hake, or Southern King£ish. 
•. 



































Common surface and midwater fish obtained at all seasons. ·~ 
No bait used: hook secured to short rod. 
Common:caught among long kelp: found close inshore in rocky 
localities • 
Common. Inhabits inshore, rocky localities near kelp. 
Common. Returns from deeper water to inshore, rocky localities 
in spring. 
Obtained in 10-15 fathoms 0£ water 
•• Prelers sandy inshore localities 
Lives in coastal waters 
Lives in sandy bays; sometimes enters river estuaries in summer. 
Is very abundant in summer months. 
One of chief food fishes of N.Z. 
Frequent 
Common inshore. Famous hapuku fishing rocks inside Wellington 
Heads. Obtained in 20-50 fathoms. May be caught November-May. 
Common in warm waters. Visit coast in summer in great shoals, 
especially frequent in mouths 0£ streams. 
Lives in deep offshore waters 
Lives in open sea: approaches land in July., August, September. 
Was very common in Wellington harbour throughout summer 
Inhabits rocky localities in surface water or the bottom to 
about 40 fathoms. Usually moves in large shoals. 
Inhabits inshore rocky areas among seaweed., 
Taken in quantity in Palliser Bay during a1.1tumn. Found on all 
rocky points of New Zealand coast. Very good £or preservation. 
Prefers rocky areas, down to 20 fathoms; m<,re abundant inshore. 
Coastal vaters: on clean and sandy bottoms .• 














TP..BLE 7 (cont'd) 
MARI:r,1E FISH 








\ · Jasus verreauxii 
Haliotis Iris 
Haliotis Au~tralis 
Sourcesf Best, Scrapbook No.5!88 
Doak, 1970:39-"31 
Doogue et ali 1962 









Found inshore in,,1.sandy areas to depths of about 100 feet •. 
Inhabits inshore and offshore waters: also rocky, weedy 
areas and clean sandy and muddy bottoms • , 
Lives mostly on bottom down to about 100 fathoms. 
Lives in midwater in rocky localities. Common during summer. 
Frequent 
Inhabits rocky coast to about 30 fathoms: 1also found offshore. 
Inhabits rocky coast to about 30 fathoms: also found offshore. 


















SHORE AND SEA BIRDS 







Erect-.crested Eudypte.s. sclateri 
Petrel: 
Black ProceJ.laria parkinsoni 
Diving Pelecanoides urinatrix 
White-faced. Pelagodroma marina 
Prion: Fairy Pachyptila turtur 
COMMENT 
Rare bird in Wairarapa. Observed 
near Lakes Wairarapa and Onoke 
Found along Wairarapa Coast in 
varying numbers 
Found in small. numbers on 
Wairarapa East Coast 
Found along Wairarapa Coast 
Found in small. numbers al.ong 
Palliser Bay 
Sparingly distributed along 
Pall.iser Bay 
Occasionally turns up in winter 
Shag: Spotte.d Stic.tocarbo punctatus Found in small numbers along 









Caspian Hydroprogne caspia 
White-fronted Sterna. striata 
Source: Fleming, 1957:33 ... 34 
Suspected of breeding near 
Cape Eall.iser 
Alw:~ys. found round Wairarapa Coast 
Autumn and winter visitor to 
Wairarapa Coast 




LAND BIRDS DISTRIBUTION 
COMMON AND MAORI NAME GENERA AND SPECIES Rimutaka- Wairarapa Aorangi North- Habitat and 
Tararua Ranges Valley_ Range eastern Comment 
Hills 
Bellbir.d Anthornis melanura Eastern River X X forest, 
(Korimako, Makomako} Vall.eys coastal 
fore.st 
North Island Crow Callaeas cinerea x. X forest 
(Kokako) 
Cuckoo: 
Long-tailed Eudynamis. tai tensis X X X X fore.st, 
(Koekoea) common in 
summer 
Shining Chalcites lucidus X x. X X forest, 
(Pipiwhar.auroa} scrub.Arrives 
early October 
Fantail Rhipidura fuliginosa Common lower X forest 
(Pi wakawaka) down 
Hawk: 
Bush Falco novaeseelandiae X 
Harrier (Kahu) Circus approximans Occasionally X X fernland, 
above bush scrub,swamp 
line 
Huia Heteralocha, X X 
acutirostris 
* Kaka Nestor meridionalis Beech forest X X forest X 
Kingf'isher Halcyon sancta 
Morepork (Ruru) Ninox novaeseelandiae X forest 
Parakeet:. 
Red-fronted Cyanoramplus X 
novaezelandiae 






!!!lLE 9 (cont'd) 
LAND BIRDS 






Rimutaka- w:airarapa Aorangi North- Habitat and 
Tararua Ranges; Valley Range eastern Comment 
X X 
Hill.s 
X forest, scarce 
in beech forest 
* Pigeon:. 
New Zealand (Kereru) Hemiphaga 
novaes,e elandiae 






























































TABLE 9 (cont'd) 
LAND BIRDS DISTRIBUTION 





















* Denotes species mentioned in documents between 1839 and 1852 
Source:: Bannis,ter, 1940:13 
Iorns, 1951' 
Stidolph, 1971 :48-?8, 99-113, 136-1L~O 
Vosseler, 1936 










TABLE 9 (cont'd) 
SWAMP AND WATER BIRDS 
COMMON NAME GENERA AND SPECIES HABITAT AND COMMENT -






Marsh Porzana pusilla Swamps, rarely seen 
Spotless Porzana tabuensis Swamps, rarely seen 
Dabchick Podiceps rufopectus Lakes, lagoons 
Duck: 
Brown Anas chlorotis Sw~mps, rivers 
Grey Anas; superciliosa Lakes, lagoons, swamps, 
rivers 
Paradise, Todorna. variega.ta Lakes, swamps, rivers 
Shoveler or Anas rhync.ho.tis Lakes, lagoons 
Spoonbill 
Fernbird Bowdleria punctata Lagoons, swamps 
Heron: 
White. Egre.t ta alba Sometimes spends l.ong 
periods in Wairarapa 
Lake district 
Puke.ko Porphyrio melanotus Swamps 
Rail: 
Banded Rall.us philippensis Swamps 
Shag: 
Black Phalacrocorax carbo Lakes, lagoons, rivers 
Whi te-throa te.d Phalacrocorax Lakes, lagoons, swamps, 
melanoleucus rivers 
Teal:. 
Black Aythya nova:.eseelandiae Swamps:, rivers 
x. Denotes species mentioned in documents between 1839 and 1852 
Source: Stidolph, 1971:79-98, 1[36-140 
TABLE 10 
FRESHWATER FISH 
Note: The following freshwater fish of the Wairarapa are known from Travellers' records and Maori Land Court Hearings. 
COMMON OR MAORI ~AME 
Cock-a-bully 








GENERA OR SPECIES 
Galaxias fasciatus 
1) Anguilla dieffenbachii 
2) Anguilla australis schmidtii 
Paranephrops planifrons 
Mugil cephalus ... 
Lamprey - - , _ •..
· . (Piharau): grownup lamprey asc~fil.1l.!i',- Geotria austr·alis 
· , · from the sea .· . . \. 
(Korokoro): adul't pouched male 1 
Minnow or Whitebait 
(Hiwi): adult · 
(!nanga & koeaea): the young 
Smelt 
(Ngaiore, Tuarenga):very young 


















Sources: Allen, 1949:22-27 
Amery (Ed.), 1866:43 
Bannister, 1940: ... HJl .· 
. Colenso, Journal; 6/3/1846; 
.. 
COMMENT 
Close relative to minnow; cononon in freshwater streams, ; 
lakes and rivers. 
See table 11. 
Species were not distinguished for Wairarapa1 
Taken by small dredge net, or by leaving bundles of fern 
underwater. Crayfish crawled on these and could be shaken out. 
"This Lake abounds with freshwater fish, particularly eels,_and 
a species of fish called Kana~" (Stokes, 1842:184) 
Whitebait are caught at the mouth of Lake Onoke. 
Lives in streams, rivers and lakes. Young often quite small 
and taken with whitebait. 
Entered rivers in early or mid summer. Moved upstream until 
March or later. In upper reaches of river by late autumn.or 
early winter. Disappeared in late winter or early spring. Trapped or netted. 
Prefers tidal reaches of rivers, but may be found far upstream. 
Frequents inshore and offshore areas of sand and mud. 
Frequents sandy and muddy inshore areas; often enters rr,euths 
of tidal rivers. 
Fox, Journal: 7/5/1843 
Hector, 1872. · 
M.ackay, 1891 !19. 
Phillipps, 1949 
. Ikaroa District, Minute Book Nwnb~rs: · 
9/5/1851 . · .. . . 15:50; 16:6'4, 147. 
Stokes, 1 842: 184 . 
W~lr.af~Pi:.~ ..Progress . L~ague,; 1 ~28. 
Definitions given MAORI NAME 
by Cairns,1941:54 
1 • Anguilla Hao 




·Dorsal area 0£ 
body bl~ck; ventral Haumate 
side a yellowish 
brown 
May reach over 
180 cm. in length Hikumutu 






















. or Kopu 
TABLE 11 
COMPARATIVE LIST OF EEL SPECIES AND 'IiHEIR VARIETIES RECOGNISED BY THE 
Definitions given 
by Williams, 1971 
Gnathopis habenata 
and·Anguilla sp:p. 
An eel resembling 
puhi 
A small species 
0£ eel 
A species 0£ eel -
A species 0£ eel 
Female of large 
variety of eel 
Informant: 
Te Whatahoro 
speaking 0£ eels 




Fifth to appear. 
Large; about 





Aporo te Kwneroa 
to Percy S~ith 
I -
Source: Do$es, 
1 91 8: 305-3d6 
I 
This eel. his blue 
eyes and i~ the 
best eatin~ 0£ all 
i 
i 
Like the ha:o, but-" 
with short lears 
Also cal.l.ed 
Matamoe 
Can be caught with 
the hand. Soft and 
flaccid 
Very large. There 
are 2 k.inds: 








A small ~el, short-




Pohu]:lu Old Native J.G.Miller 
0£ 
Definitions given 
by,- Saunders, 1965:38 
Wairarapa 
District 





by Maoris. Small 
slim eel. First 
•to appear 
· Also known to local 
Maoris as King eels. 
Silver bellied; about 
1' or more in length; 
most palatable. 
First to a,E.Eear .. 
Wairarapa district x 
Wairarapa district. 
Said to have a 
soft, £labby body 
o£ten caught by 
hand. Wairarapa 
district 
A large species. 
Wairarapa natives 
say that there are 
2 forms of this 








Big variety; sometimes 
over 6 9 in length. 
Fourth to appear. 
Definitions given Maori Name 
by Cairns,1941:54 
Seldom grows over ·xopakopako 
90 cm. in length · 









colour are not 
reliable when 
used alone. The 
short.;.£inned 
eel can be 
recognised 
easily in water 


















by Williams, 1971 
Gnaphophis 
habenata, silJer 
eel = .hao 
;, 
A species of eel 
An eel.caught in 
rivers 
A.very large 
species of eel 
A light-coloured 
variety of eel 
A black eel 
A large variety 




speaking 0£ eels 




A SWaJnl;) eel 
about 2· 16 and 
2" ih diameter; 
has spiny £ins. 
Very poor food 
and is dried and 
sbred only in 




Very £at and good. 
Film over eye 
· gives it its name. 
Third to aEeear. 
TABLE 11 (cont'd) 
Informant: 
Aporo te Kumeroa 














1929:72 1929:79 1929:87 
Silver eel. 
Williams Maori 
Dictionary .. A 
swamp eel, about 
30 in.long; spiny 
£ins; bony; poor 
eating 




state that paratawai, 
a short eel, and 
putalce-haralceke, 
a reddish coloured 










by Saunders, 1965:38 
Dark in colour; thick 
skinned. Not as long 
as Riko. Third to a2.eear. 
Maori Name Definitions gtven 
By Wiliams, 1971 
Putake-harakeke · A large variety of 
eel resembling · 
ICokoputuna 
Putu Gnathophis habenata, 







A variety of eel: 
light coloured eel 
A large species of 
eel 
A variety of eel 
A kind of eel 
Hikumutu;Mata,'lloe 
Tarehe. 









Light coloured eel 
( Kahungunu) 
A species of eel, 
similar to riko 
A variety of eel 
~ast Coast name for 
tuna riki, small eel 
A variety of eel 
TABLE 11 (cont'd) 
Informant: 
Te Whatahoro 
speaking of eels 
caught on East 
Coast, Wairarapa 
Source: Downes: 
· 191 8: 301 ;..302 
Silver belly, and 
light grey in 
colour. Fourth 
to appear 
Fifth to appear. 
Large about 5 ft. 
long: soft and fat 
with fine head. 
First and smallest 
eel to be taken 
Informant: 
Aparo Te Kumeroa 
to Percy Smith 
Source: Downes, 
1918:305-306 
The largest of all. 
Te Kumeroa said he 
had seen them 6 ft. 
lonq. 
Also called: Tirehe 
and Mairehe. A silver 
eel; is short, and 
not the best eatini 
Same thickness head 
to tail; black like 
riko 
Last to go ciown-
stream; has spiny fins; 
noor eatincr. 
Definitions given 
by Best, 1929:81-4 
Best's Informants: 
Pohuhu- Old Native J.G.Miller 
of Wairarapa 
District 






A large eel. Said 
to be the largest 
taken in 
Wairara£a district 
A light coloured 
eel. Mairehe is the 
Wairarapa form of 
the name. 
Similar to the riko •• 
it carries the same 
thickness from head 
to tail 
liairarapa District 










by Saunders, 1965:38 
Greenish backed about 1 ft. 





LAND ASSOCIATED WITH FISHING RIGHTS IN THE LAKE 
LAND BOUNDARIES 
From Otauira to 
Pekehoumia 
From Pekehoumia to 
Ohinehunga nea.:t' 
Kiriwai 
From Ohinehunga to 
Totarahapuka, east of 
Kiriwai 
From Totarahapuka to 
Te Peke 
From Te Peke to Okihi 
on the east side 
From Okihi to 
Turanganui 






Ngai tahu tawhanga. 
PRINCIPAL MEN OF HAPU 
Raniera te Iho 
Hemi te Miha 
Hohaia te Rangi 
Piripi te Maari 
Ngairo Rakaihikuroa 
Wi Tamihana Hiko 
Manihera Rangitakaiwaho 
Raniera te Iho 
Hemi te Miha 
Hohaia te Rangi 
Piripi te Maari 
Ngairo Rakaihikuroa 
Wi Tamihana Hike 
Hiko 
Ngawhawha kite Rangi 
Wheteriki Tuhirae 








Mitai te Wehewehe (Poneke) 
Raniera te Iho 
Te Kai o te Kokopu 
Ngawhawha 
Hiko 
Hemi te Miha 
Maraea Toatoa 
Raniera te Iho 
Hike 
Arihia 





















From Mapunatea to 
Oporua 
From Oporua to 
Mangatete 
From Mangatete to 
Kainoke 
The lakeside was 
owned by: 
From Ruahine to Otekia 
is the boundary between 
the 2 hapus 
Rangipo is the end of 
that division at the 
original mouth of the 
Tauhere-mikau 
From Tainoku to 
Otauira 
From Oporua to 
Mapunatea 





PRINCIPAL MEN OF HAPU 
Piripi te Maari 
Hoani Faraone Tunuiarangi 
Wi Kingi Tutepakihirangi 
Purakau Maika 
Mitai Poneke 








Te Ai:banga o Porou 
Mitai Poneke 
Wi Tutere 










*This hapu lost its right in this area of land when it was defeated by 
Ngai tehangarakau and Ngatimure.tu 
Source: Evidence given by John Alfred Jury on 29/4/1891. 








TRANS-TARARUA TRACKS: USED BY THE MAORIS, 
PROBABLE ROUTES INDICATED BY LAND-
MARKS,. ARRANGED FROM NORTH TO SOUTH 
Tirohanga Track from Manawatu up Tiritea 
Ridge to Arawaru, into Wairarapa near 
Kopikopiko 
Kauki-Raukawa. Track from Manawatu River 
near Mangahao Junction to about six 
miles North east of Palmerston North 
Kaihinu or Tokomaru Track. from Tokomaru 
River to Bab er I s Saddle ,, down either 
the Mangahao River or a nearby spur 
to a spot near Kopikopiko 
Putara to Horo:w:henua from Putara on 
Manga:tainoka River to Mangahao Gorge 
to Horow:henua via Arapeta and Te 
Paki Ridge 
Manakau to Areta to Upper Waipoua to 
Opaki Plain was the main track 
Holdsworth-Broken Ax.e Pinnacles -
Mitre Ridge 
Otaki River to Otaki Forks up spur 
to Hector Track and on to Hector 
and Alpha 
Branched at Alpha: 
a) Via Quoin to Hutt River 
b) Via Mt Reeves route to Wairarapa 
Longitudinal track connecting Otaki 
and Ohau River Valleys via Waitatapia, 
Waitewaew.ae, Otaki Forks and Oriwa 
Ridge to Ohau River 
REFERENCES 
Wilson, 1941 :6;; Barton, 1959-
1960 
Adkin, 1951 
Adkin, 1948:7;. 1951; 
Wilson, 1941 :5-6; 
Barton, 1959-60 
Adkin,, 1948:7; 1951; 
Barton, 1959-1960 
Adkin, 1948: 6-7; 1951 ;. 
Barton, 1959-1960 
Barton, 1959-1960 
Adkin, 1948:7; 1951; 
Barton, 1959-1,960 
Adkin,. 1948: 7-8; 1951; 
Barton, 1959-1960 
TABLE 1.4 
DEATHS RECORDED BY WILLIAM COLENSO FOR THE WAIRARAPA VALLEY 
AND THE COSTAL VILLAGES SOUTH OF CASTLEPOINT FOR THE YEARS 
1849 - 1850 and 1851 - 1852 
Deaths for ten months endina.._20 March 1850:. 
Heathen Papist Baptised Unbaptised, Communicants TOTAL 
M W Chn. M W Chn. M W Chn. attending church M w M w Ghn. 
Valley 2 1 3 - 1 2 4 5 10 4 3 3 4 4 46 
Coas.t 3 2 -- - -· -· -· 3 - 11 - - 11 -· 10 
TOTAL.. 5 3 3 - 1 2 4 8 10 5 3 3 5 4 56 
Source:; Colenso, Journal. 1850: 
Deaths for iear ending AEril 2 1852:; 
Heathen Papist Baptise.d 
M W Chn. M W Chn •. M W Chn. 
Vall.ey 1 1 - - 1 - 3 2 14 
Coast 1: 1 1· - - -- 4 3 3 




M w Chn. M w 
1: -· 4 1 5 
- - -· 1 -· 
1 - 4 2 5 











ESTIMATES OF POPULATION FOR VILLAGES IN 


















·-I_./ ·- ·- ·-. ·- ·- I - I•/ ·- ~- ·-_j. 
200 C 100 C 150 C 
150 C : 100 C 
30 C 
'69 K 124 K 
20 C 
71 K 
70 C 31 K 
35 C. 40 C 94 K 75 K 30 C 
68 K 39 K 
21 C 200 C 24 K 57 K 
33 K 55 K 
60 C 100 C 196 K 184 K 





Key: C: Obs:ervations. made by Colenso 
K: Observations, made by Kemp 
Source.: Colenso, Journals: 1:845-1852 
Kemp:, N.z.co. 131/4::22/49 :Encl •. 4. 
Kemp, letter dated 23/2/1849: New Munster 49/186 
Kemp, 1850:80, 81, 87. 










:.. -, ~, .... 
TABLK 16 
ATTENDANCES FOR CHURCH SERVICES., IN THE WAIRARAPA VALLEY_, 
RECORDED BY COLENSO. 
' ...... t _; ,....., '""' JV" I ( ,v,_ I'-' I/ I"-'./- tVJ I' 
150 over 200 over 250 195 100 
200 200 150 200 









40 100 50 50 
60 
40 140: 1160 120 200 100 
65 140 over 200 117 
174 250 1150 
258 200 
:>ver 200 
50, 40 40 
120 over 300 120 145 100 79 120 
70 100 150 100 123 110 :>ver tOO 
100 156 140 120 133 
105 120 141 81 
122 
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